


The Silk Sisters—longtime
friends Janelle, Sandra and Vicki—
have turned their business savvy
into a top-tier event agency. In the
wealthy enclave of Wintersage,
Massachusetts, there’s an
abundance of lavish parties, society
drama and longing hearts to keep
them busy.

Floral designer Vicki Ahlfors is a shy, hopeless romantic.
The dutiful daughter of a banking dynasty, she has always
done what was expected of her—until she falls for her best
friend’s divorced brother.

Attorney turned political strategist Jordan Woolcott has
always defined himself by his work. Now at a crossroads,
Jordan’s not sure who he is, other than a dad to his young son,
Mason. It’s a rewarding job, but being a single father is so
much harder than he’d ever imagined.

Vicki has a magical touch when it comes to Mason, and
her heart goes out to the overwhelmed Jordan. As feelings
grow tender, will an explosive political scandal end their
dream of forever before it even begins?



Her brow arched.
“So, this is our first date?”

“I’m not sure it started out that way, but that’s how I would
like to end it.” He trailed the backs of his fingers along her
cheek. “You said you didn’t want casual. I wasn’t sure if I was
ready for anything more. But I am.”

“Are you sure about that?”

He nodded. “Casual doesn’t have the appeal it once did.
I’m ready for something serious. Are you willing to take this
to the next level, Vicki?”

It felt as if hours went by as she studied him, but it was
only a few moments. Finally, she said, “So, how do you
usually end your first dates?”

The smile that stretched across Jordan’s face was so wide it
made his cheeks hurt.

“It’s been a while since I had a first date,” he said. “But if I
remember correctly, it usually ends like this.”

He dipped his head and connected his lips to hers. The
minute their mouths touched, Jordan was bowled over by the
sheer softness of her lips, the sweetness of her delectable kiss.
It had been so damn long since he’d felt anything even
remotely close to the feelings racing through his blood that he
had to slow himself down before he attacked her mouth with
the passion suddenly coursing through his veins.
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Dear Reader, Have you ever
wondered why love stories at

Christmastime are so enduring? Year
after year, bookstore shelves overflow
with yuletide tales of love, laughter

and sometimes even a little
heartache. As I was writing A

Mistletoe Affair, I finally figured out
why these stories are so popular. It’s

because the holidays and love go
hand in hand. As you embark on this

journey into the fictional seaside
town of Wintersage, my hope is that
the magic of the Christmas season

touches you as deeply as I was
touched while writing this story.

I would be remiss in not thanking fellow contributors to
the Wintersage Weddings series, Mills & Boon Kimani authors
A.C. Arthur and Phyllis Bourne. Bringing the town of
Wintersage to life with the two of you was an amazing
experience.

Blessings, Farrah Rochon



For my aunt, Gail Becnel.

She looks well to the ways of her household
and does not eat the bread of idleness.

—Proverbs 31:27
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Chapter 1

Stealing a brief moment to decompress after a hectic
morning of back-to-back-to-back customers, Vicki Ahlfors
closed her eyes and inhaled a healthy lungful of rich, pine-
scented air.

God, she loved this time of year.

The delicate perfume of tea roses in spring was lovely, but
it couldn’t compare to the crisp freshness of balsam fir. The
fragrant scent filling Petals, her floral-design shop, was a
telltale sign that her favorite time of the year was finally upon
her.

She snipped a wayward thatch of pine needles from the
thick spray, then draped the nine-foot garland across her
custom-made chest-high worktable. She gathered sprigs of
deep red hypericum berries and, using floral wire, attached
them to the garland in perfectly measured six-inch increments.
She knew how precise Mr. Wallace liked his floral
arrangements, and she would not give that old curmudgeon a
single opportunity to complain about the treatments she’d
designed for his front door this year.

“Oh, my goodness! It smells amazing down here.”

Vicki lifted her head to find Sandra Woolcott-Jacobs, one
of her partners in crime in the Silk Sisters event agency,
rounding the newel post at the base of the winding staircase.
She walked over to Vicki’s workstation, leaned over the
garland and pulled in a deep breath.

“I love this time of year,” Sandra said with a satisfied sigh.
“Laurel Collins was hanging Christmas lights around the
window of her gift shop when I walked past there this
morning. I nearly broke out into ‘Jingle Bell Rock.’”

Vicki arched a brow in knowing amusement. “That may be
the case, but for some reason I don’t think it’s just the time of
year that has you singing these days.”



Sandra dipped her head, a coy grin lifting the corners of
her mouth. “There may be another reason,” she admitted.

Vicki burst out laughing. “Sandra Woolcott-Jacobs, is that
an actual blush forming on your cheeks?”

“Oh, stop it,” Sandra said, the blush deepening.

If that wasn’t a sign that Sandra had undergone a radical
change since reconnecting with the love of her life, Vicki
didn’t know what was. Isaiah Jacobs had swooped back into
town and swept her girlfriend right off her feet.

“You’ve got that special newlywed glow,” Vicki said. “It
looks really good on you.”

She denied the slight twinge of envy that pinched her
chest, refused to even acknowledge its existence for fear that it
would show on her face. She was thrilled for her friends.
Truly, she was. Both Sandra and Janelle Howerton-Dubois, the
third member of their trio, had found love in the past few
months, and Vicki could not be happier for her two best
friends.

But happiness and envy weren’t mutually exclusive. She
was a multitasker; she could feel both.

“I can already tell that my first Christmas with Isaiah will
be magical,” Sandra said with a look that could only be
described as dreamy. “If you’re not booked solid already, I
may have you put together a wreath for our front door.”

“You know I’ll make time for you,” Vicki said. “What
about a tree?”

Another of those soft, faraway smiles graced Sandra’s lips.
“I think we’re going to decorate that ourselves. It’ll be our first
tree as a family.”

Vicki could barely contain her own wistful sigh. In the epic
battle between happiness and envy, envy was winning by a
landslide right now. There was no doubt about it, decorating
her tree at home, once again by her lonesome self, would suck
even more this year.



“I will, however, have you order our tree from the supplier
you usually use,” Sandra said, finally coming out of her it’s-a-
wonderful-life-with-Isaiah-induced daze. “Have you ordered
the tree for the Victorian yet?”

Vicki nodded. “It’s being delivered later today. I was able
to find the most gorgeous twelve-footer for the front parlor. It
should fit perfectly in the curve of the staircase.”

Petals inhabited the majority of the first floor of the three-
story Victorian she, Sandra and Janelle owned in their New
England hometown of Wintersage. Dubbed the Silk Sisters
since their high school days at Wintersage Academy, the three
had gone into business together soon after college graduation.
Swoon Couture, Sandra’s dress boutique, was on the second
floor, and Janelle’s event-planning business, Alluring Affairs,
occupied the third.

“The place looks great so far,” Sandra said, gesturing to
the gathering room, which served as the lobby for all three
businesses. The room’s focal point, a pillared, carved wooden
mantelpiece, was festooned with silver ribbon, ice-blue glass
ornaments and glitter-dusted seashells to bring in the essence
of their seaside town.

“If you need help decking the halls, just give me a ring,”
Sandra said.

Vicki waved off her offer. “You’ve got enough on your
plate with getting Swoon Couture Home off the ground.”

Sandra and her new husband were starting a new venture,
marrying her design business with Isaiah’s family’s furniture
business.

“Only if you’re sure,” Sandra said.

“I’m sure. Besides, I get a bit territorial when it comes to
holiday decorating.”

“Don’t I know it,” Sandra said with a snort. “One piece of
tinsel out of place and the girl goes crazy.”

Vicki pointed her pruning shears at her. “If you even think
about bringing a string of tinsel in here…”



“No tinsel! I promise.” She laughed, raising her hands in
mock surrender. “I’ll leave the decorating to you. I can’t wait
to see the finished product.” Sandra started up the stairs, but
stopped on the second step and called, “The Quarterdeck at
seven?”

“I’ll be there,” Vicki returned.

Even though the Victorian served as their home base, it
was rare for the three of them to be in one place at one time.
Even when they were all here, they were so busy with their
respective businesses that there was never much time for idle
chitchat. Years ago they made a pact to meet on Monday
nights for dinner, drinks and girl talk at the Quarterdeck, a
landmark eatery on Wintersage’s waterfront.

They were in for some serious chatting tonight. These past
couple of months had been a whirlwind of activity, with life-
altering events happening for Sandra and Janelle.

After witnessing the transformation in both her friends’
lives, Vicki had decided it was time she undergo a few changes
herself, on both the professional and personal fronts. She had
sensed for quite some time that she was in a rut, but as far as
ruts went, hers had been comfortable.

Honestly, what did she have to complain about? At twenty-
eight years old she owned her own business, her own home,
and had family and friends who loved her. She was blessed.

But she wasn’t happy. At least, not as happy as she wanted
to be. As she deserved to be. Witnessing both her friends enter
into that much-sought-after world of wedded bliss had brought
what was missing in Vicki’s own life into stark relief.

So she’d taken matters into her own hands, undergoing a
radical makeover. Okay, not entirely radical; it wasn’t as if
she’d dyed her hair purple and gotten a nose ring or anything.

But for quiet, reserved Vicki Ahlfors, a chin-length pixie
haircut and a closet of new cleavage-revealing blouses and
dresses were pretty darn drastic. By the slew of new male
clients Petals had garnered over the past week, the results of
her transformation could not be denied.



She was Wintersage’s hot new item.

“Whatever,” Vicki said with a snort.

She had definitely caught the eye of several men around
town, but instead of being flattered, Vicki found herself just a
tad pissed off. She’d lived here her entire life. Why in the heck
had it taken a makeover for all of them to finally notice her?

Despite the umbrage she’d taken over her admirers’
obvious shallowness, Vicki wasn’t entirely blind to the
romantic opportunities that her newfound popularity had
created.

There was just one problem: not a single one of the men
who had come calling in the past week held an ounce of
appeal. She found their overaggressiveness off-putting, and for
the few who’d strolled into her flower shop as if they were
God’s gift to the female population, Vicki had taken great
pleasure in knocking the wind out of their overinflated egos.

Talk about egos! What about her own? After all her
bellyaching over being single, she now had the nerve to play
hard to get.

“Damn right,” Vicki said.

Not only did she refuse to settle for the first guy who
walked into her flower shop and offered to buy her a dozen
roses, but she planned to make sure that any man she dated
was worthy of her precious free time. Life was much too short
to waste it on a relationship that was going nowhere. She
wanted to find what Sandra and Janelle had both found.

So why are you still dragging your feet?
Setting down the shears, Vicki walked over to her laptop

and flipped it open. Inhaling a fortifying breath, she logged on
to the online-dating profile she’d created after she’d got home
from Sandra’s wedding this past weekend. The message sitting
in her inbox seemed to pulse with a life of its own. She’d read
over it at least a dozen times since it had arrived, had
attempted to hit Reply more than once. Yet there it sat, staring
at her, goading her into donning the new, confident, vivacious
mantle she was determined to wear.



The new Vicki.

Was she really going to take this step? As popular as
online dating had become, Vicki could never bring herself to
try it. She’d held steadfast to the romantic notion of meeting
her Prince Charming the old-fashioned way. They were
supposed to spot each other across a crowded room, fall madly
in love, start a family and live happily ever after.

Blah. Blah. Blah.

The old-fashioned way hadn’t worked for her. The old-
fashioned way had her still single, while her two best friends
were now both married and living their happily ever afters.
She was done waiting for things to happen the old-fashioned
way.

Especially after accepting the harsh reality that the one
man she’d been waiting on—the one whom she’d carried a
torch for so much longer than she would ever admit to anyone
but her own foolish heart—would apparently never see her in
that way.

A dull ache settled in her chest, but Vicki quickly tamped
down the gloominess before it could take hold.

She was done pining for what would never be. It was time
to move on.

Ignoring what felt like a million butterflies flittering
around in her stomach, Vicki replied to the date request from a
handsome E.R. doctor who, according to his profile, was an
attending physician at Tufts Medical Center in Boston. The
moment she hit Send, a weight seemed to lift from her
shoulders.

There. That hadn’t been so bad. And it was yet another
step on her journey to finding the new Vicki.

Maybe she should give her new journey a name—
something along the lines of The Reinvention of Vicki?

She rolled her eyes as she closed the laptop.

That was something the old Vicki would do. The new
Vicki would not be so lame.



The rumbling of a truck engine had her dashing toward the
front door. All morning she’d been anticipating the arrival of
the Christmas tree she’d ordered. It was the final piece
required to transform the bottom floor of the Victorian into the
picture-perfect New England seaside Christmas escape.

Vicki stepped out onto the gabled front porch and stopped
dead in her tracks.

“What is this?” She pointed to the truck bed. “I ordered a
twelve-foot Fraser fir. This tree isn’t even eight feet.”

“This is what they gave me, lady,” the deliveryman replied
in a thick Boston accent. He rounded the truck and pulled the
tree out by its thin trunk.

Vicki shut her eyes against the thumping that instantly
started up at her temples. With a full slate of projects lined up,
hassling over the tree farm’s obvious mistake was exactly what
she did not need today.

But she’d had her heart set on that Fraser fir. She’d
purchased the most amazing hand-painted ornaments from a
gift shop on Main Street, along with a crystal tree topper that
would bring the entire ensemble together.

Dammit, she’d paid for that Fraser fir, not this scraggly
little pine that looked as if it was a reject from A Charlie
Brown Christmas school play.

The old Vicki would just accept the tree and move on. The
new Vicki wasn’t standing for it.

She stomped down the porch steps and blocked the
deliveryman’s path. “Sir, would you please bring this…this
thing,” she said, pointing to the tree, “back to the lot and return
with the tree I ordered?”

“Come on, lady. A tree is a tree.”

Vicki folded her arms over her chest. “I want the tree I
ordered,” she annunciated in a clipped tone.

The man let out a grunt. He shoved the tree back onto the
truck bed and mumbled something unintelligible under his
breath.



“Thank you,” Vicki said with a curt nod. She marched up
the steps and walked inside, closing the door behind her. She
fell back against it, covering her hand with her chest.

“Holy crap,” she breathed. A grin curled up the corners of
her lips. “I think I’m going to like the new Vicki.”

*

Vicki buried her chin deeper into her scarf as she braced
herself against the brisk wind coming off the water. She could
have taken her car, but with the Quarterdeck so close to Silk
Sisters, it felt unnecessary, even in the misty, frigid weather.
Besides, she could not fully appreciate the holiday decorations
adorning the businesses on Main Street from behind the wheel
of her car. Even the shops that were closed—now that the
tourist season was over—were bedecked with festive lights.

She entered the Quarterdeck and headed straight for the
table she, Sandra and Janelle usually occupied.

“Sorry I’m late,” Vicki said as she came upon them,
planting a kiss on Janelle’s cheek. She hadn’t seen her at all
today. “There was a mix-up with the Christmas tree. I’m
convinced the driver took extralong delivering the correct one
just to be difficult.”

“That just means that you’ll have to play catch-up with me
and Sandra,” Janelle said. She signaled a waiter, who was at
their table in an instant.

His pen poised over his notepad, he asked, “The usual?”

“Yes,” Vicki automatically answered. Then she thought
better of it. “Actually, no. I’ll have a vodka martini with two
olives.”

The waiter’s brow shot up. “Okay, then. Coming right up.
I’ll have that fried calamari appetizer out in a minute, ladies.”

Vicki looked across the table to find both Janelle and
Sandra staring at her with their mouths open.

“What?” she asked.

Sandra put her hands up, her eyes wide with shock. “First
the new hair and makeup, and now a vodka martini instead of



a white-wine spritzer?” She slanted Janelle a questioning look.
“Can you tell me what’s happening with our girl over here?”

“I’m not sure, but I like it,” Janelle said.

Even as she waved off their teasing, Vicki could feel a
warm blush turning her cheeks red. She knew these changes
were a shock to her friends. They were used to her being
demure, staid.

Dull.

The fact that a simple change in her drink order could elicit
that kind of reaction from them was as telling as anything.

As they snacked on crisp calamari tossed in a sweet ginger
sauce, Sandra filled Vicki and Janelle in on the plans for her
and Isaiah’s belated honeymoon in Paris in a few months.

“It just makes sense to wait. We’re both looking forward to
several art exhibits, and I’ll have the chance to check out
Fashion Week. Besides, we can do what we’re going to spend
most of our honeymoon doing right here in Wintersage,” she
said with a wicked grin. She batted her eyes and added,
“Wink. Wink.”

“Subtle,” Vicki said with a good-natured eye roll. She
laughed, but deep down it was hard not to feel the tiniest bit
jealous. Of the three of them, she was, by far, the romantic at
heart. She was the one who had always believed in one true
love, happily ever after, the whole nine yards. Yet she was the
one who was perpetually single. Both Janelle and Sandra,
cynics to the core, had found love. Where was the fairness in
that?

Vicki squelched a groan. When had she turned into such a
complainer? She was beginning to work on her own nerves
with all this bellyaching.

The waiter came over to take their orders. Vicki bypassed
her usual Caesar salad in exchange for the almond-crusted cod
in a lemon beurre blanc sauce, garnering yet another pair of
baffled looks from her friends.

Seriously? Was she that predictable that they could be so
surprised at her ordering fish instead of a salad? It looked as if



the decision to become the “new Vicki” couldn’t have come
fast enough.

The discussion around the table soon segued from Sandra’s
honeymoon plans to Vicki’s plans for the float she’d entered
into the Wintersage Holiday Extravaganza Day float
competition. Her submission had yet to be accepted, and now
Vicki was starting to regret ever telling her friends about it. If
Petals wasn’t chosen as one of the businesses to contribute a
float to this year’s extravaganza, it would leave some serious
egg on her face.

“Building this float won’t interfere with the decorations
you’re putting together for the Kwanzaa celebration, will it?”
Sandra asked.

“Absolutely not,” Vicki said.

The Woolcotts’ Kwanzaa celebration had become an
institution in Wintersage. As had been the case for the past few
years, Janelle had been hired as the event coordinator and
Vicki was, once again, in charge of decorating. Janelle set her
fork on the edge of her plate and folded her hands. “Speaking
of the Kwanzaa celebration.” She paused for a moment, and
then continued, “Things were a bit, well, strained at the dinner
table this Thanksgiving when my dad asked if Alluring Affairs
was still involved in the planning of your parents’ party.”

“Because of the election?” Sandra asked. “Does he expect
you to give up a job you’ve taken on for years just because of
this thing with Jordan?”

A few weeks ago, Janelle’s father, Darren Howerton, had
claimed victory in a statewide election against Oliver Windom,
the candidate Jordan had campaigned for. The ensuing fallout
had caused much tension between their families.

“Can you blame him? My dad should be celebrating his
victory as the new state representative and preparing to head to
the legislature. Instead, there’s a huge cloud hanging over the
election now that your brother has called the results into
question.”



“You can’t put the entire blame on Jordan,” Sandra
retorted.

“Who else is to blame? He’s the one who won’t let this
go.”

Vicki held her hands up. “I thought this topic was off-
limits? We’re Switzerland, remember?”

“You’re right,” Janelle and Sandra murmured in unison.

“I’m sorry,” Janelle continued. “We did agree not to talk
about it, but I do wish Jordan would drop this.”

“I know.” Sandra blew out a frustrated sigh. “I don’t see
that happening anytime soon, though. Jordan took an extended
leave of absence from the law firm. He was so confident
Oliver Windom would win the election and would need Jordan
to work on his transition team.”

“So should I tell my dad that Jordan plans to be a pain in
the ass until he returns to practicing law?” Janelle drawled.

Sandra shrugged as she tipped her wineglass to her lips.

“It sounds as if he needs something to occupy his time now
that the election is over,” Vicki said.

“I think he needs to get laid,” Sandra said.

Janelle pointed the lime wheel from her cosmopolitan at
her. “Bingo. Has he even been on a date since his divorce? It’s
been long enough.”

Sandra waved her hand. “His pat response is that he’s too
busy to get involved with a woman, but Jordan’s not fooling
anyone. He could find the time to go on a simple date if he
really wanted to.”

“What about his wife?” Vicki asked.

“Ex-wife,” Sandra stressed. “And let’s not even go there. I
don’t know the last time Jordan spoke to Allison, and as far as
I know, she’s made no attempt to contact him, either.”

“Not even about Mason?” Janelle gasped. “That’s
ridiculous. I don’t understand how a woman could leave her
baby and not even bother to see how he’s doing.”



“Especially a sweetie pie like Mason,” Vicki agreed.

A smile broke out across Sandra’s face at the mention of
her nephew. “He is the most adorable child on the face of the
planet, isn’t he? He takes after his auntie Sandra.”

“It’s a good thing he doesn’t have his auntie Sandra’s
attitude,” Janelle said with a laugh, and then laughed harder
when Sandra flipped her the finger.

As the two went back and forth trading good-natured
barbs, Vicki’s mind remained stuck on Jordan.

No surprise there.

How often had just the mention of his name prompted a
long spell of daydreaming about what could have been? If only
Jordan had any idea that she’d been crushing on him like a
lovesick fool since the age of fifteen.

Actually, it was probably better that he didn’t know. The
only thing worse than Jordan discovering that she’d been
clutching so tightly to this torch she’d carried for him all these
years was for him to discover it and then pity her because he
didn’t feel the same way.

Oh, God. A rush of heat swept across her skin just at the
thought of how mortified she would be if that ever happened.

Her chagrin quickly turned into annoyance, along with a
healthy dose of self-disgust. She would not allow thoughts of
Jordan Woolcott to turn her back into the starry-eyed romantic
she’d been just a week ago. The new Vicki wasn’t spending
her days hoping that Mr. Clueless would finally notice her.

Yet despite her anger over his obliviousness, Vicki
couldn’t help but feel sorry for Jordan’s current predicament.
The madness following the state representative race had
caused such turmoil. After Darren’s victory over Oliver
Windom, Jordan had demanded a recount, claiming that there
must have been some sort of tampering.

His accusations had driven a wedge right between the
Howertons, Woolcotts and Ahlfors. It all must be weighing
heavily on Jordan’s peace of mind, knowing that so many
people were against his dogged determination to contest the



election. Vicki hated that he was at the center of the friction
currently rubbing their families raw.

Of course, if she was making a list of the things she hated
regarding Jordan, she had several other items she could add.
Like the fact that he’d settled for such a cliché when he’d
married his now ex-wife. Sure, Allison Woolcott was beautiful
and vivacious, but that was all she was. The woman had no
substance.

Another item on the list would be how much she hated that
Jordan had never bothered to see her as anything other than a
friend of his little sister. After all these years, Vicki still felt
like nothing more than an acquaintance in his eyes.

Getting past this long-held obsession with Jordan should
be at the very top of her priority list. If she was to fully
embrace this new outlook, she could not continue to pine over
a man who had never shown even the slightest romantic
interest in her. It was time for her to move on, to concentrate
on all the changes she was ready to make in her life.

New Vicki. Think new Vicki.
“I’ve got some news,” she blurted.

Janelle and Sandra both stopped talking and looked at her
expectantly.

Oh, great. Now that she’d put it out there she would
actually have to share some news. She should have considered
that before she opened her normally not-so-big mouth. A
lesson for the new Vicki.

“So?” Sandra raised an expectant brow.

Vicki sucked her bottom lip between her teeth. “I, uh…I
signed up for an online-dating website. Just before I came here
tonight, I accepted a date with a guy that contacted me a few
days ago.”

“What!” Janelle and Sandra both whooped, high-fiving
each other.

“I told you our girl was breaking out of her shell,” Sandra
said. “Who is it? Have you been talking to him through email?



Have you two had a phone conversation yet?”

“Slow down,” Vicki said with a laugh. “His name is
Declan James. Doctor Declan James. And yes, we’ve shared a
couple of emails. I haven’t talked to him on the phone yet. He
seems nice,” she finished with a casual shrug, as if it didn’t
feel like she had a million butterflies doing an aboriginal rain
dance in her belly.

“So,” Janelle prompted, circling her hands in a give-us-
more motion.

“He suggested dinner,” Vicki continued. “But then he said
if I wanted to take it slow and start off with a coffee date he
would be okay with that, too.”

“I take it you two are going out for coffee?” Sandra asked.

An impish grin tilted up the edges of Vicki’s lips. “Dinner.
And dancing.”

“Ooh,” both Janelle and Sandra said.

“I’m scared of you, girl,” Janelle said.

“So when’s the date?”

“Tomorrow,” she said. She hunched her shoulder. “I know
a Tuesday night isn’t your typical date night, but he’s on call a
lot at the E.R. Tuesday is his only night off this week.”

“Who cares what night,” Sandra said. “All I know is that
the men of Wintersage had better watch out. Vicki Ahlfors is
on the move.”

 



Chapter 2

“Don’t be an idiot,” Vicki murmured around the piece of
twine she’d stuck between her lips. “You know better than
this.”

Even though she did know better than to try to balance on
the wobbly, backless stool, she remained standing on it. If she
fell and broke her tailbone it would be sufficient punishment
for forgetting to bring the stepladder she’d taken from the
Victorian to hang the new artwork in her living room at home.
As far as punishments went, maybe a broken tailbone was a bit
harsh.

“But you don’t have to worry about that,” she said as she
tied that last bit of twine around the garland, fastening it to the
molding that framed the front door. She hopped off the stool
and slipped back into her heels. Then she took a couple of
steps back and observed her handiwork.

“Perfect,” Vicki said.

“I’d say so.”

Vicki whipped around, spotting Jordan Woolcott walking
up the walkway. Sixteen-month-old Mason toddled alongside
him on legs that still didn’t quite have that whole walking
thing down yet. Vicki smiled as the chubby-cheeked
sweetheart fought for his independence, trying to walk ahead
of his father.

She stood on the top step and waited patiently while he
slowly climbed up to meet her. She scooped Mason into her
arms, plopping a kiss on his too-adorable-than-it-had-a-right-
to-be face.

“How’re you doing today? You and your daddy coming to
see your auntie Sandra?” She looked up at Jordan, who
remained at the base of the porch steps, a tired smile tilting up
the corners of his lips.

“Hello, Jordan,” she said.



“Hey there, Vicki.”

There went her idiot heart, doing that stupid fluttering
thing it did whenever she saw him. Goodness, how pathetic
that at twenty-eight she still had the same reaction to him that
she did as a teenager. No, it was more than just pathetic, it was
downright pitiful, because never once had anything in Jordan’s
demeanor suggested that he felt anything even remotely
similar toward her.

Yet when she’d sat in that salon chair last week and told
the stylist to glam her up, it was with the intent of seeing
Jordan’s reaction to the finished outcome.

Pathetic.

If the man hadn’t caught a clue in all these years, he
certainly wouldn’t notice her just because she’d cut her hair.

“Is my sister up there?” he asked, gesturing to the
building’s second floor with the hand that held Mason’s diaper
bag.

“She sure is.” Vicki looked down at Mason. “You want to
get out of this cold and see your auntie Sandra?”

Jordan joined them on the porch, but before Vicki could
turn toward the door, he stopped her.

“What exactly did you do here?” he asked, motioning at
his own head.

“You mean my haircut?”

“Yeah. The light brown color you added to the ends, too.”

“They’re called highlights.”

He nodded. “I like it. It suits you.”

“Thank you,” she answered.

She was not going to blush at a simple compliment.

Dammit, she was so blushing. She could feel the heat
climbing up her cheeks. Her fair skin hid nothing, so in a
matter of seconds Jordan would see it, too.



With Mason in tow, Vicki quickly turned for the door,
leaving him to follow her inside.

“Wow,” Jordan said once they’d entered the building. “You
all are really getting into the holiday spirit, huh? There are
more flowers in here than at the Rose Bowl parade.”

“Well, it is a floral-design shop,” Vicki noted with a laugh.

“A busy one at that,” Jordan said, pointing to various
arrangements in different stages of completion. They covered
every available surface.

“When it comes to flowers, the Christmas season is second
only to Valentine’s Day. Although, to be honest, I’ve been a bit
busier than usual this week.”

Jordan peeled Mason’s puffer jacket off while the baby
was still in her arms, and then stuffed it inside the diaper bag.

He gestured to her feet. “You don’t normally wear fancy
shoes to make flower arrangements, do you? Is this something
special you’re doing for the holidays?”

Vicki’s eyes narrowed. “Are you trying to be funny?”

The blank look on his face gave her his answer even before
he said, “No.”

“I’m wearing fancy shoes because I have a date,” she said.

“Really?” Jordan’s head reared back slightly. He took
Mason from her arms and the baby immediately started to
fuss. “A date?”

Vicki couldn’t see past her irritation over Jordan’s apparent
surprise at the news that she had a date. It both stung and
pissed her off.

“Is it so hard to believe that someone actually wants to go
out with me?” she asked.

“No,” he said with a hasty head shake. “It’s just that I
didn’t know you were dating anyone.”

Not that that should come as a surprise, either. When had
he ever taken interest in whom she was dating?



Vicki held no illusions about where she stood as far as he
was concerned. She had never been in Jordan Woolcott’s
league. For that matter, she had not always been in Sandra and
Janelle’s league, either.

Unlike her two best friends, Vicki hadn’t been born into
money.

She and her three brothers had spent the majority of their
formative years in the public school system, not moving to
Wintersage Academy until her sophomore year of high school,
once her father’s business had taken off.

Ahlfors Financial Management’s success secured her
family’s place among Wintersage’s elite, but their wealth
didn’t reek of “old money” like that of the Howertons and
Woolcotts. Although her friends never made her feel inferior,
Vicki never let herself forget that one difference between
them.

When it came to Jordan, there was no denying that they
were different.

He had been several years ahead of her in high school,
having already graduated from Wintersage Academy by the
time she’d started there. Vicki had developed the most
ridiculous crush on him from the very first day she’d gone
over to the Woolcotts’ to study with Sandra one afternoon. It
had taken her years to accept the fact that, if not for her being
one of Sandra’s very best friends and their families knowing
each other for years, Jordan wouldn’t know she existed.

Well, that wasn’t entirely true. Wintersage was a small
town. He would know she existed—in the same way he knew
Jocelyn Cornwell, who ran the realty office on Main Street, or
Agnes Ripple, the owner of the corner bakery, existed.

That thought annoyed her to no end. And when she
thought of how long she’d pined over Jordan, it irritated her
even more.

Vicki returned to her worktable, picking up the stem
cutters and attacking the stubborn stalks of the lilies that had
just been delivered by one of her suppliers. But as Mason’s



crying intensified, she walked to where Jordan stood
struggling to get the baby to calm down. The minute she lifted
him out of Jordan’s arms, Mason’s cries quieted. Vicki
bounced him softly, running her hand up and down the baby’s
back and whispering soothingly into his ear.

“I don’t know what’s going on with him today,” Jordan
said. “I usually don’t have a problem getting him to calm
down, but he’s been more agitated than usual.”

“Maybe he can sense that you’re—” she started, but then
she stopped.

“I’m what?”

Vicki bit her bottom lip, but then she stopped that, too. The
old Vicki would keep her mouth shut to spare his feelings. She
was no longer listening to the old Vicki.

“Uptight,” she finished. “You’ve been rather uptight lately,
and I think Mason can sense that.”

He rubbed the back of his neck and grimaced. “You’re
probably right.”

The sheer exhaustion on his face quelled the ire that had
risen within her just moments ago. Vicki couldn’t help but feel
sorry for him.

Jordan cocked his head to the side and looked down at his
son. “The problem is I can’t seem to unwind because he
constantly has me on the go. I get agitated, and then he gets
agitated. It’s a vicious cycle.”

“You need some rest, Jordan.”

“You’re not telling me anything I don’t already know. But
I don’t see rest anywhere in my immediate future, not with this
little rascal who wants to get into everything these days,” he
said, pinching the baby’s chubby leg through his cute corduroy
pants.

Vicki took a moment to consider the suggestion she was
about to make before she asked, “How about I watch Mason
for you so you can get some rest?”

Jordan’s neck stiffened with shock. “Really?”



She nodded. “Sure.”

“I can’t ask you to do that.”

That was what his mouth said; the naked hope in his eyes,
on the other hand, said that he was dying for a little help with
the baby.

“It’s not as if it would be a hardship,” Vicki reasoned.
“How could I pass up the opportunity to spend time with this
little heartbreaker?” She kissed the baby’s chin. “And while I
do, you can get some much-needed rest.”

Jordan’s shoulders sank with relief. “God, Vicki, that
would be wonderful.”

“I’m happy to do it. Just not tonight,” she said.

“Yeah. You have a date,” Jordan said. He lifted Mason
from her arms but remained standing there, his gaze trained on
her.

“What?” Vicki asked. After several moments of his staring,
her self-consciousness ramped up to skin-tingling levels.

He shook his head as if to clear it. “Nothing.” He gestured
toward the staircase. “We’ll go up to Sandra’s.”

“Okay.” She leaned forward and gave Mason a little baby
wave. “See you later.”

“When?”

Vicki’s head popped up at Jordan’s question. “Excuse
me?”

“When will you see us?” He shook his head. “Him?
Mason. To babysit?”

She hadn’t thought that far in advance, but it was obvious
Jordan needed to rest as soon as possible. “What about
tomorrow, maybe around seven?”

“Tomorrow is good. It’s great, actually.”

“Okay, well, I guess I’ll see you both tomorrow, then.”

“Good.” He gave her another of those tired, grateful smiles
before he started up the stairs. After he’d climbed a couple of



steps, he stopped and turned. “Vicki?”

“Yes?” She felt her face heat after being caught still staring
at him.

“You really do look nice,” Jordan said. “I hope this guy
you’re going out with tonight realizes how lucky he is.”

The instant warmth that traveled across her skin from his
simple compliment was embarrassing to say the least.

“Thank you,” Vicki said. “I’ll see you tomorrow.”

She fingered the wispy end of a lock of hair and grinned as
she returned to her workstation. Her stylist would get a very
nice tip after her next haircut. Even though she no longer cared
whether or not Jordan Woolcott noticed her, apparently the
pixie cut had gotten her just the result she’d initially hoped for.

*

“Anybody home?” Jordan called as he arrived on the
second-floor landing of the huge Victorian where his sister’s
dress shop was located.

Sandra turned from the glittery ball gown she was
adjusting on a mannequin and smiled.

“Well, look who’s here.” She walked over to them and
reached for Mason. “Give me my nephew.”

Jordan handed the baby off and plopped into an empty
chair. The exhaustion of the past week had him on the verge of
both mental and physical collapse.

“So what brings you two here?” Sandra asked, taking the
chair opposite his and bouncing Mason on her lap.

Jordan shrugged. “Just thought we’d get out for a bit. He
doesn’t understand that it’s too cold for the beach or the park,
so I’ve been taking him other places. We just came from the
dry cleaners.”

“Such party animals,” Sandra said with a snort. She
snapped her fingers. “I know exactly where you should take
him—the children’s museum in Dover. I saw something on TV



about a special exhibit they have going on for the Christmas
season.”

Sandra turned the huge computer monitor around to face
her and grabbed the wireless keyboard from her desk. As his
sister searched the web, Jordan pitched his head back and let
his eyes fall shut. He tried to shake off the edginess that had
his skin tingly. The weird vibe had settled over him after his
exchange with Vicki, and hell if he knew what to make of it.

She had popped up in his head more than once this week,
creeping into his thoughts and setting off memories of how
shocked he’d been when he’d noticed her standing on the
beach at Sandra’s wedding. The new haircut and that curve-
hugging dress had been something to behold.

Jordan couldn’t remember if he had ever once noticed
what Vicki wore. Of course, he’d noticed her—no man could
deny that Vicki was gorgeous in her own right. He just had
never looked at her in that way.

She was just…just Vicki.

She was the quiet one; the one who, if Sandra or their other
best friend, Janelle, ever got into trouble, would get them out
of it. She was steady. Reserved. She wasn’t the type that
normally produced the prickle of awareness that climbed up
the back of his neck when he’d spotted her standing on the
porch in sexy leopard-print heels.

“What do you think about that?” Sandra asked.

Jordan blinked. “Huh?”

His sister stabbed him with the most aggravated look. “Are
you even listening to me? I just listed every special exhibit
going on at the children’s museum in Dover. Or maybe there’s
something in Portsmouth the two of you can do.”

“Maybe.” Jordan shrugged. “I need to find something to
keep him occupied. It can get boring sitting around the house.
Makes me wonder what Laurie does over there all day,” he
said, speaking of his housekeeper.

Sandra started on the tirade Jordan knew was forthcoming.
“Oh, let’s see. She takes care of your son, keeps the house



impeccable and cooks dinner.”

“I meant besides all that,” Jordan said, his mouth tipped up
in a smile.

He saw the moment that Sandra caught on to his teasing.

“You’re such an ass,” she said.

“Not true. You’re just an easy target,” he said with a laugh.
“Don’t worry, I know exactly how indispensable Laurie is,
especially now that she’s away on this extended Christmas
vacation. I haven’t done the best job at keeping up the
housework since, and when it comes to dinner Mason and I
have tried just about every takeout place within twenty miles
of Wintersage. He likes gyros. Who’d have thought?”

Sandra shook her head, a pitiable look on her face. “I’m
almost tempted to tell you to hire a temporary nanny to cover
for Laurie while she’s away, but that won’t solve your
problem.”

“I don’t have a problem,” he said.

“You most definitely do have a problem. You have no life.
And yes, I know you’ve been taking care of Mason full-time
since the election ended, but that’s not the life you’re used to
living. Maybe you should just go back to work. Maybe you’d
be less irritable.”

Hadn’t Vicki just accused him of the same thing?

“Why does everyone think I’m irritable?” Jordan asked.
“I’m just tired. Besides, I can’t go back to the firm. I took an
extended leave, remember? I thought I would be working on
Oliver’s transition team right now.”

Sandra rolled her eyes. The election was a sore subject for
everyone in his family, especially his sister.

When he spoke, Jordan kept his voice low. “Hey, Sandra?
The fallout from the election, it hasn’t caused any friction, has
it? You know, between you three?”

“What do you think, Jordan? You accused my best friend’s
father of trying to steal an election. Do you think things would
be all sunshine and roses around here? The three of us decided



that when it comes to the election we’re Switzerland, but
things are still a bit awkward.”

“Switzerland?” he asked.

“Completely neutral.”

“Oh. Well, I wish I had that luxury.”

“You do.” Sandra reached over and clamped a hand on his
forearm. “The election is over. You can accept the results and
move on.”

Jordan shook his head. “I can’t. I know something—”

She lifted her hand and held it up, stopping him.
“Switzerland. I don’t want to know.”

“That’s too bad,” Jordan said. “I’m pulling the ‘sibling in
need of an ear’ card, because I need to talk this out with
someone.”

Sandra blew out an aggravated breath. “What is it?”

“I heard from the election commissioner this morning.
According to Massachusetts’s election laws, only the candidate
can officially file for a recount, so they can’t go forward unless
Oliver requests it.”

“Oliver has already conceded.”

“I know. I told him he was making a mistake, but he
refused to listen to me. I just don’t understand how he can sit
back and do nothing.”

“Maybe he wants to be gracious in his defeat and move on
with his life,” Sandra said. “Just as you should move on.”

Jordan shut his eyes and pitched his head back again.

“I wish I could,” he said. He straightened in the chair and
looked at Sandra. “Something fishy happened with that
election. My polling data was solid.”

“Well, if the commissioner’s office refuses to go forward
with a recount, none of that matters, does it? You need to just
put this election behind you.”



Jordan pressed his palms together and tapped his fingers
against his lips. “I hired my own investigators,” he finally
admitted.

Sandra groaned. “Okay, Jordan, I’m just going to say it.
This election has driven you right off the deep end.”

“I’m only doing what I think is right,” he said. “If I just
rolled over and played dead the way Oliver has, then it’s like
admitting that my polling was wrong, and I know it wasn’t.”
He put both hands up. “If I don’t find anything before Darren
takes office in January, then I’ll drop it. But until then, I’m
going to search for the proof I know is out there.”

“Can we please stop talking about this election? You’re
giving me a headache.”

“Fine,” Jordan said. He picked up what he could only
assume was some kind of dressmaking thing from a nearby
desk and twirled it around his finger. “Are you and Isaiah
planning to hang around until after the Kwanzaa celebration?”

“Of course,” Sandra answered, balancing Mason on her lap
while he bounced up and down. “This is Isaiah’s first
Christmas in Wintersage in years. He wants to experience it all
again—the big extravaganza and Christmas parade, and our
family’s annual Kwanzaa celebration. We’ll likely spend
Christmas Day shuttling between Mom and Dad’s and his
parents’ place.” She glanced over at him. “What about you
guys?”

Jordan shrugged. “We’ll be at Mom and Dad’s.”

“What about spending Christmas with his mom?” She
nodded toward Mason. “Have you heard from Allison at all?”

“No,” Jordan said. “Subject closed.”

“Jordan—”

“Subject closed,” he repeated. He ran his hand down his
face. “I’m sorry. I’m just not in the mood to talk about
Allison.”

“After I just had to listen to all that election crap?”



“Do you really want to use your ‘sibling in need of an ear’
card on talk about Allison?”

“Whatever,” Sandra said. “Why did you come over here in
the first place if you don’t want to talk about anything but that
election?”

“Maybe I wanted you to spend time with your nephew, but
if you don’t want to we can leave.” Jordan made as if he was
about to get up. His sister shot him an evil look.

“Sit down,” she said.

He grinned, knowing that would get under her skin. He
took his seat, picked up the shiny tool again and resumed
twirling it around his finger.

“Would you put down my eyelash curler?”

“Your what?”

She gestured to her eyes. “Eyelash curler. You know, to
extend my lashes.”

Jordan tossed the thing on the desk as though it had
suddenly caught fire. He blew out another weary breath and
stretched his legs out in front of him.

Folding his hands over his stomach, he said, “I saw Vicki
downstairs. She looks nice today.”

“She has a date.”

“Yeah, that’s what she told me. She offered to babysit
Mason so I can get some rest.”

“I hope you took her up on her offer. You can use it. You
look like a reject from The Walking Dead.”

“You do know how to flatter a guy,” Jordan said with a
snort.

She sent him a saccharine smile. “I try.”

“So,” Jordan asked, picking up a pencil from Sandra’s desk
and tapping it against his thigh. “Do you know the guy she’s
going out with tonight?”



The moment the question left his mouth Jordan wanted to
take it back. Why had he just asked that? Especially of Sandra.

His sister’s eyes narrowed. “I haven’t met him,” she said.
“Why do you ask?”

“Forget it.”

Her brow arched. “No, why don’t you tell me, Jordan?
Why the sudden interest in Vicki’s dating life?”

Just as he was about to tell Sandra to drop it, Mason threw
his head back and started to wail. Not since his first moments
of life in the delivery room had Jordan been so grateful to hear
his baby boy cry.

*

“I hope your mother appreciates these,” Vicki said as she
handed Samson Cornwell his credit card. “It’s sweet of you to
buy her a dozen roses just because.”

“I thought it would be nice to brighten her day,” Samson
said. “And you do such an amazing job, Vicki. These roses are
just amazing.”

“I can’t really take the credit. I just arranged them. Mother
Nature did the hard work.”

His roaring laugh echoed against the walls. The effort it
took for Vicki not to roll her eyes was downright admirable.

“Did you have this sense of humor back in high school?”
Samson asked, wiping tears of mirth from his eyes. “Who
knew you were so funny?”

Vicki hunched her shoulders in a “who knew?” gesture.
She pushed the vase filled with blush-colored Antique Silk
roses and baby’s breath toward him, hoping he’d take the hint
and leave. He didn’t.

Sam rested an elbow on the counter and leaned in close.
“When did you get interested in flowers?” he asked. “You
know, I read somewhere that there are over twenty different
species of roses. That’s amazing, isn’t it?”

“Try nearly two hundred,” Vicki said.



His eyes went wide. “Really? Two hundred? That’s
amazing.”

She wondered if he would be offended if she threw a
thesaurus in with his dozen roses. That was the fifth amazing
since he’d walked through the door.

The phone rang. Vicki decided then and there to give
whoever was on the other end of the line a free centerpiece for
their holiday dinner table.

“I have to get this, Samson. Thanks again for utilizing
Petals for your floral needs. I hope your mother enjoys her
roses.”

“Oh, I know she will,” he said. He winked at her.

It took everything Vicki had in her not to groan. She
answered the phone. “Petals.”

It was Declan. As she listened to his apology and
explanations for canceling their date tonight, her spirits
deflated. Well, there went her big plans. Maybe she should run
outside and stop Samson before he drove away.

The door swung open and Samson rushed back in. She
immediately regretted the thought she’d just had. She so was
not going out with Samson Cornwell. She didn’t care how
amazing a date with him would be.

“My wallet,” Samson said, retrieving it from where he’d
left it on the counter.

Vicki walked him to the door, then turned and spotted
Sandra, Jordan and Mason marching down the stairs.

Sandra pointed to the door as she reached the landing. “Let
me guess, another new male customer who suddenly has a
penchant for flowers?”

“Samson Cornwell,” Vicki said. “You remember him?”

Sandra pulled a face. “That fool who nearly blew up the
chemistry lab at Wintersage Academy?”

“The very one.”

“Don’t tell me he asked you out.”



“I didn’t give him the chance,” Vicki said.

Jordan stood there with Mason, his gaze volleying back
and forth between her to Sandra.

“The men of Wintersage have developed an amazing
interest in flowers this week,” Sandra explained to him.

Vicki groaned. “Please don’t say the word amazing.”
Sandra’s forehead dipped in question. “Don’t ask,” Vicki
added.

“Anyway,” her friend said, turning once again to Jordan,
“one came in yesterday and bought a bouquet for his dentist.
His dentist. It’s ridiculous.”

“Petals appreciates it,” Vicki said. “Petals’s owner,
however, is so over it.”

“Wait.” Sandra frowned. “Why are you still here? Don’t
you have a date tonight?”

Vicki tried to keep the defeated sigh from escaping, but
failed. “Declan had to cancel. He was called in to cover the
E.R. Apparently they just got slammed with food poisoning
from a birthday party.”

“Aw, honey, I’m sorry.”

“There’s always a next time,” she said, hunching her
shoulders. She turned her attention to Jordan, who was now
fighting to put Mason’s jacket on him, a battle he was clearly
losing. Vicki bit the inside of her cheek to stop herself from
laughing. “Do you need some help?” she asked.

He held the jacket out to her and let out a relieved sigh.
“Please.”

Instead of taking the jacket, she took Mason. The little boy
leaned his head on her shoulder and stuffed his thumb between
his lips, and Vicki’s heart instantly went the way of ice cream
on a hot summer day.

Her heart did something all together different when she
looked up again and found Jordan with his bottom lip between
his teeth, concentrating hard as he threaded Mason’s chubby
arms through his jacket sleeves. She absolutely hated that



everything he did looked so damn sexy on Jordan. And that
she couldn’t help but love it.

She suddenly discovered a bright spot to her canceled date.

“I’m free to babysit tonight,” she said to Jordan.

His head popped up. “You sure? What if your date
manages to get away from the hospital after all?”

“From the way things sounded, that doesn’t seem likely.
Besides, you look as if you can really use the rest.”

“I told him he looks like shit,” Sandra said.

Vicki covered Mason’s exposed ear. “Not in front of the
baby,” she admonished.

“Don’t waste your time,” Jordan said. He hooked a thumb
toward his sister. “I’ve already accepted that this one will
teach my son every swearword there is by the time he turns
three.”

“That’s what aunties are for,” Sandra said, giving the baby
a kiss on the cheek before heading back up the staircase.

“So are you really up for babysitting tonight?” Jordan
asked. “Because if you are I won’t turn you down. Sandra’s
right, I do look like shi… Crap,” he finished.

“Saying crap isn’t much better,” Vicki said, unable to hide
her grin. She jiggled Mason’s chubby cheek. “Just wait until
his grandma Nancy hears those swearwords coming out of his
mouth. Then both your daddy and Auntie Sandra will have
some explaining to do.”

“Don’t remind me,” he said.

“Don’t say I didn’t warn you.” Vicki laughed. She turned
her attention back to Mason. “What do you think of me
coming over, huh? We can play games, or watch a movie, or
even make a snowman while your daddy gets a little rest.
What do you say about that?”

The little baby teeth that peeked out as his face broke into
a smile was hands down the most adorable thing she’d seen in
months.



“I think he’s okay with it,” Jordan said with a grin of his
own.

Her reaction to that smile was wholly uncalled-for. Maybe
if she refused to acknowledge the flutter that swept through
her stomach, she could pretend it didn’t really happen.
Because, seriously, how could a simple smile give her
butterflies?

She could not wait until the day she was past this
ridiculous infatuation—if she could ever move past it.

No. There was no if about it. When it came to her feelings
for Jordan, the new Vicki was not going down the same road
the old Vicki had traveled. She’d come to that decision after
Sandra’s wedding. It was the reason she’d signed up on that
dating website: she was done pining for Jordan Woolcott.

Yet she’d just agreed to babysit for him tonight. What in
God’s name had convinced her to come up with that stellar
suggestion?

She studied the look of exhaustion etched around his face
and was reminded of just why she’d made the offer.

“Are you on your way home now?” Vicki asked.

“You done here?” he asked, gesturing to the refrigerated
display case.

“Yep, Petals is closed for the day. I was supposed to be on
a date, remember?” Vicki refused to read anything into the
way his brows dipped at the reminder. “Just let me grab my
purse and keys and I’ll follow you to your place.”

She retrieved her phone from the counter and sent Sandra a
text message, letting her know she was leaving. When she
went outside, Jordan was strapping Mason into his safety seat.
A few minutes later, they were making their way along
Seaside Drive, the stretch of highway that hugged the coastline
that wrapped around Wintersage. Jordan lived on the opposite
side of town, what locals called “below the bay.”

Jordan’s gray, single-story, shingle-style cottage, with its
charming white shutters and walkway bordered by weather-
beaten boulders from the shoreline, was, in Vicki’s opinion,



one of the most charming homes in this section of Wintersage.
Though modest for someone of Jordan’s means, it seemed to
fit him perfectly.

He turned into his driveway and both doors of the double
garage opened. Vicki pulled her car in alongside his. When she
walked over to Jordan, he was holding a finger against his lips.

“He fell asleep on the drive over,” Jordan whispered.

“Ah.” Vicki nodded. She pointed to her car and mouthed,
“Should I go?”

He hunched his shoulder. “I guess,” he whispered as he
unstrapped Mason. He took great care in lifting the baby from
the safety seat, huddling him close to his chest.

Vicki waved goodbye and started back for her car, but her
feet stopped at the sound of Mason’s sudden wailing. She spun
around and instantly took pity on Jordan’s pathetic expression.
He looked on the verge of collapse.

“I guess I’m staying after all,” Vicki said, returning to
Jordan’s side. She lifted Mason from his arms. “It’s okay,
honey.” She patted his back as she followed Jordan up the
garage’s steps and into the mudroom.

By the time they entered the house, Mason’s wail was
down to a soft whimper. Vicki carried him through the short
hallway that led into the kitchen, but stopped short as she
passed the threshold.

The place was a mess.

Plush teddy bears and plastic toys littered the floor. There
were newspapers and empty coffee mugs strewn about the
table in the breakfast nook. Dirty dishes and at least a half
dozen sippy cups filled the sink.

“Uh, excuse the mess,” Jordan said as he pushed aside an
open box of animal crackers to make room on the counter for
the baby bag he’d carried in from the car. He perched against
the counter and folded his arms over his chest.

He looked from her to Mason and huffed out an exhausted
laugh. “I don’t know what you do, but I wish you’d tell me,”



he said. “I’m starting to believe you have some kind of
magical powers when it comes to my son.”

“I already gave you my theory,” she said. “You’re agitated,
and I think Mason can sense that.”

“I guess your theory makes more sense than magic. I have
been wound pretty tight since the election results came in. I
can’t seem to relax.”

“Have you tried?”

“Not really,” he said with another weary chuckle. “I’ve
never been good at it. Always seems as if my time could be
better spent doing something more productive.”

“Get some rest, Jordan. I’m sure some uninterrupted sleep
will do you good.”

He walked over to them and smoothed a hand over
Mason’s head. This brought him way too close to her for her
peace of mind.

“Maybe you’re right,” he said.

“There’s no ‘maybe’ about it,” Vicki said, taking a step
back to create some distance between them. “Put the election
and everything else out of your head for a few hours and rest.
This little one and I will be just fine.”

He came over to them again and pressed a kiss to Mason’s
forehead. “Thanks again for doing this,” he said to her, his
grateful though exhausted smile setting off all kinds of sinfully
delicious tingles in her belly.

Goodness, but she was pitiful when it came to this man.

“If you need me, just come in and wake me,” he said
before walking through the arched entryway that led to the rest
of the house.

Vicki remained standing there until she heard the click of a
door closing.

She looked down at Mason. “The new Vicki needs to
remember what she said about not acting a fool for your dad.”



“Ball,” Mason said, pointing to a multicolored ball on the
table.

Vicki picked up the ball, along with several other toys
scattered along the kitchen counter, and brought Mason into
the living room. Lifting an afghan with a seaside lighthouse
pattern on it from the sofa, she spread it out on the hardwood
floor and set Mason on it, then she plopped down next to him
and rolled a plastic ball toward him.

After several minutes of playing with the ball, Mason’s
mouth twisted in a frown. Seconds later, Vicki caught a whiff
of something that made her stomach turn.

“Oh, you would do that after your daddy has gone to nap,
wouldn’t you?”

She scooped the baby up and went in search of diaper-
changing supplies. Vicki opened several doors, including a
linen closet and what had to be Jordan’s home office, which
was impeccable—a surprise—seeing as how the rest of the
house was in shambles.

Finally, she came upon Mason’s brightly colored bedroom.
Unfortunately, she didn’t find any diapers in there.

Vicki remembered the baby bag Jordan had brought in and
returned to the kitchen where he’d left it on the counter. With
the baby perched on her hip, she searched the bag but only
came up with baby wipes and a small bottle of baby powder.

“Well, we’ll definitely need these, but we’re missing the
most important thing.”

She hated to wake Jordan up so soon after he’d gone in for
his nap, but if this diaper didn’t get changed soon the stench
would probably wake him.

She went through the great room and down the hallway to
the master bedroom. Tapping lightly on the door, she softly
called, “Jordan?”

“Come in,” came a voice that was much too robust to come
from someone who should have been asleep.

Vicki pushed her way through the door and frowned.



Jordan sat up with his back against the headboard, his
stocking feet crossed at the ankles. An open laptop rested on
his thighs and a pair of reading glasses was perched upon his
nose. Make that an astonishingly sexy pair of reading glasses.

She tried to block the sexiness from her head, otherwise
her impending lecture wouldn’t be nearly as effective as she
needed it to be. She plopped a hand on the hip that didn’t have
a twenty-two-pound toddler on it and narrowed her eyes at
Jordan.

“Seriously?” she said, jutting her chin toward the laptop.

“Yeah, I know.” He grimaced. “I just needed to check one
thing.”

“You’re supposed to be resting, Jordan, not working.
Those are two very different concepts. It’s easy to tell them
apart.”

He looked at her over the rim of his glasses and grinned.
“Who knew Vicki Ahlfors was such a smart a—” He glanced
at Mason. “Aleck,” he finished.

No, no, no. Her cheeks would not heat up at his teasing.

“No changing the subject,” she said, keeping her voice as
firm as possible. “I didn’t volunteer to watch Mason so you
can work.” The little boy shifted in her arms and Vicki caught
another whiff of his aroma, reminding her of the reason she’d
come in here in the first place. “Please tell me you have
diapers,” she said.

“In there.” He pointed to the master bath.

Vicki cursed the deep flutter that traveled through her belly
as she entered Jordan’s bathroom. There was something way
too intimate about this. The discarded facecloth hanging on the
rim of the sink, the bottle of multivitamins, the razor—not an
electric one, a classic manual razor, the kind that required
control and a steady hand.

She briefly shut her eyes against the image that tried to
crop up in her head. Thinking about Jordan and his steady
hands was bound to get her in trouble.



At the far end of the long vanity sat a stack of disposable
diapers, along with more baby wipes, lotion and powder. She
grabbed a plush towel from the wooden towel rack and gently
laid Mason on top of it.

She’d just pulled off his pants when she heard Jordan say,
“I can do that.”

Vicki’s back stiffened. She’d been so busy with Mason that
she hadn’t heard him approach.

“I’ve got it,” she called over her shoulder.

The tingle that raced down her spine was completely
inappropriate, but wholly expected. Those tingles were par for
the course when it came to being in close proximity to Jordan.
The new Vicki was supposed to be done with those tingles, but
apparently she hadn’t gotten the memo.

Standing watch just over her shoulder as she efficiently
went about changing Mason’s diaper, Jordan said, “You handle
that like a pro.”

“Changing a diaper?” she asked.

“Yeah, especially with the way that one squirms.”

As if on cue, Mason immediately started to writhe around
on the vanity. Vicki caught his feet together in one hand and
moved her hip to block him from rolling right off the counter.

“I see what you mean.” She leaned over and nibbled
Mason’s chin. “But your cute little booty isn’t getting away
from me.” She looked back at Jordan. “Goodness, is there
anything more adorable than those two bottom teeth that peek
out whenever he smiles?”

“Nothing I’ve found,” he said with a laugh.

He finally backed away, making it easier for Vicki to get
her breathing under control. His nearness was pure torture on
her new quest to not be affected by him.

He settled in the doorway and leaned a shoulder against the
jamb. “How’d you learn to change a baby’s diaper?” Jordan
asked. “You don’t have any kids of your own.”



Vicki snorted as she glanced over her shoulder. “Thanks
for pointing that out.”

“Damn. I’m sorry. I didn’t mean for that to sound the way
it did. I’m just impressed,” he continued. “It took me a while
to get the hang of diaper changing.”

“I guess it’s instinctual for some,” she said. She gave the
two pieces of tape a firm pat before pulling Mason’s corduroys
up over his fresh diaper. “There you go, sweetie,” she said,
tickling the baby’s belly. He giggled and treated her to that
wide, sweet grin that was sure to break hearts.

“So did you reschedule your date with the doctor?” Jordan
asked.

Vicki’s head jerked up. She met his eyes in the bathroom
mirror.

“Uh…no,” she stammered, caught off guard by the subject
change. “He was already at the hospital when he called earlier.
He didn’t really have time to talk.”

“Oh. Well, maybe you two can find a time that works later
this week.”

Hefting Mason into her arms, Vicki turned and faced him.
“I doubt there will be any future dates with Declan.”

“Really?” Jordan’s brows rose. “So it wasn’t anything
serious, whatever it is you had with the doctor?”

Should she tell him the truth, that before it was canceled,
her date with Declan would have been her first in well over a
year? And that the last date she went on—with the cousin of a
friend of a friend—was so unremarkable that she couldn’t
even remember the guy’s name?

Vicki considered it for a moment, but decided against
mentioning it. She had no desire to be pitied, especially by
Jordan.

Instead, she said, “It’s pretty obvious that Declan is too
busy for even a casual relationship, let alone something more
serious.”



Still leaning against the doorjamb, he crossed his arms and
cocked his head to the side. “And you’re opposed to casual?”

“I wouldn’t say I’m opposed to it. But it’s not what I
want.” When it came to this particular issue, Vicki decided that
being vague would do her no good. “I’ve done the casual-
dating thing in the past. I’m ready for something more
stable…something that has potential.”

She fought against the self-consciousness brought on by
Jordan’s thoughtful, probing gaze.

Several long moments passed before he asked in a curious
tone, “Does this have anything to do with Sandra and Janelle
both getting married? Are you feeling left out?”

Vicki’s head reared back. Had he really just asked her that?

“You do realize how insulting that is, don’t you?”

He looked completely baffled. “Insulting?”

“Yes. Your question insinuates that I only want a serious
relationship because my two best friends have recently found
their soul mates. It’s insulting.”

He grimaced, bringing his hand up to massage the back of
his neck. “Now that you put it that way…” When his eyes
returned to hers, they were filled with contriteness. “I’m sorry
if that offended you. I swear that wasn’t my intention.” He
lifted his shoulder in a half shrug. “It’s just that the three of
you have always done everything together. With Sandra
getting married so soon after Janelle, it just seemed natural
that you would be next.”

Vicki had to work hard not to release a deflated sigh. He
was likely one of many who shared that same sentiment.

“It’s okay, Jordan. Both Janelle and Sandra would tell you
that of the three of us, I’m the one who they both suspected
would be the first to marry.” She gave him a wan smile.
“Things don’t always turn out the way we expect.”

“Tell me about it,” he said with a gentle smile of his own.
His gaze shifted to the little boy in her arms. “But sometimes



those unexpected detours in life turn out to be the best thing to
ever happen to you.”

The complete adoration in his eyes made her heart
squeeze.

“A blessing in disguise,” Vicki said.

“Ball,” Mason said, pointing in the direction of the living
room. “Ball, ball, ball.”

She laughed. “We were playing with the ball before the
diaper change became mission number one.” She scooped up
the towel she’d used to cushion Mason and tossed it on top of
the overfilled clothes hamper before heading past Jordan on
her way out of the bathroom. Her elbow brushed against his
chest and a shudder went through her.

Pitiful!
“You are going to nap, right?” Vicki called over her

shoulder. When he didn’t say anything, she turned and
scowled. “Jordan,” she said in a warning tone.

“I will,” he said, following her out of the bathroom. “I just
need to finish rerunning some polling data.”

“Seriously?” Vicki rolled her eyes. “You can’t keep going
at this pace. This election is going to drive you crazy.”

“It already has.” He ran a hand down his face, the
exhaustion in his eyes becoming more apparent with every
second that passed. The man was dead on his feet.

“Maybe I’m missing something here, but if Oliver
Windom can accept the election results, why can’t you? I don’t
understand why you’re allowing this to consume you.”

“Because I messed up, and I can’t figure out what went
wrong.” He shook his head. “I’ve been racking my brain, but
nothing makes sense. It doesn’t matter how many angles I look
at, I still don’t see how Darren pulled it off.” He pointed at the
laptop. “According to my statistics, Oliver should have won.”

“Polling isn’t an exact science. No one really knows what
happens when a person enters the ballot box except for that
person.”



“I know there are margins of error, and I know that this
race was close, but when I look at the districts that Oliver lost,
it makes me even more convinced that there was some sort of
tampering. Those were the ones that he should have won by
the biggest margin.” He shook his head. “Maybe it’s the math
nerd in me, but I just don’t see how I could have been so off
with the data.”

His pained expression was full of anguish. “I wish I could
let this go, Vicki. I’m not oblivious to the rift this has caused
between my family and the Howertons, and to a certain extent
your family, too. I truly hope that it hasn’t affected the
relationship between you, Sandra and Janelle.”

“We’re Switzerland,” she said.

“Yeah, that’s what Sandra told me, but still, it can’t be
easy.”

No, it wasn’t. There had been an underlying layer of
tension around the Victorian since the end of the election. Yet
as much as she wished Jordan would drop this, Vicki couldn’t
help but be impressed by the way he’d held to his convictions,
despite the enormous pressure he was obviously getting from
all sides to let this go.

“I doubt anything is going to change with the numbers in
the next couple of hours, so why don’t you put that stuff away
and get some rest?”

“You’re right,” he said. He lifted the laptop from the bed
and set it on the tufted ottoman in the sitting room area. He
turned to her and held his hands up. “I promise that I’ll sleep
this time.”

“Good,” she said with a firm nod. A blue-and-white
pamphlet caught her eye as she passed the dresser on her way
out of the room. “Do you work with Mass Mentors?” Vicki
asked, referring to the mentorship program she’d been a
supporter of for the past few years.

“Yeah,” he answered. “I’ve been helping out there.”

“It’s a great program. I’ve brought in several of the kids to
intern at Petals. They go out on deliveries and a few are even



starting to learn floral design.”

“I didn’t realize you were involved with the program,” he
said. His voice softened with appreciation. “That’s wonderful,
Vicki.”

Their gazes locked and held for several weighty moments.
Jordan was the first to look away, picking up a pen from the
lap desk on the bed and tossing it on the nightstand.

“Uh, we didn’t discuss any kind of payment for the
babysitting. How much…” His words trailed off and his mouth
dipped in a frown. Probably because of the daggers she was
shooting at him right now with her stare. “What?” he asked.

“Are you deliberately trying to annoy me?” Vicki asked,
making sure her displeasure came through her voice. “I
volunteered to watch Mason out of friendship. Don’t you dare
suggest paying me, Jordan.”

“Sorry.” He held his hands up in mock surrender once
again. “It looks as if I’ve made a world championship sport
out of offending you today.”

“Yeah, well, you don’t have to try so hard to sweep the
medals,” she said, wrangling a laugh from him. With Mason in
tow, she headed out of the room.

“Vicki,” Jordan called just as she reached the door. She
looked back at him. “Thank you,” he said.

She smiled. “You’re welcome. Now sleep.”

 



Chapter 3

Jordan’s eyes popped open.

He sprung up in bed, but quickly relaxed when he
remembered that Vicki was here, watching over Mason so he
could rest.

Vicki.

Jordan shook his head, still confused as hell over what to
make of her. He’d dreamed of her while he slept, his mind
conjuring images that would probably make her blush. But he
couldn’t help it. Vicki Ahlfors had burrowed her way into his
brain, and he enjoyed having her there too much to let those
delicious fantasies of her vanish anytime soon.

Jordan dragged his palms down his face.

He’d mulled over these feelings that had started swirling
within him the night of Sandra’s wedding and had decided to
ignore them, but fighting thoughts about Vicki was more than
his taxed mind had the ability to deal with right now. It was
easier to just go with it and let the fantasies play out.

Jordan knew her dating status shouldn’t matter to him one
way or another, but damn if something akin to relief hadn’t hit
him when Vicki had confirmed that she wouldn’t be
rescheduling her date with the doctor. She’d said she wasn’t
into casual relationships anymore; he could respect that. He’d
grown weary of carefree flings that were only fun for the
moment, but left him unfulfilled. Now that he had Mason, his
taste for meaningless relationships had soured even more.

He wanted substance. He wanted stability. He wanted
someone who could appreciate the simple pleasures of a quiet
night at home, someone who would value the absolute joy he
found in raising his son.

But whether or not he was even ready to explore a
relationship with a woman again was still up in the air. He’d
been burned so badly by the last one that just the thought of



exposing himself to that kind of hurt again scared the hell out
of him. And that was nothing compared to how he felt when
he considered bringing another woman into Mason’s life.

Protecting his son was his number one priority. He would
not allow his own needs to supersede those of Mason’s.

Jordan glanced at the digital clock on the nightstand and
did a double take. It was nearly 10:00 p.m.

What the hell?
He’d been asleep for four hours?
He hopped out of bed and rushed from the room. Finding

the great room empty, he took off for the kitchen.

He crossed the threshold and stuttered to a stop.

The kitchen was spotless. Vicki had washed and put away
the dishes, swept and mopped the floors. She’d piled Mason’s
toys into one of the wicker laundry baskets from the laundry
room and tucked it into a corner.

She looked up from the table she was scrubbing and
smiled. “You’re up,” she said.

“Yeah,” he replied with a sheepish grin. He rubbed the
back of his neck. “I…uh, I’m sorry I slept so long. You should
have been gone a long time ago.”

“I didn’t mind staying,” she said. “You obviously needed
the rest.”

“More than I thought I did,” he agreed. “Is Mason asleep?”

She nodded. “He actually fell asleep less than an hour after
you did.”

“You should have woken me, Vicki, or at least brought him
in bed with me and taken off.”

“I wasn’t going to just leave without you knowing, Jordan.
It’s okay. As you can see, I found a way to occupy my time.”

“I can see that.” He motioned around the impeccable
kitchen. “Thanks for doing all this. I’ve been meaning to clean
since Laurie left but haven’t gotten around to it.”



“Have you been interviewing new housekeepers?”

Jordan frowned. “Why would I do that?”

“I thought your housekeeper quit.”

“She didn’t quit. She’s just on an extended vacation,
visiting her family in Toronto for the holidays.”

“Oh, thank goodness, because you obviously need her,”
she said with a good-natured laugh. A devious smile tilted up
the corners of her mouth. “Maybe I should have charged you
after all. This kitchen was no small task.”

He reached for the wallet he’d tossed on the kitchen
counter earlier.

“I’m joking, Jordan.”

“I’m not.”

Vicki plunked a hand on her hip. “You’d better leave that
wallet right where it is,” she said in a warning tone.

He dropped the wallet and held his hands up in surrender.
“Okay, okay. Don’t hurt me,” he said. He folded his arms
across his chest and perched against the counter. “If you won’t
take money, at least let me pay you back with dinner.”

The awkward silence immediately following his
suggestion was deafening.

Where had that come from?

“Dinner?” Vicki asked, the dubious lift to her voice
echoing her confusion.

Jordan was just as stunned as she was. He hadn’t asked a
woman to dinner—one who wasn’t his sister, mother or a
member of Oliver Windom’s campaign committee, that was—
in nearly two years. Not since Allison.

But now that he’d asked, he couldn’t very well rescind it,
could he?

An unexpected rush of adrenaline raced through Jordan’s
gut as he realized he didn’t want to rescind anything. He
wanted her to say yes. Later, when he had time to process it,



he would have to figure out just why, after all this time, he was
suddenly excited—damn near ecstatic—at the thought of
sitting across a table and sharing a good meal and even better
conversation with Vicki Ahlfors.

There was time to think about that later. At the moment,
his main objective was making sure he secured an opportunity
to see her again in the very near future. Tomorrow, if he had
anything to say about it.

“Yes, dinner,” Jordan continued. He pushed away from the
counter and took a couple of steps forward. “There’s nothing
wrong with two friends going out for a meal, is there? It’s the
least I can do to express my thanks for everything you’ve done
here this evening.”

She looked up at him, and for the first time he detected the
faint flecks of gold in her light brown eyes. How had he never
noticed those before? Why had he never paid attention?

“You really don’t have to, Jordan. As you pointed out
earlier, I don’t get the chance to hang around babies all that
much. Mason has such a sweet temperament. I was happy to
babysit.”

Her words doused the excitement that had begun to flow
through his bloodstream, reminding him that she had been
here for Mason, not him.

He halted his advance toward her and hoped like hell that
his disappointment didn’t show on his face.

“In that case,” he said, “let me at least follow you home.”

“Be real, Jordan. You’re not going to wake Mason and go
through the hassle of bundling him up in his coat just so you
can follow me home. I’m a big girl. I’m perfectly okay getting
home on my own.”

She gave the table a final swipe and folded the dishcloth.
She hung it over the gooseneck faucet and picked her purse up
from the counter, pulling the strap over her shoulder.

She held up a finger. “There’s just one thing I need to do
before I leave.”



Jordan followed her to Mason’s room. He stood in the
open doorway and watched as she tiptoed to the crib and
placed a gentle kiss on Mason’s forehead. An odd feeling
pulled at his gut. His son’s own mother had not bothered to
kiss him good-night in months. Seeing Vicki show him such
attention—such affection—made the emotions stirring inside
him intensify to unprecedented levels.

Why had he never noticed these things about her before?
He knew she was sweet and quiet and kind. But she was also
generous and giving and surprisingly funny.

And sexy. Even while wiping down his kitchen table she
was sexy.

He followed her back to the kitchen, through the mudroom
and to the garage. Jordan opened the garage door then went
over to her car. Bracing his hand on the hood, he leaned in and
asked, “You sure you’ll be okay?”

“Of course, Jordan. It’s not as if I have to drive to
Connecticut, just to the other side of Wintersage.” She closed
the door but lowered the window. “Promise me you won’t
mess up your night by diving right back into work. Why don’t
you pull one of those novels off the bookshelf, or pop in a
DVD? Anything but work.”

“I’ll think about it,” he said, chuckling when she rolled her
eyes and let out an exasperated sigh. He reached in and put a
hand on her shoulder. “Thanks again for doing this, Vicki. I
didn’t realize how much I needed it.”

The moment he touched her, things changed. Their gazes
locked and held. Jordan didn’t miss the way her chest rose
with the deep breath she sucked in, nor could he miss the way
his skin tingled with something he couldn’t identify.

“It was my pleasure,” she finally answered in a breathless
tone.

His hand remained on her shoulder a second too long to be
considered just a friendly gesture, but at the moment Jordan
couldn’t bring himself to care. He had no desire to stop
touching her.



“Jordan, I should probably get going,” she said.

Funny, he thought she should get out of her car and return
to the house with him. At the moment, nothing would give him
greater pleasure than to have her follow him into his bedroom
so he could relive some of the fantasies he’d dreamed about a
short while ago.

And that was when Jordan realized he needed to let her go.

Reluctantly, he withdrew his hand and backed away from
the door. As she put the car in Reverse and pulled out of the
garage, Jordan followed. He stopped at the edge of the garage
and gave her a silent wave as she drove away.

Jordan brought his hand behind his head and tried to rub
away the tightness in his neck muscles.

He was so damn confused. Hell, he’d been puzzled over
these feeling for days now, and it became more perplexing
with every day that passed.

He’d known Vicki for years. Why was he just noticing the
slightly mischievous curve to her subtle smile? Or the way her
eyes lit up when she laughed? Why was he suddenly feeling
this bolt of electricity when she was around?

It was probably just the lingering effects of not being with
a woman since Allison had left.

“That has to be it,” Jordan said.

You don’t believe that.
Jordan shut out the annoying voice in his head. If he paid

attention to it, he would be up for the rest of the night
dissecting these new emotions Vicki had started to stir within
him. It was a combination of exhaustion and horniness; he
couldn’t afford for it to be anything else.

The last time he’d allowed himself to get caught up in a
woman, he’d been careless and had quickly found himself with
a one-way ticket to fatherhood. He couldn’t bring himself to
regret it, not with Mason as the outcome of those less-than-
stellar decisions he’d made a couple of years ago.



But that was why he had to be even more careful now. He
had his son to think about. After the hard lessons he’d learned
during his short marriage to Allison, he had to be more careful
when it came to whom he exposed his son to. He couldn’t
allow his own baser needs to supersede what was right for
Mason.

Though it wasn’t as if Vicki would ever do anything to
harm his son. She had a way with him—a special touch that
seemed to calm Mason when nothing else could.

Jordan’s spine stiffened, his back going ramrod straight.

Was that what this was about?

Were these feelings simply the result of gratitude over the
compassion Vicki showed his son?

But a lot of women doted on Mason. On those occasions
when Jordan had brought him over to Oliver’s campaign
headquarters, the females working on the campaign would get
so wrapped up in Mason they would hardly get any work
done. Why had he never felt his breath quickening or this low
and steady burn in his gut toward any of those women?

He exhaled a frustrated sigh.

He didn’t have the mental energy to deal with this right
now. His focus needed to remain on the election. The
investigators he’d hired would need him to go over the
information they uncovered—if they uncovered any—so that
they could discern if there really was ballot tampering. He
couldn’t allow any outside forces to steal his attention away
from what was really important right now.

Jordan returned to the house, locking up behind him.
Despite the four-hour nap he’d just taken, he fell asleep as
soon as his head hit the pillow.

The next day, after a morning of scouring the newspaper
and web for any new news on the election and coming up
empty, Jordan zipped Mason into his heavy coat and headed
over to his parents. His father was likely at Woolcott
Industries, but at this time of the day he had a good shot of
finding his mother at home.



Jordan used his key to enter through the front door. His
parents had never asked for the key once he’d moved out, and
he never once considered giving it back. Even with a house of
his own, this place was home.

He made his way through the massive house, finding his
mother in the formal dining room. She looked up from the
table, where she was replacing the silver cutlery with gold-
plated ones. She put the mahogany box down and raced
toward them.

“Well, hello there,” she said, scooping Mason from his
arms. “How are the two most handsome men in the world
doing today?”

Nancy Woolcott was every bit the society wife, entrenched
in her role among Wintersage’s elite. But to Jordan’s surprise,
his mother was just as passionate in her role as a grandmother.
She’d made her displeasure over his relationship with Allison
known from the very beginning, and at first, Jordan thought
she would project those feelings onto her grandson.

He should have known better. Mason was the apple of her
eye.

“Do you have kisses for Grandma?” She peppered
Mason’s cheeks with loud pecks that had his son squirming
and giggling in her arms. Turning to Jordan, she asked, “Why
didn’t you call to say you were coming over? I could have had
something prepared for a late lunch.”

“It’s no big deal. We had a lazy morning, which seems to
have stretched into a lazy afternoon. I figured I’d drop in and
say hello.” He pointed to the array of decorations adorning the
twelve-foot dining table. “Getting the house ready for the
holidays?”

“It’s called tablescaping. Like landscaping, but for the
inside of the house. I saw it on one of those home-decorating
shows and knew I had to do it for the holidays.”

His mother hired people to come in and decorate
throughout the year, but when it came to Christmas she always
insisted on doing things herself. Jordan doubted any outsider



could ever put the amount of love and care his mother put into
getting the house ready for Christmas.

“Have you picked out a tree yet?” she asked him. “You
need to make sure they trim a good portion of the bottom
limbs so that this little one won’t reach them.”

“I wasn’t planning on getting a tree at all,” Jordan said.

His mother looked at him as if he’d just confessed to
armed robbery of an orphanage.

“What?” he asked defensively. “It doesn’t make sense to
go through the hassle of a tree when we’ll be spending
Christmas Day here anyway.”

Her chastising frown was a throwback to his days in
elementary school after coming home with a note from the
teacher for “bucking authority,” which Jordan later realized
was code for speaking his mind.

“Jordan, you have a baby now. This munchkin needs a
Christmas tree. And it’s more than just one day, it’s an entire
season. Get a tree,” she stated in a tone that brooked no
argument.

Jordan grunted, just as he used to do when those notorious
letters arrived from his teachers, but he grudgingly accepted
that, in this case, his mother was probably right.

He had never bothered with decorating for the holidays
when it was just him, but now that he had Mason, he had to
think about the kind of childhood he wanted his son to have.
Some of his fondest memories as a boy were from Christmas.
His parents went out of their way to make this time of the year
special for both him and Sandra. He wanted Mason to have the
opportunity to make those same memories.

“Okay,” Jordan said. “We’ll get a tree today.”

His mother gave him a firm, regal nod, as if she never
doubted he wouldn’t do just as she’d requested. She turned her
attention back to Mason.

“Now that that’s settled, why don’t we go into the kitchen?
Grandma has a special treat for you.”



“What’s new about that? You always have a special treat
for him,” Jordan said as he followed her to the kitchen.

“Oh, hush,” she called over her shoulder. “If I have to wear
the title of grandmother, then I want to enjoy all the privileges,
which includes spoiling my grandson.”

She retrieved a package from the pantry. “I ran across
these organic fruit chews the other day. I figured any healthy
snack is a good snack. Let’s just hope he likes them.”

Perched in his grandmother’s lap at the breakfast table,
Mason took the dried fruit between his stubby fingers and
immediately started to devour it. The smile on his mother’s
face stretched to the Massachusetts state line.

“Yes!” she said. “Score one for Grandma Nancy.”

“I hope you bought a case. He’s at this stage where he gets
fixated on a certain thing and that’s all he wants. Last week it
was canned peaches.”

“I’ll make sure Millie picks up a few more boxes when she
does this week’s grocery shopping,” his mother said, referring
to the live-in housekeeper who had been with their family for
years. “But you do know that you shouldn’t let him have too
much of any one thing, even if it is healthy. Not that I’m trying
to tell you how to raise your son,” his mother quickly
interjected.

“I know,” Jordan said. She made a point not to butt in, as
she called it. Unless it concerned Christmas trees. Apparently,
all bets were off when it came to proper holiday preparations.

Jordan walked over to the fridge and grabbed a can of
soda. “I try to practice moderation as much as possible, but
I’ve been somewhat lax these past few days. Mason’s been
fussier than normal lately. If I find something to appease him,
I’m doing it.”

“What’s got you fussy, huh?” his mother asked, smoothing
a hand over Mason’s head.

“I don’t know what it is,” Jordan said. “Maybe he’s
missing Laurie? He’s used to having her around.”



“How long will she be gone?”

“Until after the New Year.”

Jordan groaned just thinking about it. He appreciated his
housekeeper/nanny, and paid her well because of it, but he
didn’t realize just how much she handled until she’d left for
this extended vacation.

Maybe that was why he was feeling off-kilter. With Laurie
gone and him stuck at the house all day, things seemed out of
whack. He needed his life to return to normal.

“I’m thinking about maybe shortening my leave of
absence,” Jordan said. “I’m not used to sitting around the
house doing nothing.”

“You are not doing ‘nothing,’ Jordan,” his mother said.
She stood and brought Mason over to him. “You are enjoying
the holidays with your son. Do you even realize how lucky
you are? Your father would have loved to have weeks off
around the holidays to spend with you kids, but it was a luxury
he couldn’t afford. He was always too busy with Woolcott
Industries when you and Sandra were little.”

His mother cupped his jaw in her soft palm. “Enjoy this
time with Mason. Take it from me when I tell you that he’s
going to be grown and on his own before you know it. It’s
Christmas, Jordan. Enjoy Christmas with your son.”

He nodded. “Okay, Mom. I hear you.”

“Good. No more of this ‘shortening your leave of absence’
nonsense again. And when you do go back to the firm, you
need to think about cutting back on your hours. You’re a single
father after all. This little one needs to have at least one of his
parents around.”

Jordan didn’t miss the thinly disguised dig at Mason’s
other parent.

To say his mother wasn’t his ex-wife’s biggest fan was an
understatement that put all other understatements to shame.
She’d somehow seen through Allison’s facade from the very
beginning. Jordan had been too blinded by his ex-wife’s
stunning beauty, vivacious personality and ridiculously hot



body to pay attention to anything else. He’d ignored the
warnings his mother tried to send him. And he’d paid for it.
Dearly.

Water under the proverbial bridge.

He couldn’t go back in time and change what had
happened with Allison. He wouldn’t even if he could. His son
was worth every bit of the heartache and strife Allison had
caused him.

Millie, who had been the Woolcotts’ housekeeper for
decades, came into the kitchen, and when she discovered
Jordan had yet to have lunch, insisted on whipping up a quick
meal. After demolishing the seared tuna over arugula that was
worthy of a restaurant menu, Jordan patiently followed his
mother around the house so she could show off the rest of her
holiday decorations.

A half hour later, she followed them out to the car and
strapped Mason into his car seat.

“You are going to get that tree this very instant, right?”

“Yes,” Jordan said with an exaggerated groan.

“Good.”

“Should I expect a surprise visit from you tonight to make
sure I have the tree?”

“Your father and I have plans for tonight, but I expect you
to text me a picture.” She kissed his cheek before closing his
car door and giving him a wave.

Jordan chuckled to himself as he rounded the circular
driveway and drove away from his parents’ home. As he
pulled up to the stop sign at the end of the street, his cell phone
trilled with the special ringtone he’d set for the investigator he
had looking into the election results. Jordan pulled over to the
curb.

He answered the phone. “What do you have for me,
Mike?”

Several minutes later, he flipped his blinker to turn left,
back toward his house. The news he’d just received was the



most promising he’d heard in days.

Tree shopping would have to wait.

 



Chapter 4

“Ouch!”

Vicki stuck her finger between her lips, sucking on the spot
where the prickly holly leaf had just nicked her.

“Careful,” her mother admonished. She looked up from the
leather-bound organizer spread out before her on the marble
kitchen island. “You don’t have to do that, you know. I could
hire someone to put those together.”

“Very funny,” Vicki said. She looked over the tall
centerpiece and caught the glimpse of a smile tipping up her
mother’s lips. “If you want to pay me, go right ahead, but if I
catch another florist within twenty yards of this house I cannot
be responsible for my actions.”

“I wouldn’t dare.” Her mother blew her a kiss. Vicki
pretended to catch it and threw it back at her.

Her mother’s shocked laugh echoed around the massive
kitchen. “That was rude.”

“That’s what you get for suggesting bringing in another
florist to decorate the house,” she said, but then to show her
mother that she knew it was all in good fun, Vicki walked over
and plunked a kiss on her cheek.

Sitting with her legs crossed on the high-backed stool,
Christine Ahlfors was the epitome of everything Vicki had
thought she wanted to be. Physically, they were unmistakably
mother and daughter, with their fair skin and naturally wavy
hair. Her mother had thrown a fit when Vicki had chopped half
of hers off, but when she’d arrived today to help ready the
house for Christmas, Christine had remarked that the chin-
length pixie cut was growing on her.

Vicki joked that she could give her the number for her
stylist, but found that she was actually grateful when her
mother laughed it off. Her new hairstyle was just one of the
ways that she was finally starting to come into her own. She’d



followed in her mother’s footsteps in so many ways, being on
the cheer squad in high school, majoring in the arts in college,
serving on the boards of several philanthropic groups.

But as the years marched on, Vicki had begun to realize
that they had different goals. Unlike her mother, she would
never be satisfied filling her days with charity events and the
other things that occupied her mother’s time. Vicki needed
more.

“I was thinking of a shopping trip in Boston this weekend.
Why don’t you join me?” her mother asked. “We could have
lunch. I can even get us tickets to the Boston Pops’ Saturday-
night performance.”

“I doubt I’ll have time,” Vicki said. “I have to drive up to a
supplier in Scarborough to look at a few things for the
Woolcotts’ Kwanzaa celebration.”

Her mother made a tsking sound. “That’s going to be one
interesting party if this thing with the election isn’t settled by
then.”

“You’re still planning on going, aren’t you?” Vicki asked.

Her mother looked at her as if she’d lost her mind. “I
wouldn’t miss it for the world. Who knows what’s going to
happen if Jordan is still accusing Darren of stealing the
election.”

“Let’s hope this has all blown over by then,” Vicki said.

“Speak for yourself. I’m looking forward to a little drama.”

They looked at each other and burst out laughing.

As she returned her attention to the centerpiece, Vicki shot
a surreptitious glance at her mother. She was trying to
determine whether or not to tell her the other reason she would
be too busy to frolic around Boston this weekend.

So far, Sandra and Janelle were the only people she’d told
about her entry into the float competition. She had decided not
to mention it to anyone else until she knew whether or not her
submission was accepted. But this was her mother. She would



be just as stoked over the possibility of Petals being selected as
an entrant, wouldn’t she?

“Mom, another reason I can’t go with you to Boston this
weekend is because I’m hoping that I’ll be too busy working
on a float for the Holiday Extravaganza Day Parade.”

“Oh?” Her mother said, her attention still directed on the
organizer. “Who are you decorating a float for this year?”

Vicki hesitated for the tiniest second before she answered,
“Petals.”

Her mother’s head popped up. “For your business?”

She nodded. “I submitted an application for Petals to
sponsor a float this year.”

Genuine concern creased her mother’s normally flawless
skin. “That’s a lot to take on by yourself, isn’t it?” she asked.

“I won’t be totally by myself. I have part-time employees.”

“Those little kids from the high school that deliver for
you?”

“They’re hard workers, Mom. And they do more than just
deliver. I’m also teaching them basic floral design. I haven’t
done so these past couple of weeks because of the holiday
madness and their semester finals, but after the New Year I’m
actually hiring two more students.”

“But putting together an entire float? That’s so much to
take on, Vicki.”

“You do realize that I have supplied the flowers for many
of the floats that take part in the parade every year, don’t
you?”

Her mother stepped down from the stool she’d been
perched on and rounded the kitchen island. She clamped her
arms around Vicki’s shoulders and gave her a gentle squeeze.

“It’s not that I don’t think you can do the work.”

Judging by her reaction, Vicki wasn’t so sure about that.



She knew exactly what her family thought when it came to
her desire to be an entrepreneur. They didn’t see Petals as the
thriving small business that it was; they saw it as “Vicki’s little
flower shop.” That was often how her father even referred to
it, as if it was some hobby she played around with on the side,
instead of a business that she’d poured her blood, sweat and
tears into.

The fact that he had built Ahlfors Financial Management
from the ground up should have made him even more proud
that his daughter was following in his footsteps, but that had
never been the case. And as supportive as her mother tried to
be, Vicki knew deep down that Christine Ahlfors’s
expectations for her daughter were that she would get married
and step into the role she was supposed to play—the society
wife and mother. Becoming a wife and mother was one of
Vicki’s most cherished dreams, but it was not her only dream.

She was a businesswoman. She took her work seriously. It
was time her family took it seriously, as well.

She turned to her mother. “If you think I can do the work,
why were you so dismayed when I told you I’d entered the
float competition?”

“I wasn’t dismayed,” her mother said. She gave Vicki a
patient pat on the arm. “I just don’t want you to be
humiliated.”

Humiliated?
The word knocked the wind right out of her.

Vicki managed to keep her expression indifferent, but on
the inside her soul was breaking.

She shouldn’t have expected anything different. Foolishly,
she had. Which was why she only had herself to blame for
being naive enough to think a new wardrobe and new haircut
would change the way her family regarded her. They didn’t
see the new Vicki, they still saw polite, reserved,
nonconfrontational Vicki. The Vicki who would rather keep
her mouth shut in order to keep the peace, who never would



have had the guts to even attempt to enter the float
competition.

They still saw the Vicki she used to be. She would have to
show them she wasn’t that Vicki anymore.

She put the finishing touches on the centerpiece she’d
created for the foyer, but that was all she was willing to do
today. She had a float to design.

“I just remembered that the Buckleys want a second
wreath for their guesthouse,” she said. “I’ll come back later to
finish the decorations.”

“That’s fine, honey,” her mother said, her focus once again
on her calendar.

Vicki studied her for a moment, wishing she’d given Vicki
the reaction she’d been hoping for when she’d told her about
the float. Couldn’t her mother have surprised her just this
once? Couldn’t she be proud, or even just excited? Why had
her first reaction been to doubt that Vicki could pull this off?

She should have gone with her first instincts and kept this
news quiet until she was sure her submission was accepted. If
it turned out that she wouldn’t have a float in the parade after
all, she would have to hear “I told you so” for the next six
months.

Yeah, she had no one to blame but herself.

*

Jordan braced his elbows on his kitchen table and ran both
palms down his face. The longer he stared at this stuff, the less
sense it made. For the past two days he’d pored over the data,
running the numbers over and over again, trying to figure out
just where the inconsistencies had come from.

When he’d gotten the call Wednesday from the
investigator he’d hired, notifying him that he’d found a sharp
decline in the number of voters for several counties in the
western part of the state that normally had high voter turnout,
Jordan thought he was on to something. But the gap in voter
turnout wasn’t as wide as Jordan had anticipated, and there



could have been a number of factors that accounted for it,
including the weather in that part of the state on Election Day.

Dammit. Why couldn’t this have been the break he’d been
looking for?

He massaged the bridge of his nose. “You’re driving
yourself crazy,” Jordan murmured.

“Crazy,” came a little voice from around his feet.

Jordan looked down at Mason, who had started to climb up
his leg.

“Did you just call daddy crazy?” He scooped his son up
and sat his cushy bottom on the table. “What do you say we
finally pick out that Christmas tree before Grandma Nancy
comes over and murders Daddy, huh?” He tickled the pudgy
rolls underneath Mason’s chin. “You think you’re up for that?”

“Crazy,” Mason said.

“Great.” Jordan groaned, then laughed. “Of all the words
you could have picked up on, that’s the one you go with?”

They went through the ten minutes of torture also known
as dressing Mason for the cold. The temperature had dropped
overnight, so Jordan broke out the heavier coats, along with
scarves, gloves and an extra hat for Mason. When he strapped
him into his safety seat, the only things visible were his eyes.
The poor kid was going to bake under all those layers.

He’d put off buying the tree because it would just be an
extra bother, but the more he thought about it, the more he
began to look forward to bringing a little Christmas cheer into
the house. It was a tradition that he wanted his son to have,
memories he wanted him to cherish years from now.

Jordan tried to be mindful of spoiling Mason too much.
He’d attended high school with a number of friends who were
products of divorce. They had made manipulating their guilt-
ridden parents an art form. Jordan never wanted to create that
sense of entitlement in Mason, but giving his son the kind of
Christmas he had enjoyed as a child wasn’t spoiling him.



He remembered his mother’s warning from a couple of
days ago about trimming the low-hanging tree limbs so that
Mason couldn’t reach them. That brought about another
concern: pine needles all over the floor. He was sure he’d read
somewhere that some trees were more susceptible to losing
their needles than others, and with the way Mason had of
putting everything in his mouth these days, he needed to make
sure he bought a tree that wouldn’t have dozens of dead pine
needles scattered about the floor.

What in the hell did he know about picking out the safest
Christmas tree?

A slow grin lifted one corner of Jordan’s mouth as a
thought occurred to him.

He might not know much about trees, but he knew one
person who did.

He didn’t give himself time to deliberate before making a
U-turn and heading toward Wintersage’s main business
district. As he drove toward the yellow-and-white Victorian
that housed the Silk Sisters, Jordan tried to discredit the
sudden quickening of his pulse. And the reason for it.

He wanted Vicki’s expertise. She worked with this stuff for
a living. She could give him advice on the safest tree, the one
that would last the longest, maybe even the one that would
look the best in his great room. That was all he wanted here—
a little advice.

She’s going to see right through you.
Yet he stayed on the same trajectory, because it didn’t

matter if she didn’t buy his flimsy excuse. He hadn’t been able
to get her off his mind since she’d left his house Tuesday
night. Scratch that, since Sandra’s wedding.

Jordan still couldn’t pinpoint exactly what it was that had
changed about her that had him so intrigued. It couldn’t be just
because of her new look, could it? He wasn’t that damn
shallow, was he?

But what else could it be?



He had always viewed Vicki as just one of Sandra’s
friends. He definitely had never looked at her with romantic
interest. But Jordan couldn’t deny the current of electricity that
had shot through him when he’d first seen her standing on the
beach at Sandra’s wedding.

A slow burn started low in his belly.

He could recall with incredible clarity the way his breath
had caught in his throat. She’d stolen the air from his lungs,
and turned the heads of more than a few of the single men at
the reception. The fact that he had even noticed the attention
that other men had paid to her that night should have been the
first clue that something had changed.

He just didn’t get it. Vicki Ahlfors wasn’t his type. She
was restrained and demure, while he tended to gravitate
toward sassy and vivacious.

Jordan huffed out a sardonic laugh. His experience with
Allison should have taught him something about his “type”
and the trouble that it could lead to. The more he thought
about it, the more he realized that he’d never had much luck
with his usual type. Once the shine wore off, he found that he
wasn’t all that attracted to what was underneath.

Still, was Vicki the kind of woman he could see himself
getting involved with?

“Hell yes,” Jordan whispered to himself. If the excitement
skittering across his skin just at the thought of seeing her again
was any indication, hell yes he could see Vicki becoming
much more than just a friend of his sister’s.

The question was did she see him that way?

Jordan refused to believe he was the only one who’d felt
the electricity that had sparked between them Tuesday night.
He’d seen it in the way she’d looked at him, in the way her
breath had caught. There had been interest in those beautiful
brown eyes. Maybe she would be willing to see if there was
anything more to the awareness that had ignited in those
moments just before she’d left his house.



Jordan’s chest tightened as he contemplated whether or not
he was really ready to take that momentous step.

He sure as hell wasn’t going to go the rest of his life
without a woman. He loved women too much. He cherished
the feeling of waking up with a soft, warm body snuggled up
next to him. Relished the simple pleasures of sharing his life
with another human being.

But Jordan would be the first to admit that his ex-wife had
done a number on him. After the whirlwind that had been his
love affair with Allison and the heartache she’d caused when
she walked out on him and Mason, the thought of allowing
another woman to get that close, of trusting another woman
not to hurt both him and his son, was something he just didn’t
know if he could do.

The image of Vicki’s sweet, subtle smile flashed before
him, and the tightness in his chest eased ever so slightly.

Something about this felt right. Whether it was because of
the way she treated Mason, or something deeper, he couldn’t
say yet, but Jordan had the suspicion that if he didn’t explore
these new feelings he would regret it.

He pulled up to the Victorian, unstrapped Mason from his
car seat and started up the stairs. Even though clients were in
and out of the Victorian all the time, he still knocked on the
front door before walking in.

Vicki was in the front parlor, straightening a bow on the
massive Christmas wreath that hung above the fireplace.

“Hi there, you two,” she greeted.

If he was a betting man, Jordan would put his money on
Mason being the reason her face lit up the way it did. But it
felt damn good to pretend it was because she was happy to see
him.

She hurried over to them and took Mason from his arms.

Yeah, that was what he’d figured.

Vicki tickled Mason’s chin. He responded with that smile
made to melt hearts. His son was such a flirt.



“Sandra isn’t here,” she said. “She had to meet with a
client in Portsmouth.”

“I’m not here to see Sandra. Actually, I’m here to see you.”

Her pretty brown eyes widened. “Me?”

“Mason and I are going shopping for a Christmas tree. I
figured I should probably get one.” There was no need to
mention that it was initially his mother’s idea. “I was hoping
you could give me some advice on the type of tree I should
get. I don’t want one that will shed pine needles. He loves
putting things in his mouth.”

“I noticed that Tuesday night,” she said as she grinned
down at Mason. “When it comes to picking out a tree, it’s
more about how you maintain it than the particular variety.
Needle retention is better in some, but honestly, as long as you
keep it properly watered, any tree you get should keep its
needles well past Christmas.”

“Ah. Okay,” Jordan said.

Her brow dipped in a curious frown. “Was that the only
thing you needed?”

It suddenly occurred to him that if he’d wanted her to think
he was just seeking advice, a simple phone call would have
sufficed. Which made his trip here even more transparent.

Which begged the question, why was he being vague?

Over the past week, if his mind wasn’t occupied with
Mason or the election, he was thinking about Vicki. The more
he thought about it, the more he realized that thoughts of Vicki
had usurped the election.

What he felt for her was real. He wanted this. He wanted
her.

And if he was going to do this—if he was really going to
pursue Vicki, then he needed to do this. No more skirting
around the issue.

“Actually,” Jordan began, “I was…uh… I was thinking
that maybe—if you have time, that is—that you’d like to come
with us? If you have the time.”



Well, that was as smooth as a porcupine’s ass.

When had he become so inept at asking a pretty girl out?
He wasn’t even asking her out out just yet; he was only asking
her to help him pick a Christmas tree, for crying out loud.
How was he going to ask her out on a genuine date if he
couldn’t do something this simple?

“I know it’s still pretty early.” He glanced at his watch. It
was just after two in the afternoon. “I understand if you can’t
leave your flower shop just yet.”

A delicate smile drew across Vicki’s lips. Either she went
for bumbling idiots, or she was laughing at him. Maybe both.

“You’re inviting me to go tree shopping?” she asked.

“I’d appreciate an expert’s opinion.” He shook his head
and blew out a frustrated breath. “That’s not true,” he said. “At
least that’s not the only reason.”

He shifted from one foot to the other like a nervous
schoolboy, which put the final stamp on this humiliating
episode.

Dammit, enough of this!
It had been a while since he’d approached a woman, but he

wasn’t completely out of his element. Not to brag, but he’d
won a few hearts in the past. He could do this.

“Look, Vicki. The truth is I really enjoyed hanging out
with you the other night. Even though I slept most of your
visit, the brief time I was awake it was nice to talk to someone
—another adult who isn’t my mom or Sandra or someone
involved with the election.”

He gestured to the topiary adorned in glittering gold-and-
red foil ribbon.

“You’re really into all this Christmas decorating and floral-
design stuff, so I thought you’d enjoy tree shopping.” He
paused for a moment. “Now that I think about it, it was pretty
presumptuous to assume that you’d just drop everything to
help me pick out a Christmas tree. Maybe I’ll come over



another time, when you’re not busy. I’ll let you get back to
what you were doing.”

Feeling like an ass, he lifted Mason from her arms and
started for the door.

“Jordan?” He looked back to find her staring at him, an
amused expression edging up the corners of her lips. “I would
love to go Christmas tree shopping with the two of you.”

His eyes widened. “Really?” Maybe she did go for
bumbling idiots.

She nodded. “Yes, really. Give me a few minutes to lock
up, and we can go.”

Jordan tried to stop the huge smile from spreading across
his face, but that wasn’t going to happen. He would probably
smile like this for the rest of the night.

 



Chapter 5

Vicki cursed the nervous energy shooting through her
bloodstream and the stupid butterflies fluttering around her
idiot stomach. But how in the heck was she supposed to
control them when Jordan Woolcott was in the parlor—not
waiting to see Sandra, but to see her?

“Calm down,” Vicki cautioned herself. Apparently, she
was in need of a little refresher history lesson.

How long had she pined for this man?

For years, Jordan had never bothered to look her way. Yet
all of a sudden, he was showing interest. What made him any
different than the dozen men who’d strolled into Petals this
week with a newfound appreciation for fresh flowers?

Because this was Jordan.

As much as she wanted to make him work for her
attention, she just couldn’t play hard to get when it came to
Jordan. Because he was the one she’d always wanted.

Vicki’s chest tightened with anticipation at the thought of
him finally wanting her in the same way she wanted him.

She’d sensed a change in the air. Something about the way
he’d looked at her on Tuesday, as if he was seeing her for the
first time. She’d tried to disregard it, too afraid she was
looking for something that wasn’t really there. But the look in
his eyes as he’d so adorably fumbled his way through that
invitation to go tree shopping confirmed what she thought
she’d seen before leaving his house the other night.

She paused for a moment and inhaled a deep, calming
breath. She didn’t want to get ahead of herself. It wasn’t as if
she was the best at reading men; she didn’t want to think how
foolish she would feel if she’d misjudged his intentions.

Vicki lifted her purse and coat from the coatrack and then
shut down her computer. Just as she started for the foyer, the
phone rang. She almost let it go to voice mail, but remembered



that she was expecting a call from a fellow florist in Durham
who possibly wanted to go in on a huge decorating job in
Boston.

“Petals,” she answered. “This is Vicki. How may I help
you?”

“Ms. Ahlfors, this is Robin Tooney with the Wintersage
Holiday Extravaganza Day Parade.”

Her heart instantly started to thump a million times faster
against the walls of her chest.

“Yes. Hello,” Vicki stammered.

“Ms. Ahlfors, the committee has made its decision on the
submissions that were entered for this year’s competition.”
Vicki’s heart jumped right up into her throat. “It is my pleasure
to inform you that you’ve been granted a float in this year’s
parade. Congratulations.”

“Oh, my,” she whispered. Her capacity to think
evaporated, but she quickly pulled herself together. “I’m
stunned, and thrilled, of course. Thank you so much.”

“The committee was completely charmed by your idea of
Christmas celebrations from around the world. I know you’ve
had a hand in creating several floats for other participants in
the past. I can’t wait to see what you create for your own.”

“I’m looking forward to showing you. Thank you again.”

Robin Tooney instructed her on where to find the newly
updated guidelines for float building on the committee’s
website and filled her in on the deadline information.

After ending the call, Vicki just stood there for a moment
in stunned disbelief. Then she threw her fists in the air and
yelped.

“Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes!”

“I don’t mean to pry, but I’m assuming you just received
some good news?”

She whipped around to find Jordan standing in the arched
entryway that led to Petals’s retail area. Heat instantly flooded



her cheeks, but she was too excited to try hiding her
embarrassment.

His brow arched. “So?”

“I got in,” Vicki said with a breathless laugh. “I can’t
believe I got in.”

“In where?”

She pointed to the phone. “That was the head of the float
committee for the Wintersage Holiday Extravaganza Day
Parade. I submitted an idea for a float, and it was accepted!
After providing flowers for dozens of other floats over the
years, for the first time Petals will have its own in the parade.”

“That’s wonderful, Vicki. The Christmas parade is a pretty
big deal. But that’s also a pretty big undertaking, isn’t it?”

“It is, but I think I can do it,” Vicki said. She shook her
head. “No, I know I can do it.”

Wintersage Holiday Extravaganza Day had grown into a
region-wide event, reaching far beyond the boundaries of their
small New England town. And the parade had become the
focal point of the entire day. Businesses from several cities
stretching along the coast, and as far inland as Lowell, used
the opportunity to promote their brands.

As the floats had grown more elaborate over the past
several years, larger floral-design shops had begun courting
the businesses. A number of those larger shops had managed
to steal away several of her customers. One of her previous
clients, a marina that catered to Wintersage’s elite, had the
audacity to take the design Vicki had created for them and
bring it to a competing florist to actually produce the float.

And, like the pushover she used to be, she’d allowed it.

Not anymore. The new Vicki was not going to quietly sit
back while others took all the glory. This year she had
something to prove.

When her float took to the streets of Wintersage and held
its own against the stiff competition she was sure to face, her
family would be forced to see her as the serious, career-



minded entrepreneur that she was, and not the owner of just a
“little flower shop.”

A mischievous grin spread across her lips. “I’m really
going to do this,” she said. “I’m going to put Petals on the
map. I really, really wanted to get in. It feels amazing.”

“You need to celebrate,” Jordan said.

“Yes, I do. Luckily for you, Christmas tree shopping is
exactly the kind of thing a florist does to celebrate.” She sent
him a cheeky wink. “Let’s go.”

Vicki was stunned at her own audaciousness, but she didn’t
care. She was much too giddy over the news she’d just
received to feel self-conscious.

It didn’t make sense to take separate cars, so she joined
Jordan in his. As she sat ensconced in the supple leather seat,
she closed her eyes and pulled in a healthy whiff of his scent.
There was something about the combination of sandalwood
and a man’s unique essence that drove her crazy.

Of course, when that man was Jordan Woolcott, the
sandalwood was optional. He drove her crazy merely by
existing—always had.

“Have you thought about a theme for your float?” Jordan
asked.

“Christmas from Around the World. I got the idea from my
favorite ornament from when I was a little girl. It has Santa
Claus dressed in traditional garb from various cultures around
the globe. My mom used to tell me that Santa’s clothes would
magically change as the reindeer flew him to different
countries.”

He grinned. “And you believed that, huh?”

“I was five, of course I believed it.”

“Do you still have the ornament?”

She nodded. “I’ve kept all of my ornaments. I buy a new
one every year to add to the collection.”

“So what’s this year’s?”



“I haven’t gotten one yet.” She stared out the window at
the myriad boats hugging the harbor’s shoreline. “I always try
to find an ornament that reflects something significant that
happened during the previous year. Maybe I’ll find something
to commemorate all the changes that have happened over the
past couple of months.” She looked over at him. “This is
turning out to be a year that I’ll want to remember for a long
time to come.”

“I know what you mean,” he said in a quiet voice. “It’s
been memorable in more ways than one.”

There it was again, that flicker of awareness she’d felt the
other night. It started with a spark that turned into a slow burn,
humming in the air around them.

“Do you have any Christmas traditions from when you
were a little boy that you plan to pass on to Mason?” she
asked.

He shrugged the shoulder closest to her. “Just being with
family. That’s always been at the core of the Woolcotts’
holidays. Although I do like the idea of an ornament
collection,” he said. “Maybe I should start one for him.”

Vicki looked over her shoulder at the baby. He was
engrossed in a colorful plastic centipede with antennae that
rattled.

“You should,” she said. “He’ll cherish them for the rest of
his life.”

She twisted back in her seat and caught Jordan staring at
her, his gaze probing, penetrating. Once again, the air pulsed
with energy, a tangible force that provoked all manner of
interesting ideas to blossom in her head.

“You, uh, should probably pay attention to the road,” Vicki
said.

“Oh,” Jordan said, quickly turning his head forward.

The flutter that had previously traveled around her belly
returned with a vengeance. The awareness that had been a
faint suggestion just a few moments earlier now saturated the



air around them, flooding the space with a potent mix of
something Vicki couldn’t quite describe.

She’d thought about the spark of desire that had flashed
between them Tuesday night at least a million times over the
past couple of days, trying to decide whether it was real or just
a figment of her wishful imagination. But she had not
imagined the look in Jordan’s eyes just a few moments ago,
when his piercing gaze had captured hers and held it. He’d
looked at her as if he was seeing the real her for the first time.

There was just one problem: she had yet to decide if this
really was the real her.

As much as she loved her new wardrobe and haircut, she
was still the same Vicki Ahlfors she’d always been on the
inside. Quiet, sensible, reliable Vicki. How could she be sure
Jordan was interested in more than just the aesthetics?

They arrived at a parking lot jam-packed with cars as the
residents of Wintersage and its surrounding towns scoped out
Christmas trees. Vicki unstrapped Mason from his car seat and
waited while Jordan unfolded the stroller he’d just taken out of
the trunk. The minute she tried to sit him in the stroller, Mason
started to wail.

“I don’t know what’s up with him today,” Jordan said. He
took the baby from her and held him over his shoulder, patting
him gently on the back. “Something has him fussier than
usual. Hopefully the walk will calm him down.”

They started for the entrance to the tree lot. Vicki pushed
the empty stroller, just in case they were able to cajole Mason
into sitting in it a bit later.

“Is this the only tree lot around?” Jordan remarked. “This
place is packed.”

“It’s definitely the biggest for several counties,” she said.
“And they have the widest selection. Let’s just hope people
haven’t picked over all the good ones.”

Vicki felt a familiar excitement building as they traveled
along the rows of freshly cut trees. Christmas carols floated
from speakers nestled throughout the vast lot, and the scent of



pine and evergreen hung in the air. It encompassed everything
she loved about this time of the year.

She was having a hard time keeping her active imagination
at bay. It was all too easy to let her mind wander into the cozy
yet dangerous territory of this being the real thing. She, Jordan
and Mason strolling through the crowd of other young families
made her long for things that were not a guarantee.

After contemplating several choices, they chose a balsam
fir because of the low maintenance and its tendency to retain
its needles.

After Jordan paid for the tree and for home delivery, he
turned to her and said, “That was relatively painless. Now I
guess the next thing I need to do is get some ornaments.”

“You don’t have ornaments from last year?”

“I wasn’t really in the spirit last year,” he said.

“Oh, right,” Vicki said, feeling a bit like an idiot. His ex-
wife had just left him to raise their young baby on his own
around Christmastime last year. That would take the holiday
spirit out of anyone.

“To be honest, this will be my first time putting up a tree,”
Jordan said.

Vicki’s mouth fell open in horrified shock.

“Hey.” His palms shot up in mock surrender. “I didn’t kill
an elf or anything. Not everyone gets into the whole stocking-
and-tree rigmarole. My mom has always done more than
enough at Christmas to make up for my lack of decorating.”
He shrugged. “I just never found it necessary.”

“Well, you do realize that’s changed now, right?”

He looked down at Mason, who had finally allowed Jordan
to put him into his stroller about ten minutes ago.

“Yes. Like so many other things, he’s changed the way I
celebrate the holidays. He’s changed everything.”

“For the better,” Vicki said.

“Absolutely,” he said, his eyes still focused on his son.



Once they were in the car again, they headed back toward
Wintersage.

“The guy at the lot said they would have the tree delivered
no later than six o’clock. That will give me time to bring you
back to the Victorian.” He looked over at her. “Unless you
want to help pick out some ornaments?”

His tone, the look in his eyes, the way his voice dipped
ever so slightly… It all gave her the impression that his
question was more than just an invitation to go ornament
shopping.

“I don’t think you need help picking out ornaments,” Vicki
said. “But if you don’t mind the company, I would love to join
you.”

“You’re right. Your decorating expertise isn’t exactly what
I’m interested in.” His hands tightened on the steering wheel.
“This is new territory for me, Vicki.”

Her heart started to pound in her chest.

“What’s new territory?” she asked.

“This uncertainty, the awkwardness.” He blew out a heavy
breath. “I’m not used to questioning myself—questioning my
feelings—and that’s all I’ve done since Tuesday night.” He
paused, and then he looked over at her, his eyes full of intent.
“I don’t want to question it anymore.”

The pounding intensified, to the point that she thought her
heart would burst right out of her chest.

“I’m enjoying your company,” he continued. “And you can
tell me if I’m way off base here, but I get the feeling you’re
enjoying this, too.”

She swallowed deeply, then shook her head. “You’re not
off base,” she managed to get out.

The slow smile that drew across his lips sent a swarm of
tingles skittering along Vicki’s spine.

“Then what do you say we do a little ornament shopping?”
Jordan said.



As they browsed the department store shelves stacked high
with glittering hanging ornaments, fake fur-trimmed stockings
and tree toppers, Vicki came to her most shocking realization
of the night.

Jordan Woolcott was utterly charming. And funny.

To hear Sandra talk about her brother, one would think he
was an oaf with zero personality. He’s an attorney, Sandra
would always say, as if that explained it all.

But Jordan had no problem making a fool of himself in the
middle of a crowded store, especially when it came to trying to
get Mason to laugh. He grabbed a Santa hat from the shelf and
plopped it atop his head. He put on a plastic Rudolph the Red-
Nosed Reindeer nose that blinked like a beacon, then did an
awful rendition of the beloved Christmas song, mixing up the
words and skipping some lines entirely.

Vicki laughed until her eyes watered, but Mason’s
crabbiness only grew.

Jordan’s shoulders sagged with defeat. “I don’t know
what’s wrong with him. He woke up irritable and it’s just
gotten worse as the day’s gone on.”

Frowning, Vicki took the baby out of the stroller and
pressed her lips to his forehead. “He’s a little warm, but I can’t
tell if it’s a fever. You wouldn’t happen to carry his
thermometer in his diaper bag, would you?”

He shook his head. “It’s at the house, but I can get one
from the pharmacy department.”

“Do it. It doesn’t hurt to have a spare, especially at his age.
I’m going to bring him to the car and away from all this
noise.”

Jordan gave her the keys before going off in search of a
thermometer. Less than ten minutes later, Vicki spotted him
exiting the store’s sliding doors, both hands burdened by
several bags. He walked up to the passenger side and handed
her a bag through the window.

“Can you open this up while I put these in the trunk?”



She hadn’t bothered to put Mason in his car seat, so the
task of opening the ear thermometer’s hard plastic packaging
wasn’t the easiest. By the time she got it open, Jordan had slid
behind the wheel. Vicki held the squirming baby in her arms as
Jordan placed the thermometer in his ear. A second later it
beeped.

“Ninety-nine point one,” he said, looking at the readout.

“That’s not bad as far as fevers go, but apparently that’s
enough to make him irritable,” Vicki said. “Do you have a
fever reducer at home, or do you need to go back in and get
one?”

“I have some at home from the summer cold he caught
back in August.”

“I remember when he had that cold,” Vicki said, pressing a
kiss to the side of Mason’s head. “I think he’ll be okay in a bit,
once we get a little medicine in him.”

Jordan got out of the car and came around to her side. “Let
me get him strapped into his car seat, then we can get out of
this cold.”

He drove Vicki to the Victorian so she could pick up her
car, but she insisted on following him back to his place to
make sure all was well with Mason. When they arrived at his
house, a Christmas tree wrapped in blue netting was leaning
against the front door.

The tree, along with all of the ornaments, remained exactly
where they were until after Jordan had given Mason some
cherry-flavored syrup. Vicki carried Mason over to the sofa in
the great room and watched while Jordan carted the bags of
ornaments into the house.

Cuddling Mason to her chest, she folded her legs beneath
her and pulled an afghan over the both of them. A satisfied
sigh escaped her lips as she relished in the feel of the baby’s
soft weight against her, so close to her heart. She murmured a
soothing lullaby into Mason’s ear as she watched Jordan bring
in the stand that had also been delivered with the tree. He set it



up in the corner of the great room, and then he walked over to
where she sat.

“Vicki, I don’t want to keep you here any longer than you
need to be,” he said. “I’ll hold Mason until he falls asleep, then
I’ll finish getting the tree up.”

“Jordan?”

“Yeah?”

“Get the tree,” she said.

His forehead creased in a frown. “Vicki, you don’t have
—”

“As someone whose job calls on you to read people for a
living, you should be able to tell that I am perfectly content
right where I am.”

“Are you sure?” he asked.

“I’m sure, Jordan.” With a brazenness the old Vicki never
would have even contemplated displaying, she finished, “I
can’t think of anywhere else I would rather be right now.”

That surge of electricity, the one she’d felt before leaving
here Tuesday night, pulsed between them again.

“I can’t think of anyone else I would want to be here,”
Jordan said in a voice so soft she could barely hear it, as if the
admission both surprised and thrilled him as much as it
surprised and thrilled her.

His eyes slid closed and he dropped his head, releasing a
weary breath. He brought a hand up to massage the back of his
neck before lifting his head and looking at her.

“What’s happening here?” he asked.

“You tell me, Jordan.”

She knew he was questioning his feelings again. She could
tell by the confusion clouding his face.

He held his hands out, as if in a plea for her to understand.
“I know what I’m feeling,” he said. “I just don’t know what to
do about it. I don’t want to give you mixed signals.”



“Good, because I don’t want them.”

“I just need…” He shook his head again. “Can I take some
time to figure this out? I feel what’s happening, but I need to
be sure.”

“This doesn’t have to be complicated, Jordan.”

“That’s the thing. From here on out, it will always be
complicated.”

Now it was her turn to look confused.

Before she could question him, he continued, “I accepted
months ago that the choice to bring another woman into my
life will never be an easy one. I’m more cautious now than
I’ve ever been in the past. I have to be. I have Mason to
consider.” He put a hand up before she could say anything.
“I’m not suggesting that you would ever treat Mason unfairly
in any way. The way you are with my son, the care you take
with him, I can’t tell you how much that means to me, Vicki.”

He paused for a moment. “But it’s hard for me to drop my
guard where he’s concerned. His own mother refuses to put
him first. I have to make sure I’m with someone who will.”

“What makes you think I wouldn’t?” she asked.

“I know you would,” Jordan said. He shook his head. “But
I still can’t help but feel cautious when it comes to him.”

“Here’s the thing, Jordan.” With the hand that wasn’t
cradling Mason, she reached out and captured his wrist.
“Whether or not you decide that you have romantic feelings
for me, I would still do exactly what I’ve been doing as far as
Mason is concerned. This little guy wormed his way into my
heart from his very first visit to the Silk Sisters.” She paused
for a moment before continuing in a softer voice. “But it’s my
heart that I’m thinking about right now. I don’t want to be
hurt.”

“I won’t hurt you. But I’ll be honest. This scares me,
Vicki. I trusted my heart the last time, and look what
happened.”



“Don’t make me pay for her mistakes,” Vicki said. “I’m
nothing like Allison.”

“No, you’re not. I know that. But you also said you
weren’t looking for casual, that you want serious. A part of me
thinks I’m ready, but another part—”

“I have an idea,” Vicki said, cutting him off. Nothing good
could come of him continuing to overanalyze his feelings like
this. “Why don’t we just enjoy the time-honored tradition of
putting up a Christmas tree? We can think about casual versus
serious and just what all of that means later.” She pressed a
kiss to Mason’s soft head, then looked up at Jordan. “Right
now, I just want to enjoy this time with you and Mason.”

He shook his head, a grateful smile spreading across his
face. “You have to be the most understanding woman I know,”
he said. “I promise I’m going to figure this out—”

“Jordan, get the tree.”

He smiled again, then nodded. “I’ll get the tree.”

 



Chapter 6

The moment Jordan left the room, Vicki exhaled the
unsteady breath she’d been holding in. Not too long ago, she
would have shied away from what was happening between
them, too afraid to take a chance.

But things were different now. She was different. She was
no longer willing to sit on her feelings. She was putting it all
out there, and whatever happened, happened.

Vicki didn’t even try to hide her amusement as Jordan
struggled to get the eight-foot tree through the door. Back at
the tree lot, she’d told him that he would be just fine with a
small five-footer, but he had proclaimed that if he was going to
get a tree, it would be a real tree.

He set it up in the corner of the great room and filled the
stand with water, then turned to her. “This feels more
significant than I thought it would,” he said.

“Having a tree?”

He nodded. “It’s yet another of those milestones, you
know? House, kid, Christmas tree. I’m gradually moving into
this new phase of my life. At one time it scared me, but I’m
beginning to realize that I’ve been ready for this for a long
time now. I’m enjoying all of these new experiences.”

She had been insanely attracted to him well before
fatherhood had turned him into this insightful person who
actually took the time to appreciate something as simple as
decorating for the holidays. To see him embracing life’s simple
pleasures made him a thousand times sexier.

He clapped his hands together. “Now that I have the tree, I
guess it’s time to put stuff on it.” He reached over and lifted
Mason from her arms. “Let’s see if my little man is feeling
well enough to help out.”

Vicki looked on as Jordan showed Mason how to hang the
ornaments. Her chest swelled with emotion every time he put



his hand up for a high five and Mason responded with an
awkward little slap of his palm. This was all beginning to feel
too domestic for her own good.

Instead of shying away from it in an attempt to shield her
heart—just in case Jordan decided he really didn’t feel the
same way about her as she felt about him—Vicki decided to
hold on tighter. She would enjoy this while she had the chance
and deal with the consequences later.

“You know what this calls for?” she said, pushing up from
the sofa. “Hot chocolate.”

“That sounds great,” he said.

“Will I find everything I need in the kitchen?”

He nodded and she turned toward the kitchen.

Vicki felt his eyes on her, following her as she walked out
of the great room. Once in the kitchen, she had to brace herself
on the counter and catch her breath. She was still getting used
to dealing with the consequences of this new Vicki’s boldness.
Inviting herself into a man’s kitchen to make hot chocolate
was something she never would have done before.

A smile drew across her face.

She liked this new Vicki a hell of a lot more than the old
one.

She searched around for the things she needed, grimacing
when all she found was a box of instant hot chocolate mix. She
should have known a man who had never bothered to put up a
Christmas tree wouldn’t have the real stuff. She was able to
doctor it up with vanilla extract and cinnamon sticks; both
were surprise findings in the pantry.

She carried two mugs of hot chocolate back into the great
room, but stopped short when she discovered Jordan taking the
ornaments off the tree. Mason sat on the floor a few yards
away, playing with the packaging the glittery reindeer
ornaments had come in.

“What happened?” Vicki asked.



Jordan looked over at her and gave her a chastising frown
laced with humor. “I would have expected better advice from a
person who does this for a living,” he said.

Vicki lifted her shoulders in question, unsure what he was
talking about.

His hands burdened with ornaments, he nodded toward the
coffee table.

Her head flew back with a laugh when she spotted the
boxes of Christmas lights. “Ah, yes. The lights go on first.”

“I realized that after we’d already put about twenty
ornaments on the tree.”

“Well, why don’t you sit and have some hot chocolate
while I hang the lights? Then you and Mason can do the fun
part.”

Their fingers touched when she handed him the mug,
setting off a torrent of tingles up and down her arms. Jordan
undoubtedly felt it, too. Their eyes held over the steaming mug
and Vicki’s inner muscles pulled tight with need.

He set the mug on the coffee table, then lowered himself
on the floor next to Mason, who remained mesmerized by the
array of shiny plastic ornaments.

Vicki did her best not to feel self-conscious as she walked
around the Christmas tree, stringing the lights on its full
branches. She couldn’t help but be hyperaware of every move
she made, because Jordan’s eyes remained on her the entire
time.

“How did your interest in floral design come about?” he
finally asked after some time had passed. “I doubt that was one
of the majors offered at Nillson.”

“No, it wasn’t,” she said with a laugh. “I majored in art
history.”

“So you’ve always had this artistic side?”

“I can’t draw to save my life. Not like Sandra, for sure. But
there is a certain artistry to floral design. It’s all art, I just
happen to create my pictures with flowers.”



“According to Sandra, your ‘art’ has acquired a number of
new admirers.”

Vicki could tell by the inflection in his voice that he was
fishing for information about those new admirers, but she
wasn’t taking the bait. Instead, she kept their conversation
lighthearted.

“Don’t get me started on Sandra. She and Janelle have had
their share of fun at my expense this past week. However,
they’ve been so supportive of my plans to participate in the
float competition that I’ve pretty much forgiven them both.”

The glint in his eyes told her that he saw right through her
subject dodging. Thankfully, he didn’t press her.

“It’s unbelievable that you all have remained such great
friends,” Jordan said. “It must be comforting knowing you
always have someone you can count on.”

The envy in his voice caused a bit of sadness to tug at her
heart. “You have people you can count on, Jordan.”

“I know I do. But I also know that I’ve made a few
enemies lately.”

“If you’re talking about the election—”

He held up a hand. “If you don’t mind, I’d rather not get
into all of that. Not tonight. I’m decorating my family’s
Christmas tree,” he said, running a hand over Mason’s smooth
hair. “I want to enjoy this.” He looked up at her. “Having you
here with us is going a long way in making tonight special,
Vicki. Thanks for sticking around.”

“I said it before, but I guess it bears repeating. There is
nowhere else I’d rather be right now, Jordan.”

They shared a smile before Vicki went back to stringing
the lights on the tree. As she continued to thread the
multicolored lights through the branches, she wondered if
she’d eventually convince Jordan to trust her, not just with
Mason, but also with his heart.

She understood his hesitancy. At the height of Allison’s
treachery, a fair amount of the conversations over Monday-



night dinner at the Quarterdeck had centered on the debacle
between Jordan and his ex-wife. Sandra had kept Vicki and
Janelle abreast of his ordeal and the toll it seemed to take on
Jordan.

Suppressing her reaction to the demise of Jordan’s
marriage became harder and harder with every story Sandra
shared. She hadn’t wanted to appear overly interested. Even
though Sandra and Janelle were the closest things she had to
sisters, Vicki had kept her feelings for Jordan hidden from her
two best friends.

If even half of what Sandra had claimed Allison had put
him through was true, Vicki couldn’t blame Jordan for being
gun-shy, but she had to think about herself, as well. She knew
what she wanted out of life. As she caught glimpses of Jordan
and Mason playing on the floor, she couldn’t help but think of
how much the scene resembled everything she’d fantasized
about for herself.

If she dwelled too long on just how close it was within her
grasp, yet how far, it would crush her mood. Tonight was
about living in the moment and enjoying it for as long as she
could.

Jordan tried to get Mason to resume their decorating
duties, but the little boy was more interested in the cylindrical
container the Christmas balls had come in than actually putting
the balls on the tree. When it was time to place the pointy star
on the very top of the tree, Jordan grabbed a two-step ladder
from the utility closet and held it steady while Vicki climbed.
After a brief wobble, she positioned the star in the place of
honor.

“There,” she said. “That looks pretty perfect to me.”

“I agree,” Jordan said.

She glanced over her shoulder and realized he wasn’t
looking at the tree.

“I was talking about the star,” she said.

He lifted his eyes from her backside, a slight, sexy grin
tipping up the corners of his lips. “Yeah, that, too.”



As she gingerly climbed down from the stepladder, acutely
aware of Jordan’s eyes still on her, Vicki just knew her cheeks
were flaming red.

“Where are the stocking hangers?” she asked once she was
off the ladder.

That grin still on his lips, Jordan reached into one of the
shopping bags and retrieved the hangers. He handed them to
her, deliberately brushing his fingers over her palm.

“Do you remember what I said about needing time to
figure this all out in my head?” he asked. Vicki nodded. “It’s
taking me a lot less time than I thought it would.”

His words sent a rush of pleasure shooting through her
veins, but she refused to allow herself to be overwhelmed by
it. Despite how long she’d wished for this very thing, she
knew she needed to be careful. Jordan was still “figuring this
all out.” Meanwhile, her heart was in this—had been in this for
far longer than he knew.

She walked over to the fireplace and placed the brass-
plated stocking hangers between framed pictures of Mason.
Vicki refused to acknowledge the envy that streaked through
her at the sight of Jordan’s ex-wife holding an infant Mason in
her arms. Allison was all smiles, yet judging by Mason’s size,
she had left Jordan and her new son only weeks after this
photo was taken. Vicki still didn’t understand how the woman
could do such a thing.

But, in the most selfish way, she was happy Allison had.
Because the thought of Allison here tonight, sharing in this
wonderful evening with Jordan and Mason, made Vicki sick to
her stomach.

“Let me see if he’ll at least hang up his own stocking,”
Jordan said, going over to the couch where Mason now lay
with his toy centipede clutched to his chest.

Jordan picked the baby up and frowned.

“Something wrong?” Vicki asked.

He touched Mason’s forehead with the back of his hand
and his frown deepened. “He seems warmer than he was even



before I gave him the fever reducer.”

Vicki quickly made her way to his side and pressed her lips
to the baby’s forehead. “His fever has definitely spiked,” she
said, gingerly lifting the baby from Jordan’s arms. “Get the
thermometer.”

Jordan was gone before she finished the statement. He
came back seconds later with the thermometer and stuck the
instrument in Mason’s ear.

The readout said 103.4.

Vicki’s eyes shot to Jordan’s. “That’s a dangerous number.
We need to get him to the doctor.”

They quickly bundled Mason into his outerwear and were
out of the house in less than three minutes. Jordan’s thumbs
tapped nervously on the steering wheel as he tested the speed
limit of Wintersage’s roadways.

Vicki reached over and covered his forearm.

“It’ll be okay,” she said.

He looked over at her, but he didn’t respond—only
nodded.

Less than ten minutes after leaving the house, they pulled
into Wintersage Urgent Care. The twenty-four-hour medical
clinic that had recently opened was closer than the area
hospital. Their wait was brief but agonizing. Vicki could see
Jordan’s anxiety increasing with every second that passed.
Mason, on the other hand, was quiet. Despite his high fever,
his fussiness from earlier in the day had actually dissipated.

Once in the exam room, Vicki stood next to Jordan while
the young doctor assessed Mason. She didn’t even hesitate
before taking his hand and threading her fingers through his.
He looked down at their clasped hands and gave hers a
squeeze. His grateful expression, mixed with the underlying
worry over Mason, tugged at her heart.

“Just as I expected,” the doctor said, wrapping the
stethoscope around her neck. “This little one is cutting a few
new teeth. He must be a late bloomer.”



“He only got his first teeth a few months ago,” Jordan said.

“It happens. Anywhere from six to sixteen months is
normal. However, he also has an ear infection. Have you
noticed him pulling on his ear or favoring his right side
lately?”

“He’s been doing that for the past few days,” Jordan said.

Vicki nodded. She’d noticed it Tuesday night. She couldn’t
believe she hadn’t picked up on that.

“They’re prone to ear infections at this age,” the doctor
said. “I’m going to give you some drops. They won’t be easy
to administer, especially to a baby Mason’s age. One of you
will probably have to hold him down while the other inserts
the drops, but it should all clear up in a few days.”

“So that’s it?” Jordan asked.

“That’s it.” The doctor nodded. “It looks as if those teeth
will break through any day now. He’ll be back to normal
soon.”

“Thank you,” Jordan said. Vicki detected the faint catch in
his voice and her heart swelled with empathy. The minute the
doctor vacated the room, Jordan slumped back against the
exam table, his entire body sagging with relief.

“Jordan, he’s okay,” she said in a soft voice.

He blew out a weary breath and ran both palms down his
face.

“This is never going to get easier, is it?” Vicki saw his
throat move as he tried to swallow. “When he was eight
months old he rolled off the bed and hit the back of his head
on the hardwood floor. I rushed him to the E.R. Nothing came
of it, just a little bump that went down in a couple of days.” He
looked over at her, his eyes filled with worry and pain. “I
thought I was going to die when that happened. I felt the same
way tonight.” He shook his head. “I’m never going to not
worry about the next time he bumps his head, or gets an ear
infection, or any of that stuff, will I? This will never get
easier.”



“It won’t,” she said in a hushed tone. “But he’s worth it.”

“Yes, he is.” Jordan looked down at the baby, who was
now sleeping in Vicki’s arms. “There is nothing in my world
worth more than him.”

Her heart pinched at the love in his voice. What she
wouldn’t give to become a part of that world, a world where
Jordan and Mason were both a part of her everyday existence.

The old Vicki wouldn’t dare to dream of it. As for this new
version of herself that was slowly starting to emerge, the
fantasy didn’t seem out of reach.

Once in the car, Jordan slid into the driver’s seat, but he
didn’t turn over the ignition. His hands gripping the steering
wheel, he released another of those exhausted breaths and let
his head fall forward.

“He’s okay, Jordan,” Vicki said.

He raised his head and aimed his eyes at the brick urgent-
care building. In a voice that was terribly soft and filled with
emotion, he said, “Thank you for being here with me, Vicki.”

“You’re welcome,” she answered, her voice equally soft.

“I’ve never been a fan of the double standard that says that
women should be the automatic caregivers. If Allison had even
bothered to ask for custody, I would have fought her on it.
Being a single father isn’t easy, but I know I’m the better
parent.” His eyes closed briefly. “But on a night like tonight,
I’m grateful that I didn’t have to go through this alone.”

Vicki reached over and put a comforting hand on his arm.
“You’re an amazing father, Jordan, and despite what you may
think, you didn’t need me here tonight. You would have done
just fine on your own.”

Finally, he looked over at her, his eyes teeming with
gratitude and something else, something that warmed every
inch of her skin.

“I’m happy I didn’t have to,” he said.

Vicki didn’t know how much time passed as they
continued to stare into each other’s eyes. It wasn’t until Mason



let out a loud yawn from the backseat that they snapped out of
their daze.

“I guess that’s our cue.” Jordan chuckled as he started the
car, but before backing out of the parking space, he turned to
her and said, “You wouldn’t let me take you out to dinner to
thank you for babysitting Tuesday night, but this time I insist.”

“We can’t go to dinner, Jordan. You need to get Mason
home and in bed.”

“I know. I was thinking something more along the lines of
takeout. Between the tree shopping and the trip to urgent care,
I’m starving.”

“I haven’t eaten anything since noon,” she said, making a
point of looking at the time illuminated on the dash. It was
after eight o’clock.

“Since noon?” Jordan put the car in Reverse. “It’s no
longer a question. You, Ms. Ahlfors, are joining me for
dinner.”

*

Jordan stared at the tapered candles in the kitchen drawer,
debating whether or not to take them out. Who would have
thought candles could be such a big damn deal?

But they were a big deal. Candles made all the difference.
Candles turned a casual meal shared between two friends into
a cozy dinner shared between two people who wanted to be
more than friends.

Was he ready to become more than just Vicki’s friend?

He took out the candles.

He found a couple of Waterford crystal candleholders in
the closet that housed most of his and Allison’s wedding gifts.
They had been married long enough to keep the gifts without
feeling beholden to send them back, but not long enough to
unpack at least half of the stuff they’d received.

He ran across the wedding china and considered setting the
table with it, but then thought better of it. He would not



subject Vicki to eating on dishes meant for Allison. He would
give that china to Goodwill the first chance he got.

Jordan was setting a match to the second candlewick when
Vicki emerged from the back of the house where she’d just
tucked Mason into his bed.

“Is he asleep?” he asked.

“He is,” she said, a surprised smile slowly stretching
across her face as her eyes darted from the candles to the wine
chilling in the electronic wine chiller. “I checked his
temperature again and his fever is already going down.”

“Hopefully he’ll sleep through the night,” Jordan said. He
snatched the baby monitor from the counter. “But just in case
he wakes up…”

She walked over to the table and trailed her finger along
the rim of one of the wineglasses. “This is…nice,” she
finished. “Very nice.”

He lifted the bottle of wine from the ice. “Are you okay
with Riesling? I like my wine on the sweet side.”

“Sure.” Her eyes followed him as he rounded the table.

“What?” Jordan asked.

She motioned to the setup. “This is just a little more…
involved than I was expecting.”

He paused in the middle of pouring his wine. “Look, Vicki,
if it makes you uncomfortable, you can just consider this a
thank-you for being there for me tonight.”

There was a questioning lift to her brow. “Is there another
way to consider it?”

Time stretched between them as they stared at each other
across the brief expanse of the table separating them.

Jordan measured his words before speaking. “For me, this
is more than just a thank-you,” he said. “I’ve known you for
years, Vicki, but I don’t know you.”

“We ran in different circles,” she pointed out. “It’s not all
that surprising that we’ve never really gotten the chance to



know each other.”

“How do you feel about changing that?”

The words came out on a deep, husky whisper. Jordan’s
chest tightened as he awaited her answer. He couldn’t deny the
significance of it. Her answer would tell him whether or not
she was willing to give this thing he felt growing between
them a chance to blossom, or if it would dwindle and die.

After several long moments passed, Vicki finally said, “I’d
like that.”

The relief that tore through his body was strong enough to
bring Jordan to his knees.

One corner of his mouth edged up slightly. “So would I,”
he answered.

Once seated at the table, Jordan dished up steaming
noodles and chicken satay from takeout containers. Suddenly
realizing how famished they both were now that the intensity
of the urgent-care visit had worn off, they dived into their
meal. As tasty as the Thai food was, it was the conversation,
and particularly Vicki’s musical laugh, that Jordan found
himself enjoying the most.

In fact, they both laughed so hard that they had to remind
themselves to quiet down lest they wake Mason. Vicki told
him stories of some of the antics she, his sister and Janelle had
pulled back in college, some so devious that Jordan teasingly
threatened to tell all of their parents, even though years had
passed since the pranks. He found himself wiping tears from
the corner of his eyes several times.

He stopped Vicki in the middle of the story she was
currently telling.

“Wait a minute.” He held both hands up. “First, who came
up with the idea to put pepper in the basketball team’s
jockstraps, and second, how in the hell did you all pull it off?”

“It was Sandra’s idea, but I’m the one who got us into the
locker room. My chemistry partner was a kinesiology major,
so she had access to the locker room as part of her work
study.”



“I never would have thought you could be so
Machiavellian.”

Vicki mimicked his previous pose, her palms facing him.
“Keep in mind that I was always roped in. They were never
my ideas.”

“Doesn’t seem as if you regret it,” he said.

A wry grin curled the edges of her sensual lips and she
shook her head. “No, I don’t. Those were some really good
times.” She took a sip of wine and asked, “How about you?
Any regrets?”

Jordan laughed, but this time it didn’t hold much humor.
“If I had to go through the list, we’d be here until New
Year’s.”

“It can’t be that bad,” she said.

“It’s definitely not all good. Alienating lifelong family
friends, marrying the most selfish woman in the world.” He
shook his head. “I have to remind myself not to say things like
that. I don’t want to get in the habit of talking bad about
Allison, especially in front of Mason.”

“Even though she deserves it?”

“She does, but I have to own up to the part I played, too,”
he said. Jordan moved his plate to the side and put both elbows
on the table. He studied Vicki over his folded hands,
contemplating whether or not he wanted to get into the morass
of misery and frustration that he always fell into when he
thought about his ex-wife. He decided that he didn’t.

He reached across the table and took her hand. Running his
thumb back and forth over her smooth skin, he said, “I don’t
want to spoil our dinner with talk of Allison. This is supposed
to be about us, remember?”

“And exactly what are we, Jordan?” She slipped her hand
away. She matched his recent pose, placing her elbows on the
table and folding her hands. She rested her chin on her clasped
fingers, her face serene.



“What’s behind the candles and wine? What were you
hoping to accomplish when you set them out?”

“What do you mean?”

“I mean I’m not interested in playing games,” she said.
She gestured to the table. “The wine, the candles… What are
we doing here?”

It was not as if he hadn’t expected the question. It was not
as if she didn’t have the right to ask it. But Jordan had been
dreading it all the same. Because he’d asked himself the same
question, and he still didn’t have an answer.

“I’ll be honest with you, Vicki. I’ve been asking myself
that same question since you left here Tuesday night.” He ran
a hand down his face, then held that hand out to her in a silent
plea. “It’s been a long time since I’ve been with a woman,
longer than I’ve ever gone. I wasn’t sure if that’s what was
fueling my attraction to you.”

Her composure slipped for a moment, her eyes growing
wide with outrage. “Excuse me—”

Jordan cut her off. “I know I sound like a jerk, and maybe I
am.”

“Maybe?”

He reached across the table and took her hand. “The more I
thought about it, the more I realized that needing a woman had
nothing to do with why I’m attracted to you. Shit,” he cursed.
“That sounds just as insulting.”

Vicki nodded. “Yes, it does.”

He squeezed her hand slightly. “Look, Vicki, I like you. I
like you a lot. You’re great with Mason—”

“So is that what’s behind this? Are you wining and dining
me in hopes that I’ll become a convenient babysitter?”

“No!” Damn, he was blowing this. Big-time. “I don’t have
to tell you that Mason is the most important thing to me,” he
continued. “Seeing how much you care for him makes a
difference, a huge difference. But when I look at you, a
caregiver for Mason is not the first thing that comes to mind. I



like you because you’re sweet, and beautiful, and you have
this dry sense of humor that comes out at the weirdest times.
You’re intelligent and giving and you have one of the kindest
hearts I know.”

Not letting go of her hand, he stood and walked over to
her. Taking both of her hands in his, he lifted her from the
chair and wrapped an arm around her waist, settling his hand
lightly at the small of her back.

“The wine? The candles? They’re here because I wanted to
make tonight special. Not just to thank you for helping me
pick out a Christmas tree or because you held my hand while
Mason was being examined.”

He looked into her eyes. “I wanted tonight to be special
because for the first time in a very long time I’m sharing a nice
meal and good conversation with a woman I find unbelievably
attractive and funny and interesting. You deserve wine and
candles and everything else that makes a first date special.”

Her brow arched. “So this is our first date?”

“I’m not sure it started out that way, but that’s how I would
like to end it.” He trailed the backs of his fingers along her
cheek. “You said you didn’t want casual. I wasn’t sure if I was
ready for anything more. But I am.”

“Are you sure about that?”

He nodded. “Casual doesn’t have the appeal it once did.
I’m ready for something serious. Are you willing to take this
to the next level, Vicki?”

It felt as if hours went by as she studied him, but it was
only a few moments. Finally, she said, “So how do you usually
end your first dates?”

The smile that stretched across Jordan’s face was so wide it
made his cheeks hurt.

“It’s been a while since I had a first date,” he said. “But if I
remember correctly, it usually ends like this.”

He dipped his head and connected his lips to hers. The
minute their mouths touched, Jordan was bowled over by the



sheer softness of her lips, the sweetness of her delectable kiss.
It had been so damn long since he’d experienced anything
even remotely close to the feelings racing through his blood
that he had to slow himself down before he attacked her mouth
with the passion suddenly coursing through his veins.

Jordan closed his eyes and focused on the breathtaking
gentleness of her mouth as it became pliant underneath his
kiss. He brought his hands up to her neck, his fingertips
brushing lightly along her jawline as he held her steady. He
hesitated for only a moment before he swept his tongue along
the seam of her lips and had his first taste of what awaited
him.

A groan tore from his throat the moment Vicki parted her
lips and let him inside. She was sweet and spicy and warm and
undeniably sexy. His tongue moved with determination,
sweeping inside the silky depths of her hot mouth, claiming it,
relishing in it. His fingers inched up to the back of her head
and held her head steady while he explored every delectable
crevice.

As one hand cradled her head, the other traveled down her
spine, stopping in the shallow dip at the small of her back
before lowering a few inches farther. Jordan smoothed his
hand over the curve of her firm backside before cupping it and
pulling her to him. He held her close, his body instantly
hardening at the feel of her stomach against his groin.

As his tongue plunged in and out of her mouth, his
thickening erection mimicked the motion.

God, how he’d missed this.

But it was so much more than just missing the feel of a
woman against him. It was this woman that he wanted, this
woman that made it special.

“Damn, Vicki,” Jordan whispered against her lips before
swooping his hands underneath her thighs and lifting her up
and onto the table. Her legs clamped his hips, and their kiss
grew hungry.



Hands, lips and tongues all collided in the hottest, most
intense kiss Jordan had ever experienced. His body ached with
the need to tear her clothes off and take her right there on the
table. The urge to bury himself inside her obliterated all
thought from his brain. He couldn’t think of anything else he
wanted more.

And that was when he realized he needed to stop.

This was moving too fast.

Yet with every soft moan that climbed up from Vicki’s
throat, Jordan felt that it wasn’t moving fast enough. She
wanted this as badly as he did. They were two adults. They
were attracted to each other. And, most of all, they both
wanted it.

But he’d learned the last time that being swept away in a
fit of passion carried a price.

Jordan moved back a step, his breaths coming out so harsh
it hurt his chest.

“That was…um… That was way more than just a thank-
you,” he said.

Vicki’s dazed expression, her full, just-kissed lips, had him
on the verge of finishing what he’d just started.

“I agree.” She nodded. “This is probably far enough for a
first date.”

Jordan stared into her eyes. “I’m not stopping on the
second date, Vicki.”

“Good,” she said. “Because I won’t let you.”

 



Chapter 7

Vicki measured out the dark blue ribbon that was
threaded with gold, hoping she would have enough on the
spool. Just under ten feet. She was cutting it close, but this was
a last-minute job, so the customer would have to take what she
gave them.

They’d better be happy she’d taken on the job at all.

Vicki could hardly choke back her resentment. The
accounting firm of Crawford and Daniels had been one of her
best clients. She’d provided weekly fresh flower arrangements
for their lobby and decorated for several holidays throughout
the year. Until last year, when they’d decided to go with a
bigger florist in a neighboring town.

When the accounting firm’s office manager had called that
morning, frantic because their new florist had dropped the ball
and wouldn’t have their offices decorated in time for their
yearly Christmas-card photo, a tiny, evil part of Vicki had
wanted to turn down the job. It would have served them right
for dropping her.

But she was a professional. And despite how satisfying it
would have felt to be petty—and it would have felt damn
satisfying, she had no doubt about it—she just couldn’t sink
that low.

They would pay where it counted, because, even though
she didn’t need the money, Vicki had tacked on a 30 percent
upcharge for the rush job. She felt justified. She’d never given
them reason to be dissatisfied with her work.

In a way, she owed Crawford and Daniels a huge thanks.
The idea to enter a float in this year’s Christmas parade had
been planted after they’d pulled their business. She’d decided
then to show them—to show everyone—just what Petals was
made of.

“Thank you for your disloyalty, Crawford and Daniels,”
Vicki said into the empty florist shop. “It gave me the kick in



the butt I needed.”

She nestled intricately painted blue-and-gold ornaments
around the gigantic wreath that would hang prominently on the
wall at the accounting firm. They were lucky she’d had the
pine garland on hand. It was for a Christmas party she’d been
hired to decorate for that weekend, which meant she would
have to make a special trip to one of her suppliers so she could
replace what she’d used. Maybe she should change that
upcharge to 35 percent.

Vicki heard the front door open moments before Sandra
and Janelle both walked in.

“Hey,” she called. “What are you two doing together? I
thought you both had separate meetings.”

“With the same couple.” Janelle laughed. “The mother of
the bride hired Sandra to design the dress and the mother of
the groom hired me to coordinate the wedding. We didn’t
realize it until we all showed up at the restaurant together.”

“Well, I hope you both told them which florist would be
perfect to design the floral arrangements for the wedding,”
Vicki said.

“Don’t we always?” Sandra said.

“When you have a minute we need to go over the list of
floral arrangements we’ll need for the Woolcotts’ Kwanzaa
celebration,” Janelle said. “Nancy wants to make sure the
centerpieces on the buffet tables are completely different from
those on the tables where guests will be eating.”

“That’s Mom,” Sandra said with a laugh. “Makes you
wonder why she even hired you if she’s going to stick her nose
in every little detail.”

Janelle waved her off. “I go through this every year with
your mother. I know what to expect.”

“Speaking of my mother,” Sandra said, a sage smile lifting
the corners of her lips, “Isaiah and I had her and Dad over for
dinner last night and she said Jordan came to see her
yesterday.”



Vicki cursed her stomach for the flip-flop it did just at the
sound of his name.

“Oh?” she said. It was the sorriest excuse for nonchalance
she’d ever engaged in.

“Mmm-hmm,” Sandra murmured. “She said Jordan could
not stop talking about a certain florist. She said you two went
tree shopping, then you helped him with Mason’s trip to urgent
care.”

“What happened to the baby?” Janelle asked.

“Teething and an ear infection,” Vicki provided without
thinking.

“So you have been hanging out with my brother,” Sandra
said with an excited lilt to her voice.

“It isn’t that big of a deal,” Vicki said.

Although it was. Kind of.

Okay, it was a really big deal.

Over the past week she’d seen Jordan every single day. He
and Mason had come over to her place for dinner, and on the
nights they were not at her house, she was at Jordan’s.

When the float builder had delivered the base for her float
yesterday, Jordan had dropped what he was doing and had
come over to the storage facility she’d rented to house the float
while she worked on it. They’d gone over her sketches and
talked out the logistics of what she planned to do. It had felt
amazing to have him there with her, to see his excitement over
her project.

Other things she did with Jordan felt amazing, too.

They had yet to take that next step, but the kisses they’d
shared over the past week were hot enough to melt every bit of
snow in Wintersage.

Vicki turned her attention to the garland twining up the
banister so her friends wouldn’t see the blush that was no
doubt reddening her cheeks.

“So?” Sandra prompted.



“So what?” Vicki asked.

“So what’s going on with you and Jordan? How serious is
it?”

“It’s nothing serious, Sandra. I babysat Mason and helped
Jordan decorate for the holidays.” And nearly died when his
hands crept up my stomach and over my breasts when he
kissed me goodbye last night. “Honestly, it’s nothing to get
worked up about,” Vicki reiterated, even as she stood there as
“worked up” as she’d ever been.

“Are you kidding me? I think it’s great,” Sandra squealed.
“I told you that Jordan needs to get laid.”

“Who said anything about him getting laid?” Vicki asked.
Her cheeks were definitely red now. “I’m just helping him out
with Mason. That’s it.”

“Are you sure that’s it?” Janelle asked.

“Yes!” No! She was doing so much more than just helping
him out with Mason. “Goodness, would you two stop it!”

“Okay, okay, we’ll leave you alone,” Sandra said.
“However, let the record show that I have absolutely no
problem with whatever it is that’s going on between you and
Jordan. Allison caused him a lot of heartache. He needs
someone in his life who can show him that not every woman is
like his ex-wife.”

“But Vicki said there’s nothing going on between them,”
Janelle said.

With another of those knowing smiles, Sandra playfully
lifted her brows before going upstairs. Janelle started to follow
her, but Vicki caught her by the wrist.

She waited for Janelle to look at her before she asked, “If
there was anything going on between me and Jordan—not that
I’m saying there is, but if there was—would you have a
problem with it?”

“Does it even matter?” Janelle asked.

“It does to me,” Vicki said.



Janelle’s eyes softened with understanding. “I know we all
agreed that we would remain neutral as far as the election
goes, but I can’t say that I’m not at least a little resentful
toward Jordan. He’s accused my father of cheating. I can’t just
pretend that I’m okay with that.” She hunched her shoulders.
“It’s difficult, Vicki. My entire family is up in arms over the
fact that I’m still coordinating the Woolcotts’ Kwanzaa
celebration.”

“I’m so sorry this is all happening.”

Janelle nodded. “I’m sorry Jordan is still petitioning the
election results. Every person who adds their name to that
online petition is like a slap in the face to my dad.”

“Have you looked at it from his perspective? He has—”

“Don’t.” Janelle put her hands up. “Please don’t stand here
and try to justify Jordan’s actions to me.” Janelle blew out a
weary breath. “Look, Vicki. Whether or not anything is going
on between the two of you, I’ll be happy for you, but I don’t
want to hear about how you think Jordan is right or that I
should look at things from his perspective. I just can’t.”

Vicki nodded. “I understand.”

Janelle looked down at her from two steps above and
caught her chin in her hand. She smiled, and said, “Your face
has had a bit of a glow this past week. If Jordan is the one
responsible for it, I am grateful to him for that. You deserve to
be happy.”

“Thanks,” Vicki said.

Janelle’s smile dimmed just a bit. “I just want you to think
about something.”

“What’s that?”

“What happens when things get back to normal?”

Vicki frowned. “What do you mean?”

“Once everything with this election is finally put to bed
and Jordan returns to work. When Mason’s nanny returns.
What happens then, Vicki?”



“I don’t know why anything has to change.”

“What about if Allison comes back wanting to reclaim the
little family she left behind?”

Vicki’s head reared back. Where had that come from?

“Allison hasn’t been around in months,” Vicki said. “What
makes you think she would return making demands?”

“Stranger things have happened,” Janelle said. “And you
know what Sandra used to say about her. That Allison was like
catnip for Jordan.” Janelle raised both palms up. “I’m not
trying to influence you one way or another. I just don’t want
you to get hurt.” She patted Vicki’s hand, then turned and
headed up the stairs.

Vicki remained standing there, Janelle’s words playing
over and over again in her head. Thinking about Allison and
the influence she’d once had over Jordan caused a bunch of
Vicki’s old insecurities to resurface.

Even more upsetting, she couldn’t help but think that
Janelle had brought up Jordan’s ex-wife for exactly that
reason.

She hated the thought of there being a rift between her and
Janelle because of her blossoming relationship with Jordan,
but she also had to respect his stance, as well. Jordan
understood the strain his petitioning of the election results was
putting on everyone, but he believed he was right. Who was
she to tell him to disregard his belief just because it made
things awkward for her?

Vicki just hoped she didn’t have to choose between the
man she could easily see herself falling in love with and one of
her best friends.

*

“Mr. Jackson, I don’t want you to think that just because
the election is still up in the air that it will affect the promises
we made to Mass Mentors one way or the other. No matter
what the final results turn out to be, I will make sure the
program is fully funded.”



Even if he had to fund it himself, Jordan thought. His
emails and texts to Oliver Windom regarding the program had
gone unanswered, but Jordan wasn’t allowing that to deter
him.

“I made a pledge to your program, and I’m going to make
good on it,” he told the program director before ending the
call.

Releasing an aggravated sigh, Jordan tossed the phone on
his desk and ran both palms down his face. It wasn’t supposed
to turn out this way. According to the schedule he’d laid out in
his head, he and the rest of the transition team should be well
into preparation for Oliver to take office. Instead, here he was,
stuck at home, waiting for even the tiniest bit of evidence from
one of the investigators he’d hired to look into the ballot
tampering.

As for the candidate himself…

Jordan didn’t know what to make of Oliver’s actions since
the election. For some reason, the man he’d backed and had
believed in so strongly was more than willing to roll over and
play dead. It frustrated Jordan to no end! Why in the hell was
he more upset over Oliver’s loss than Oliver himself?

Jordan had tried to come at this from every rational
standpoint he could, but it just didn’t add up. His polling data
couldn’t have been off by so much. Someone had to have
tampered with those ballots.

But what if no one had touched the ballots? What if he was
wrong?

“It’s not as if you’ve never been wrong before,” Jordan
said with a cynical, self-deprecating snort.

He swerved his chair around and grinned at his son, who
was becoming increasingly frustrated with a wooden block
that would not stay where he’d stacked it on top of another
block.

Scooting onto the floor, Jordan said, “Mind if Daddy joins
you?” He picked up a block with a green A on it, but Mason
reached for it.



“Mine,” his son said with a frown.

Jordan raised his hands up. “Okay, okay. Looks like we
need to have the ‘learn how to share’ talk when you get a little
older.”

As if Mason understood him, he picked up a yellow Y in
his chubby little hand and held it out to Jordan.

“There you go,” Jordan said. “You know how to share.”

He stared down at his son with wonder, still amazed at
how much his perspective had changed in such a short amount
of time. It had been a whirlwind these past couple of years.
He’d met Allison and had been swept right off his feet,
marrying her only six months after they’d met, after she’d
gotten pregnant with Mason.

He’d known from the beginning that when it came to
children, her feelings were lukewarm at best. Jordan had
hoped those feelings would change once Mason was born.
He’d expected her to take one look at their son and fall in love,
just as he’d done.

He didn’t doubt that Allison loved Mason. She was just too
selfish to give up her lifestyle in order to raise a child.

“I, on the other hand, can’t imagine my life without you,”
Jordan said, placing Mason in his lap. He kissed Mason’s
chubby neck, thanking God for blessing him with this
unbelievable gift. It was a gift he hadn’t known he wanted, a
gift that had come to mean everything to him.

Jordan’s breath caught in his throat just thinking about the
sheer terror that had hit him last week when Mason had spiked
that high fever.

It hadn’t been all that long ago that the only thing that
concerned him was getting ahead. He’d been on track to rise to
the top of his law firm faster than any associate had done in
the past. His career had been his only focus.

None of that seemed important anymore.

He recalled his mother’s recommendation after he
mentioned shortening his leave of absence, and realized she



was right. What would he gain by returning to his law firm
earlier than necessary? He had more money set aside than he
could spend in a lifetime, and he sure as hell didn’t need the
stress of fourteen-hour workdays.

What he needed was to relish this time with Mason. In the
blink of an eye he’d gone from a helpless infant to a fast-
moving toddler ready to explore the world. Blink again and
Mason would be in kindergarten, then high school, and then
before he knew it, Jordan would be watching him move out on
his own. He didn’t want to miss a minute of the precious time
he had with him.

Besides, he’d grown used to working shorter hours since
joining Oliver’s campaign. Although things had become hectic
during the past few weeks of the election, for the most part,
Jordan was home by six, as opposed to eight or nine at night.
He had time to play with Mason instead of only going into his
room and giving him a small kiss, careful not to wake him up.
How was he going to go back to that when his housekeeper
returned and they all went back to their old routine?

Simple. They weren’t going back to the old routine.

Working those crazy hours had been okay when he was
single and trying to climb his way to the top, but his priorities
had changed. He didn’t need the top. He had all he needed
right here.

He kissed Mason’s head, a gentle smile lifting the corner
of his mouth as he thought about the future that awaited them.

His cell phone rang.

Jordan sat Mason back on the floor with his blocks and
picked the phone up on the third ring. He recognized Vicki’s
number and couldn’t help the thread of excitement that
coursed through him.

“Hello,” he answered.

“Hi,” she said. “How is Mason doing?”

“He’s just fine as long as no one touches the building
blocks his grandma Nancy got for him. He’s a bit territorial
when it comes to his toys.”



Vicki’s laughter flittered through the phone line, causing
another rush of excitement to skate across Jordan’s skin.

“Well, I wasn’t sure if you two would be up for it,” she
continued, “but I was wondering how you would feel about
taking Mason to see Bright Nights at Forest Park in
Springfield. There’s a big Christmas lights display there every
year.”

“I’ve heard of it, but I’ve never been.”

“I went a few years ago and it was incredible. I heard
they’ve added even more displays since then. I was hoping to
find some inspiration for my float and figured Mason would
enjoy all the lights. It’s a two-hour drive, though. I wasn’t sure
if you would be up for it.”

Jordan didn’t have to think but for a moment.

“We’d love to,” he said.

He heard the smile in her voice as she said, “Wonderful.
Why don’t I pick the two of you up in a half hour?”

“I’ll see you then.”

Jordan raced to get both himself and Mason ready. He
opted to give Mason a quick wipe down with a damp towel
instead of a bath. His mother had drilled it into his head not to
give him a bath too soon before bringing him out into the cold.

Jordan had just finished packing some toys, animal
crackers and juice boxes in a bag when he heard a car pulling
up. Excitement shot like a lightning rod through his veins.

Now that he’d decided to fully own this attraction that had
been building between him and Vicki, he could barely contain
the pleasurable exhilaration that flooded his brain whenever
she was around. He’d allowed the turmoil he’d been through
in his first marriage to scare him off from getting involved
with anyone else, but he was not going to let that happen this
time.

Honestly, this was the first time he’d even wanted to get
involved with someone since Allison left. Who would have
ever thought Vicki Ahlfors would be the person to break down



the wall he’d erected around his heart? How had he allowed
her to fly under his radar for all these years? He felt like a
shallow, callous fool for not recognizing just how attracted he
was to her.

Jordan considered himself lucky that Vicki had even
bothered to give him the time of day. She could have held it
against him that he hadn’t noticed her until after she’d gone
through a complete makeover, but she hadn’t.

And that was what he was attracted to the most. She was
so unbelievably tender and giving, and she had a heart of pure
gold. She was more than he probably deserved.

No, she was definitely more than he deserved.

“You better not mess this up,” Jordan said.

The doorbell rang. He damn near ran at the speed of light
to get to it. The moment he opened the door, one thing became
crystal clear: there was no way in hell he could ever deny that
these feelings were real. Just the sight of her warm smile had
his skin tingling and long-dormant areas of his body coming to
life.

“Hey there,” she greeted with a smile that could make
every unpleasant thought in the world melt away.

“Hey,” Jordan returned, his body humming with energy
now that she was near him again. He leaned over and captured
her lips in a kiss so sweet it drew a moan from her. God, she
tasted good.

“Well, hello to you, too,” Vicki whispered against his
mouth.

“You have no idea how much I love doing that.”

“Mmm…I don’t know about that. I think I have an
inkling.” That wicked smile tilting up her lips set off way too
many naughty thoughts in his brain. A glimmer of shared
desire flashed in her brilliant brown eyes before she said, “The
feeling is mutual. And as much as I love doing that, I want to
do more.”

A delicious shudder cascaded down Jordan’s spine.



It was obvious what they both wanted. A barrier had been
crossed, a step taken. With those few words she’d just spoken,
this new relationship they’d found themselves in had just
moved to the next level.

“We don’t have to see the Christmas lights,” Jordan said.

If he called his mother right now she would be here in ten
minutes, more than happy to take Mason for the night. He and
Vicki could spend the rest of the evening exploring this new
step in their relationship.

“Yes, we do have to see the Christmas lights,” she said, her
smile widening. She reached for Mason, taking him from
Jordan’s arms. “This little one is going to love them.”

Jordan’s chin fell to his chest. So close! He’d been so
damn close to satisfying the fantasies that had overwhelmed
him over the past two weeks. Instead, he was off to see Santa.

Jordan groaned. “Just let me grab Mason’s bag,” he said,
sounding like a sulky teenager. He felt like one, too. A sulky,
horny teenager who was being denied something he knew they
both wanted.

“That’s a good daddy,” Vicki said. The amusement tinting
her voice told Jordan that she was having way too much fun at
his expense. “Can you bring a blanket, as well?” she called
after him. “It’s going to be cold out.”

Jordan grabbed a blanket from the hall closet, and then met
Vicki at his car. She was already strapping Mason into his car
seat.

Jordan was once again struck by how right this all felt.
She’d slid into place so seamlessly, as if she’d been a part of
his life forever. It felt as if she belonged here, like she was the
missing peg that fit so much better than his ex-wife ever had.

Jordan waited for panic to set in just at the thought of the
word wife, but there was no panic, only a surprising sense of
peace. It was crazy. Their relationship wasn’t even two weeks
old. Sure, he’d known Vicki all his life, but not in this way.
What business did he have thinking in terms of a wife? Hell,
they had yet to do more than kiss. Granted, they’d shared some



of the hottest, most intimate kisses he’d ever experienced, but
still, that was the furthest they’d gone.

But they would go further.
Jordan’s hands tightened on the steering wheel.

If he’d read the signs correctly—and he was pretty damn
sure he had—they would go a lot further. And soon.

The appendage behind his zipper responded to the
decadent thoughts flooding his brain, setting him up for what
was sure to be the most uncomfortable two-hour drive of his
life.

Before they even broke past the Wintersage city limits
Mason had already fallen asleep.

“The car really is like a sleeping pill for him, isn’t it?”
Vicki said with a laugh.

“It’s my go-to lullaby. Whenever he’s having a hard time
falling asleep, I strap him in and we take a ride. I should have
known it was more than just crabbiness when he didn’t go out
like a light when we went tree shopping.”

“Did you schedule a checkup with the doctor?”

Jordan nodded. “This coming Tuesday. She wants to see if
the antibiotics are clearing up the ear infection. Of course, my
mom thinks I should take him to a specialist in Boston just in
case it’s something more serious. She was never this nervous
with us kids.”

“But this is her grandbaby. I’m sure my mother will be the
same way. Of course, at this rate, she doesn’t think she’ll ever
have grandkids.”

“You still have plenty of time to make her a grandmother.”

Vicki shrugged. “All hope isn’t lost, but I’m much closer
to thirty than I am to twenty.”

“Vicki, you have nothing to worry about. The right man is
going to come to his senses and realize you’re the perfect
woman to share his life with.”



The air in the car grew heavy with anticipation, saturated
with desire.

“You think so?” she asked in a breathy whisper.

Jordan looked over at her. “He would be a fool not to.” He
took her hand and brought it up to his lips, kissing the back of
it.

“Can I be honest with you?” he asked.

“Always,” she said. “I refuse to have it any other way.”

He glanced at her again, both surprised and turned on by
her direct attitude. She knew what she wanted; it was such a
freaking turn-on.

God, he wanted her.

Jordan blew out a heavy breath. “This scares the hell out of
me, Vicki,” he admitted. “I’ve spent the past year and a half
trying to convince myself that feeling this way for a woman
again was more trouble than it was worth. But you’re proving
that to be wrong. Every minute I’m with you, you chip away at
the wall I built, and it scares me.”

“You have nothing to fear, Jordan. I’m not your ex-wife.
I’m nothing like her.”

“I know you’re not.” He squeezed her hand. “You’re so
different that it makes me question just how I could have ever
been attracted to two women who are the polar opposite of
each other.”

“Did you come up with an answer?” she asked.

“Yes,” he said. “I discovered that substance is so much
sexier than style. Not saying that you don’t have style,” he
quickly interjected. “You’re gorgeous, Vicki. And it has
nothing to do with your hair or makeup or any of that other
stuff. What makes you gorgeous, what makes you the sexiest
woman I’ve ever met, is that beautiful heart of yours.”

She leaned over the center console and kissed his cheek.

“Thank you for saying that,” she said. Entwining her arm
with his, she rested her head against his shoulder and, with a



touch of playfulness in her voice, said, “But you don’t mind
the new wardrobe, do you? I treated myself to a nightgown
that I’m pretty sure you would appreciate.”

Jordan groaned so loudly he was sure he’d wake up
Mason. “Please tell me I’ll get to see it soon.”

She looked up at him and grinned. “Seeing as I bought it
yesterday with the sole purpose of seeing your face when I put
it on, I would say that’s a yes.”

“Thank God,” Jordan breathed. He put a bit more pressure
on the accelerator. “Let’s get through these damn lights so we
can get back home.”

 



Chapter 8

Vicki spent the remainder of the drive to Springfield
trying to talk herself out of telling Jordan to find the nearest U-
turn so they could return to Wintersage. Now that they both
knew what would happen when they got back home tonight,
the desire to get there was more than she could stand.

However, all thoughts of rushing through their evening
vanished the moment they arrived and Mason caught his first
glance at the brilliant display of Christmas lights. The wonder
in his wide brown eyes—eyes that looked so much like his
father’s—wrapped a ribbon of warmth around Vicki’s heart.
His little mouth formed a perfect O as they drove underneath
the arched lit sign welcoming them to the annual Bright Nights
at Forest Park holiday display.

As they pulled up to the attendant to buy tickets, they
discovered that instead of driving through in their own vehicle,
for a small fee they could take a horse-drawn carriage ride
through a portion of the display.

“It’s pretty cold out here. You want to?” Jordan asked.

“Absolutely,” Vicki said. “We have a blanket, remember?”

“Is that why you told me to bring the blanket? You’d
already planned this?”

“No, but I’ll take credit for it anyway,” she said with a
cheeky wink.

After parking, she suggested that Jordan take Mason into
the gift shop while she scheduled the carriage ride. She spotted
them at the huge display of stuffed snowmen and reindeer.

Sidling up next to Jordan, she said, “The next carriage
leaves in fifteen minutes.”

“Uh-oh,” Jordan said. “This one can do some damage in
fifteen minutes. He already wants everything he sees.”

“Me and him both,” Vicki said as she browsed the shelves.
She found several items for her float—a wooden train set that



she could put under the tree with the American version of
Santa Claus, and several angels that would look perfect with
the Papa Noël from France.

“These are gorgeous,” she said, picking up a set of jewel-
toned wineglass charms.

“Check out the monogrammed ones.” Jordan nodded to a
nearby shelf.

“Oh, I have to get these for Sandra and Janelle,” she said.
“They’re perfect stocking stuffers.”

By the time she’d finished shopping, Jordan had to run
back to the car to deposit their packages, which numbered too
many to take on the carriage ride. Vicki had opted for a private
carriage to take them through the winding tour instead of the
shared one.

The horse hoofs clopped along the roadway as they passed
under the arching lights of Seuss Land, which brought the
stories of Dr. Seuss alive through Christmas lights. Vicki
couldn’t contain her laughter as Mason’s eyes grew wide as
saucers. He squealed with delight, reaching out and trying to
touch Horton the Elephant from the beloved Horton Hears A
Who! book.

“Please tell me you have all of Dr. Seuss’s books and that
you read to him every night,” Vicki said to Jordan.

“I don’t have them all, but you can bet I’ll have the entire
collection ordered by the weekend.”

Mason’s chubby finger remained in a pointing position as
he oohed and aahed over The Cat in the Hat and How the
Grinch Stole Christmas! done up in thousands of twinkling
lights. The tour continued through the Garden of Peace, with
its dozens of flowering blooms and angel wings. Vicki nearly
gave herself whiplash looking from side to side at the
gorgeous display.

She turned at the sound of Jordan’s low chuckle.

“What’s so funny?” she asked.



“You,” he said, amusement coloring his voice. “You’re as
enthralled as Mason.”

She felt her cheeks heat. “I can’t help it,” she admitted.
“It’s just so amazing to see what they’ve created with
Christmas lights.”

“You can create something just as beautiful with flowers,”
he said. “I’ve seen you do it before.”

“So you don’t think I’m wasting my time with this float?”

“Who said you’re wasting your time?”

She shrugged. “My family. My father and brothers, in
particular, but even my mom to a certain extent. They think
I’m going to make a fool of myself.”

“Did they actually say that to you?”

“Not in so many words, but when I told my father and
brothers about it over Sunday dinner this past weekend, they
did everything they could to discourage me. I told my mom
about it first, just to gauge her reaction, and she basically said
the same thing. They think I’m going to be humiliated.”

“Vicki, you have as good of a chance of winning that float
competition as anyone else. No, you have an even better
chance, because you want it more.” He took her hand and gave
it an affirming squeeze. “Forget what your family thinks.
Don’t allow it to cross your mind again. You’re going to kick
ass in that float competition.”

“Thank you,” she said, a gentle smile touching her lips.
She held up a finger. “But don’t use that language in front of
Mason.”

“Can I do this in front of Mason?” he asked before leaning
to the side and capturing her lips in an easy kiss.

Their fingers remained entwined throughout the rest of the
tour. The carriage meandered through Jurassic World, with its
towering brontosaurus, triceratops and an exploding volcano.
After Mason’s reaction, it was obvious that a few toy
dinosaurs would have to be added to the shopping list.



Once the carriage ride was over, they returned to the car
and continued on the driving tour, viewing the Noah’s ark
display, Peter Pan and Captain Hook in Never Never Land and
the charming Victorian Village.

After parking the car once again, they walked through
Santa’s Magical Forest to Santa’s Cottage, where Mason took
pictures on Jolly Ol’ St. Nick’s lap. Following picture taking,
they walked through the rows of trees, their twinkling lights
imbuing Forest Park with a magical touch.

“Here we are. The arching reindeer,” Jordan said,
unfolding the blanket and laying it on the ground.

“What makes the arching reindeer special?” Vicki asked.
Before he could answer, a teenager dressed in an elf costume
interrupted them. The young boy carried a tray with two
steaming paper cups and a basket of chocolate-chip cookies.

“What’s this?” Vicki asked.

“I thought it would be nice to sit for a while underneath the
stars, both the real ones and the thousands they’ve put here in
the trees,” Jordan answered.

Her heart melted at his thoughtfulness.

At the same time, her body hummed with anticipation of
what was to come. The heated looks they’d shared across the
carriage and Jordan’s tender yet sensual little touches
throughout the night had turned her body into a throbbing ball
of nerves. She needed relief in the form of a release she was
more than ready for Jordan to deliver.

Vicki’s face heated to unheard-of levels. It felt heretical to
have such erotic thoughts while surrounded by the innocent,
festive Christmas lights.

The copse of oak trees provided a perfect spot for them to
settle with Mason. Jordan lay on his back and held the
giggling baby high above him.

“Wow, you’re getting heavier every day,” Jordan said with
a laugh as his elbows started to buckle under Mason’s weight.



“He is growing quickly, isn’t he?” Vicki agreed. “You’ll
look at him one day and realize that your baby is gone. He’ll
reach those terrible twos soon, then the next thing you know
it’ll be time to start school.”

“Don’t remind me,” Jordan said. “I’ve already missed so
much time with him because of my work schedule.” He
paused for a moment before continuing, “I’m beginning to
rethink my approach to this whole thing.”

Vicki tilted her head to the side. “What thing?”

“This. Life. The future.” Jordan placed Mason on the
blanket between them and set several of the toys he’d bought
at the general store in front of him. “A few times a year the
partners bring in this consultant to talk about the work/life
balance. I’ve always seen it as a load of crap, because even
though they tell you they want all associates to have a healthy
balance between work and family, everyone knows that the
more time you give to the firm, the quicker you’ll rise in the
ranks.”

His eyes found hers. “I’m not sure rising in the ranks is
what I want anymore. I’m starting to learn that there are many
definitions of success. Who’s to say that raising a healthy,
happy son doesn’t make me just as successful as bringing in
seven figures a year?”

“It’s not as if you need the money,” Vicki pointed out.

“It’s never been about the money. It was always about
winning. It’s still about winning. I just think the prize has
changed. I don’t want the things I used to want in life. Those
things aren’t as important to me anymore.

“My mom said something to me the other day and it’s been
gnawing at my brain ever since. She said that my dad would
have given anything to have more time to spend with me and
Sandra when we were growing up.”

“I’m sure he would have.”

“If you’d asked me a few years ago—hell, a few months
ago—if I felt neglected by my dad, I’d have called you crazy.



But the more I think about it, the more I realize that, in a way,
I did feel as if Woolcott Industries came before me.

“Damn,” he added with a low, self-deprecating chuckle.
“Could I be any more of a whiner? It’s not as if I have
anything to complain about. My parents gave us everything we
could have ever asked for.”

“Look who you’re talking to, Jordan. Do you know how
many nights I stayed up past my bedtime, waiting for my dad
to come home from the office so I could share the perfect
grade I received on a test, or so he could read the remarks my
teacher made on my research papers? Even though I knew he
would be too tired to really pay attention to it. I started to
resent AFM with a passion, yet at the same time I knew that
without Ahlfors Financial Management, I wouldn’t have the
life my dad was working so hard to give us.”

He stared at her. “You’re right,” he said. “I did resent it.
Maybe, in a way, I even resented him.” Jordan shook his head.
“I don’t want Mason to grow up resenting me. I don’t want
him to think that I’m putting anything ahead of him.”

“Then don’t,” she said simply. She pointed to Mason.
“That little boy is the center of your world. Do what you have
to do to keep him there.”

He smiled at her. “Good advice, Ms. Ahlfors. I think you
may have missed your calling. Maybe you should have been a
life coach, or whatever the heck those people are called.”

Vicki laughed. “What do you know about life coaches?”

He rolled his eyes. “Not much, and I’m just fine with that.
Allison thought a life coach was the answer to everyone’s
problems.”

Vicki acknowledged the blend of emotions that rioted
through her at the mention of his ex-wife. It was insane to feel
even a drop of jealousy. Allison wasn’t the one here with
Jordan tonight. She was. Why would she still be jealous of his
ex?

Yet even though she knew she would probably regret it,
Vicki heard herself ask, “What about Allison? Do you have



any contact with her at all?”

“She calls occasionally,” Jordan said with a shrug. “As in
maybe four times in the past six months. Her excuse is that
she’s dating some jet-setter and they’re always traveling.”

“That’s no excuse. With all of the technology available
these days, she can tell Mason good-night via video every
night if she wanted to.”

“You hit the nail on the head. She could do that if she
wanted to. She doesn’t. Allison’s only concern is Allison.”

Vicki reached out and covered his shoulder, giving it a
gentle squeeze. “I’m sorry she isn’t at least there for Mason.”

“Allison didn’t want to be a mother, I knew that. Hell, I
wasn’t all that sure I wanted to be a father. I hadn’t really
thought about it. But when Mason was born—” Jordan shook
his head “—he changed everything. From the moment I first
heard him cry, I wondered how I’d ever lived my life without
him in it.”

“You’re so lucky to have him,” she whispered, looking
down at the baby with a wistful smile as he played with the
plush toy snowman. She brought her eyes to Jordan’s again.
“You’re lucky to have each other.”

“What about you?” he asked. “Do we have you? Because
that’s what I want, Vicki. I want you in our lives.”

That did it. Those few words, spoken in that velvety-soft
voice, melted her heart.

“I want to be in your lives,” she said. “There are no words
to describe how much I want that.”

He shook his head again, his eyes filled with wonder.
“Why did it take me so long to see how amazing you are?”

“I’ve been asking myself that question for years,” Vicki
said with a wry grin. “Don’t worry, I won’t hold it against you.
I’m just relieved you finally came to your senses.”

She leaned over and they shared the kind the kiss she
would love to come home to every single day for the rest of
her life.



They sat underneath the tree’s twinkling lights for a while
longer. Jordan played catch with Mason, rolling the ball
covered with fat snowmen that he’d bought from the gift shop
along the blanket. After the temperature dropped to unbearable
levels, they finally got into Jordan’s car and headed back for
Wintersage.

“Thank you for tonight,” Vicki said, reaching across the
console and covering his arm. “This is my favorite time of the
year, and tonight you showed me just why that is.”

“Thank you for inviting us to join you,” Jordan said. “I
haven’t taken the time out to enjoy the holidays in years. I’m
beginning to see just how special it is. I think this trip to
Springfield will become an annual thing.”

“I’ll mark it in my calendar. If I’m invited, that is?”

He sent her a look that said she knew darn well that she
was invited. The thought warmed Vicki from the inside out.

The snow began to fall in earnest as they drove along
Interstate 291.

“I thought they said the snow wouldn’t be here for another
few hours,” Vicki said, pulling out her phone and checking her
weather app.

“It definitely wasn’t supposed to be this heavy,” Jordan
pointed out.

Vicki held the phone out to him. “Looks as if the forecast
changed in just the past few hours.”

By the time they arrived back at his house, the snow
wasn’t only falling, it was coming down in thick, heavy sheets
and was accompanied by swirling wind that made the driving
conditions treacherous.

Pulling into the garage, Jordan said, “It’s a good thing
you’re not driving over the bay in this.”

“I’m not?”

He glanced at her. “There’s only one place you’re going
tonight. And the quicker I get you there, the more time we’ll
have.”



Despite the excited shiver that ran through her at his
words, Vicki couldn’t allow him to get away with such
arrogance unchecked. She waited until he rounded the car and
opened her door, then asked, “So you just went ahead and
made that decision all by yourself, huh? You didn’t feel the
need to consult me on it?”

“No,” he answered without hesitation. “I already knew
your answer. You’ve got a new nightgown you want me to see,
remember?”

She crossed her arms over her chest as she waited for him
to unstrap Mason from his car seat. “What if I decided on the
drive back that hot chocolate under the stars is all I’m willing
to give tonight? I know you’re a Woolcott and all, but even
Woolcotts don’t get to have their cake and eat it, too.”

Hefting the toddler over his shoulder, he turned to her and
allowed his eyes to slowly roam the length of her body. “When
it comes to what I’m planning to eat tonight, cake isn’t on the
menu.”

Vicki nearly orgasmed then and there.

“Go put the baby to bed,” she said, the words coming out
in a husky rasp.

She followed Jordan into the house, her skin vibrating with
every step she took. The time it took for him to tuck Mason in
for the night gave her body the opportunity to cool down. She
went into the kitchen and slid a bottle of wine from the rack.
She heard Jordan approaching and turned, finding him
standing in the entryway.

Vicki held up the bottle of wine.

“I know there’s a snowstorm raging like crazy outside, but
I have a feeling this wine would taste a whole lot better in
front of the fire bowl on your enclosed deck.”

Jordan’s mouth pulled into a frown. “You want wine?
Right now?”

“We both know what’s going to happen tonight, but I
expect to be romanced just a little before I give up my



goodies.” She nodded toward the glass-fronted cabinets that
held the stemware. “Grab a couple of glasses, will you?”

“Really, Vicki? You want wine? Now?”

A smile curled up the edges of her lips. “Stop being so
shortsighted, Jordan. Think of all the fun things we can do
with the wine.”

His eyes grew wide with interest, and he headed straight
for the cabinet.

Ten minutes later, Vicki grinned as she eyed Jordan’s surly
expression from where she sat with one leg curled underneath
her. The other was stretched out on the cushioned love seat
glider, her toes inches from his thigh. His frown had appeared
from the moment she poured the wine into the glasses instead
of the more…interesting place he’d suggested.

Vicki moved her foot another few inches toward him.

He eyed her over the rim of his wineglass. “If that foot gets
any closer I’m going to think you’re trying to tell me
something.”

“I was trying to be discreet,” she said. “But apparently you
don’t take hints very well. I guess I just have to come out and
ask for a foot rub.”

He set his glass next to the baby monitor on the side table
and pulled her foot onto his lap.

Vicki let her head fall back as she released a soft moan.
“That feels like heaven,” she murmured. “Being on my feet at
Petals all day is agony.”

“You can’t put flower arrangements together while sitting
down?”

Vicki sent him a horrified look. “No,” she said. “I need to
walk around so I can see what I’m creating from all sides.
There’s no such thing as sitting for a florist. It’s murder on my
feet.”

“On your hands, too,” Jordan said. “I didn’t want to
mention it earlier, but when I took your hand in the car I think
I nearly cut myself. Those things are brutal.”



Vicki burst out laughing. “Yes, I definitely have florist’s
hands.” She held them up in front of her, observing the many
nicks and scratches.

“Be proud of them,” Jordan said. “They’re your own
personal battle scars. You earned them.” He took her hands in
his and placed light kisses upon each and every mark.

A ribbon of desire curled through her belly. He was so
tender, so unbelievably attuned to what her body craved.

“Vicki?” Jordan’s deep, velvety voice grazed over her skin
like a silky promise.

“Yes?”

“Are you done torturing me?”

She looked up at him and grinned. “I’ve discovered that
this new Vicki has a bit of a vindictive streak. I thought I’d pay
you back for taking so long to realize that I’ve been here
waiting for you, wanting you, all these years.”

Jordan’s head fell forward. “So you’re not done torturing
me.”

“But I realize that the longer I make you wait, that’s the
longer I have to wait, too. And I don’t want to wait any
longer.”

His head popped up. His eyes grew intense, their
smoldering depths lighting her skin on fire as he stared into
her eyes.

“I’m sorry it took me so damn long to see what’s been
standing right in front of me,” he said. “But I’m about to make
up for it.”

Jordan’s gaze remained locked with hers as he lifted the
back of her head and lowered his mouth to hers. The first
touch of his soft lips sent Vicki’s head on a cosmic spin. It was
sweet and sexy and everything she’d expected of him.

Yet so much more.

His kiss was mesmerizing—the taste, the texture, the
urgency… It all combined to drive her mad with desire she



could feel down to her toes. With gentle insistence, he applied
pressure to her lips, his delicious mouth urging her to join him.
She did, wrapping one hand around his neck and caressing the
back of his head. She licked at the seam of his lips until his
mouth opened, then she thrust her tongue inside, claiming his
mouth as if it had always belonged to her.

Jordan released a low groan as he turned her more fully
toward him and cradled her against his body. He began a slow
journey down her sides until he cradled her waist. As his
mouth continued to ply her with strong yet gentle kisses, his
fingers inched their way along her torso, moving gradually up
her belly until they neared her breasts.

Vicki stuck her chest out, dying to feel his hands on her,
but he held back, his hands stopping just short of the place
where she wanted them the most.

“Is this payback?” she panted.

“I just don’t want to move too fast.”

“You’re not moving fast enough.” She caught the hem of
his sweater and pulled it over his head. Then she trailed her
fingers down his muscled chest, her nails leaving faint streaks.

The guttural moan that crawled from Jordan’s throat was
the very definition of agony.

“Do that again,” he said.

“Not until you do it to me,” she returned.

Her nipples hardened from mere anticipation, the achy
peaks reaching for him, waiting for him to touch her. Jordan
pushed her shirt over her head, taking her bra with it and
flinging them both to the floor. Vicki climbed on top of him,
straddling his lap. She hooked her arms around his neck and
tilted her head back as his lips and tongue swept up and down
her throat.

“Oh, my God, you taste good,” he whispered, his warm
breath heating her blood.

The rasp of his tongue against her skin set off a mass of
powerful sensations along her nerve endings. He cupped her



breasts, his palms squeezing them, massaging them. He rolled
her nipples between his fingers, pinching the rock-hard nubs
before flicking his thumb across them.

Moisture pooled between her thighs as desire surged
throughout her bloodstream. Every fantasy she’d ever held,
every night she’d lain in bed, wishing, dreaming, praying that
this one day would become her reality… It all coalesced into
this delicious, momentous moment in time. It was so beautiful,
so incredibly earth-shattering, Vicki wasn’t sure she could
handle it.

Jordan dipped his head low and lapped at her nipple, and
she decided she could handle it just fine.

A moan tore from her throat as he sucked the rigid peak
into his mouth. She undulated in his lap, rubbing her swollen
sex against his hardening erection.

That was when Vicki decided there were too many layers
between them.

She needed him stripped bare, his naked body displayed
for only her eyes to see. She tugged at his belt.

“Take this off,” she said.

“Soon.” He returned his mouth to her breasts. He molded
one mound in his palm, cupping the underside, holding it up so
that his lips and tongue could have full reign over her nipple.

“Jordan, please,” she cried.

Mercifully, he finally decided to put them both out of this
sweet misery. He grabbed the condom he’d tucked into his
pocket before levering himself up and pulling his pants down
his legs as Vicki took hers off, too. Together they quickly
rolled the condom over his hard flesh, and then, taking it in his
hand, Jordan guided his erection inside of her.

Vicki’s entire being seemed to scream with pleasure. The
delicious give as her body stretched to receive him made her
wetter, hotter, more turned on than she had ever been in her
life. She welcomed his hot, solid length into body, sliding
slowly along his erection until she was fully impaled.



Jordan dipped his head forward and sucked her breast into
his mouth, his teeth nipping and biting, his tongue swirling
and lapping at her nipple, before moving over to the other one.
Vicki curled her fingers around the top of the love seat and
held on tight while she rode his lap. Down she moved, taking
his entire length inside of her and rolling her hips before she
pulled back up.

She rode him hard and fast, then easy and slow, changing
the pace, driving them both wild. The groan that tore from
Jordan’s throat reverberated around the glass-enclosed room.

“I…I have to,” Jordan said seconds before he clamped his
hands against her waist and guided her up and down. He
pumped his hips in rapid thrusts, pounding inside of her until
Vicki exploded in a haze of hot white light.

She fell against him, her breaths coming in short pants.

She’d waited half her life for this. Never had she imagined
it would surpass even her wildest fantasies. But it had. He had.
Jordan Woolcott was everything she’d ever dreamed of and
more.

As she lay against his naked chest, Vicki knew with
certainty that what she felt was no longer the dreams and
fantasies of a lovesick schoolgirl. What she felt was love.

*

Jordan looked up at the back porch’s ceiling, staring
blindly as the thick snowflakes continued to shuttle down the
slanted glass. He ran his fingers lazily up and down Vicki’s
back, trailing lightly along her smooth, moist skin. He could
spend the next week in this very spot, with her naked body
spread out on top of his.

Yet even as he luxuriated in having her here with him,
something uncomfortable pulled in Jordan’s gut.

Was he moving too fast?

Vicki and Allison could not be more different, but Jordan
couldn’t deny that this scenario felt like déjà vu. He’d been
swept away by Allison, caught up in a whirlwind romance that
had him married and expecting a baby all within a few months.



With Vicki it hadn’t even been months, only a few short
weeks. And the feelings he’d started to develop for the woman
cradled in his arms went so far beyond anything he’d felt for
Allison that it wasn’t even worth comparing.

Was he setting himself up for another fall?

“No way,” Jordan whispered. Vicki would never do to him
what Allison had done. Forget the new, sexy hair and makeup.
Strip all of that away and she was still Vicki on the inside.

And that Vicki was the one he found himself falling in
love with.

Jordan’s chest tightened at the word, but how could he
deny it? He’d been in love before; he understood what that
intense, all-consuming feeling felt like.

He was there, neck deep in it. And he didn’t want to get
out anytime soon.

“You’re thinking really hard,” Vicki murmured against his
chest.

“You’re awake,” he said.

“Barely,” she said before yawning. She twisted so that she
could look out the glass walls surrounding the deck. “It’s still
snowing.”

“Hasn’t stopped for hours,” Jordan said.

She looked up at him from where she lay on his chest.
“Have you checked on Mason?”

“Kind of hard to do that with a hundred pounds of satisfied
woman draped over me.”

“A hundred pounds?” She laughed. “You’ve already
scored, Jordan, there’s no need for flattery.”

She started to rise, but Jordan clamped his palms on her
naked backside and pulled her against him. He grew so hard so
damn fast it hurt.

“Where do you think you’re going?” he asked.

“To check on the baby.”



“He’s almost a year and a half, Vicki. He’s been sleeping
through the night for months.” Jordan brought his hand around
and slipped it between her legs. “You can stay right here. I’m
still trying to atone for my sins, remember?”

He slipped one finger inside of her and quickly added
another moving in and out; he nearly came when she began to
undulate against him in rhythm to his thrust. Capturing her
mouth, Jordan removed his fingers and held his erection
steady so that she could glide her body on top of it. Their twin
moans of pleasure echoed against the walls as he slid his hard
length into her hot body.

They started slow, but Vicki soon quickened the pace,
flattening her palms against his chest as she pumped her hips
up and down. Her head flew back, exposing her neck and
breasts to his lips. Jordan pulled a nipple into his mouth and
sucked hard. He couldn’t get enough of her, and he didn’t want
to.

After several long, deep thrusts, he felt her body shudder
around him. He followed quickly on the heels of her orgasm,
his body jerking with the power of his release.

“My God,” Vicki breathed against his chest. “You’ve
totally changed the way I see lawyers.”

Jordan’s head dropped back with his breathless laugh.
“How did you see lawyers?”

“Serious and conservative. Definitely not the kind to let
loose in the bedroom the way you do.” The edges of her lips
tipped up. “You probably felt the same way about me, didn’t
you?”

“You have been a surprise,” he said. “A good one, but a
surprise nonetheless.”

“What were you thinking about…you know…before?”

“Before what?” he asked.

Her cheeks turned beet-red. It was the most adorable thing
he’d ever witnessed, especially when he took into account
where they were and what they’d just done. “Come on, Vicki,”
he encouraged. “I want you to say it.”



She rolled her eyes. “Before we made love,” she said. “For
the second time. I want to know what you were thinking
before we made love for the second time.”

“I was trying to think of how I could convince you to do it
a second time, and then maybe a third.”

“You were not,” she said with a laugh, pushing up from
where she’d been draped on top of him. Jordan instantly
missed her weight and warmth.

She grabbed the afghan that he kept on the deck furniture
and wrapped it around herself. A tiny part of him died as she
covered up her nakedness. If he could, he would keep her
naked for the next week.

“Tell me,” she said. “What were you thinking?”

He blew out a sigh as he realized that she wasn’t about to
let this go.

“I was thinking of how fast this is all moving.” He paused
for a moment before continuing, “And of how it all turned out
the last time I allowed things to move so quickly with a
woman.”

In a soft, slightly accusatory voice, Vicki said, “You’re still
comparing me to her.”

“It’s hard not to make comparisons,” Jordan said. “She was
my last serious relationship.” He moved over to her and pulled
her onto his lap. He didn’t miss the way she stiffened against
him. “But also know that things are different with you, Vicki.
Because you’re different.” Jordan pressed a kiss to her bare
shoulder. “I can’t help this fear. It’s been a part of me since
Allison walked out, but I’m determined to fight through it,
because you’re worth it.”

“We’re worth it,” she said. “I don’t care what it takes, I’m
going to prove to you that I’m better than Allison.”

“You don’t have to prove anything to me. These issues I
have over what happened with Allison are just that—they’re
my issues. I don’t want you to feel that you need to compete
with my ex-wife. You’ve already won that battle.” He paused



for a moment before continuing, “I’m going to admit
something that I’ve been too ashamed to admit to anyone.”

Several moments crept by before Vicki prompted him.
“What is it?” she asked.

In a voice that was barely a whisper, Jordan said, “I don’t
think I ever really loved her. I was enamored with her, some
might even say enthralled, but if Allison had not gotten
pregnant with Mason, I doubt our relationship would have
lasted more than a couple of months.” Jordan shook his head.
“When I think of my parents’ long, loving marriage, I feel
ashamed that I made such a mockery of the institution by
marrying a woman I wasn’t in love with.”

“You thought you were doing the right thing. Giving
Mason a two-parent home.”

“And just look how that turned out. I probably scarred him
for life.”

Her expression softened. She cupped his jaw in her palm.
“To quote the great Dr. Seuss, ‘Oh, the things you can find if
you don’t stay behind.’ The mistakes you made with Allison,
the hurt she caused you, it’s in your past, Jordan. Leave it all
behind and look toward the future.”

“I’m going to try my best to take that advice,” he said. He
pulled her more firmly against him. “Who would have thought
Dr. Seuss would come to the rescue yet again tonight?”

“You’d better pay attention to those books when you read
to Mason. Dr. Seuss was filled with those little nuggets of
wisdom. Whenever things start to get overwhelming, I read it
and remember that I’m continually striving to make my
business the best that it can become.”

Jordan trailed his finger along her temple and down her
cheek. “You’re amazing, you know that? You have the ability
to change my entire perspective with just a few words. I don’t
know if I can ever find a way to thank you for everything
you’ve done, Vicki.”

A wicked smile lifted the corner of her mouth. “If you
think long and hard enough—” she wiggled on his lap “—I’m



sure you can come up with something.”

Jordan barked out a laugh. He pressed a swift kiss to her
lips. “I think I may have found it,” he said as he flipped her
onto her back and inched his mouth down her body. “Give me
just a second. I’ll show you.”

 



Chapter 9

“You mind sharing whatever it is that put that smile on
your face?”

Vicki jumped to attention at her mother’s question. She
knew the heat creeping up her face was turning her fair skin
red, but how in the heck was she supposed to prevent that
when thoughts of the night she’d spent in Jordan’s arms
invaded her mind every waking minute?

“I’m not sure it’s something a mother would be all that
comfortable hearing from her daughter,” Vicki replied.

Christine Ahlfors’s eyes narrowed as a smile drew across
her lips. “Who is he?” her mother asked.

“Just because I’m smiling a little more than usual today,
you automatically assume there’s a man behind it?”

“Yes,” her mother stated. “Now, tell me who he is?”

“How many centerpieces will you need for the senior
citizens’ Christmas luncheon?” Vicki asked.

“Don’t even try changing the subject on me,” her mother
said.

Vicki arranged the poinsettia in the brass pot and set it in
the center of the table in her mother’s informal dining room.

“Vicki!” Her mother screeched.

She whipped around. “What?”

“Tell me who he is,” she practically whined.

With a sigh, Vicki finally relented. “Jordan Woolcott.”

She watched as her mother’s mouth formed a perfect O.
He eyes grew just as round. “Really,” she said. “After all these
years.”

It was Vicki’s turn to stand with her mouth agape. “Was it
that obvious?”



“Honey, I’m your mother. Do you really believe I could
miss those longing looks you would send Jordan’s way
whenever he was around? I’m just happy he finally caught a
clue.” Her mouth curved with a coy grin. “As far as catches
go, he’s a good one.”

“He has some issues,” she said.

“The election?”

“And the ex-wife.”

“Ah, yes.” Her brows arched. “She is a bit of baggage, but
she hasn’t really been around, though, has she?”

“No, but she left her mark on Jordan,” Vicki said. She
fingered the poinsettia’s silky petal. “To say he’s gun-shy
about trusting another woman is an understatement.”

“He just needs a good woman to show him the right way.
At least he’s finally opened his eyes to the possibilities. I’m
grateful for that.”

“So am I,” Vicki said with a grin. She kissed her mother’s
cheek. “I have to go. I’ve got several arrangements to
complete for the Williamses’ holiday party and a lot of work to
get done on the float. The kids have been working on it
everyday, but I need to be there to make sure it’s all going
according to plan.”

Her mother caught her by the wrist. “Vicki, you know it’s
not too late to pull out of this float competition, don’t you?”

Vicki’s heart deflated. “Really?” she asked. “Are we back
to this? What is it, Mom? Are you afraid that I’m going to
embarrass the family or something?”

“Of course not,” her mother said. “I just don’t want you to
be hurt if this doesn’t turn out the way you think it will.”

“Oh, so you think I’m going to come in last place? Is that
it?”

“Vicki, you know that’s not the case.” The sting of her
mother’s chastising tone was softened by the gentle smile on
her face, but it didn’t do much to assuage the disappointment



Vicki felt at the realization that her mother still didn’t believe
in her. Would her family ever take her seriously?

“I have to go. I’ll see you later,” she said, giving her
mother a kiss on the cheek.

Three hours later, Vicki began to wonder if there wasn’t
something to her mother’s concerns. As she stared at the
planks of particleboard littering the ground around the base of
the float, Vicki had to stop herself from crying.

“Are you okay?” Jasper Saunders, one of the high school
students she mentored through Mass Mentors, asked.

“No,” Vicki answered. “This is not good.”

“It’s just a setback, Ms. Vicki. They can probably cut you
more particleboard in a day.”

She looked over at Jasper and smiled at his attempt to
make her feel better. “What have I told you about calling me
Ms. Vicki?” she asked. “It makes me feel older than I really
am.”

He grinned. “Sorry.” He hitched a thumb at the door.
“Since we can’t do any more on the float today, do you mind if
I go? A few of us are heading to the mall to celebrate being off
for winter break.”

“Sure,” Vicki said. “Have fun. I’ll text you when I get the
new particleboards.”

Once she was sure Jasper had left the building, Vicki
thought long and hard about indulging in a much-needed cry.
But she wasn’t going to do that. This was a setback—a big
one, but not insurmountable.

She unrolled the float’s design plans and cursed. She
acknowledged that she was the one who’d made the mistake in
the calculations. The particleboards she’d had custom cut for
her float were short by several inches.

“A math whiz, you are not,” Vicki said.

If she had the pieces shipped to her, it would cost her
another two days that she couldn’t spare. She would have to
drive down to the lumberyard in Cambridge where she’d



ordered them and hope that they could cut her all new boards
today.

“You can still do this,” Vicki said. But she was not relying
on her own math skills to get it done this time.

It was a good thing she was dating a self-proclaimed math
nerd.

If anything could brighten her sullen mood, it was thoughts
of Jordan. She took out her phone and explained her dilemma
to him. Twenty minutes later, Vicki heard his car pulling up.

“Where’s Mason?” she asked, immediately noticing that he
didn’t have the toddler in tow.

“Grandma Nancy insisted on taking him to Boston to see
some ice-skating show at TD Garden arena.”

“Oh, I saw the commercial for that. He’s going to love it.”

“He loves being spoiled by his grandmother, and she loves
spoiling him. It’s a win-win.” He motioned to the float.
“What’s going on here?”

“I’m in over my head,” Vicki admitted. She explained the
mishap with her measurements. “I called the lumberyard while
you were driving over and they said if I emailed the correct
measurements they could have new boards cut by this
afternoon, which makes me the luckiest girl in the world. But
it still sets me back by at least a day. It’s time I can’t afford to
lose, but there’s nothing I can do about it.”

Jordan covered her shoulders with his palms and pulled her
toward him, placing a gentle kiss on her forehead. “You’ve got
this,” he said. “Don’t worry about it. We’ll make up whatever
time you lost today.”

There he went again, making her heart melt. Vicki found
herself falling more and more in love with him every day, and
this was just one of the reasons why. He always knew the
exact thing to say to set her mind at ease.

Jordan pulled out a tape measure and started assessing the
dimensions of the float base. Vicki typed the numbers he
called out into her phone and emailed them to the lumberyard.



“See how easy that was?” he said.

“Painless,” she said. “Now to get down to Cambridge
before the lumberyard closes for the day.”

“Do you want some company on the drive?”

“You have time to drive down to Cambridge with me?”

“I’ll make the time,” Jordan said, pulling her in for another
kiss, this one leaving her knees weak.

They drove to Cambridge together and picked up the
newly cut boards for her float, but instead of returning to
Wintersage, Jordan took her on the Jordan Woolcott personal
tour of the town where he’d gone to both college and law
school. They visited several of his old haunts. Vicki laughed
until her sides hurt as he regaled her with stories of his days as
a hotheaded law student who thought he knew everything.

“I’ve been put in my place by quite a few professors in this
town.” He palmed the massive burger he’d ordered at Doyle’s,
a historic pub in Jamaica Plain, just south of Cambridge.

“I can totally see you as a know-it-all,” she said.

“Thanks,” he said with a sarcastic grunt as he bit into the
burger.

Vicki reached across the table and patted his arm. “That’s
okay. You’re reformed.”

“You may be the only person who thinks so.” He laughed,
wiping the corners of his mouth. “I consider myself a work in
progress.”

“I’m sure if any of your old professors saw you now, they
would be extremely proud.”

With a grin, he threw the words she’d used the other night
back at her. “You’ve already scored, Ms. Ahlfors, no need for
such flattery.”

By the time they arrived back in Wintersage, Nancy and
Mason had returned from their outing. Vicki couldn’t help but
feel a bit self-conscious as she entered the house she’d spent
untold hours in as a teen, when she and Janelle would come



over for sleepovers. It felt different being here as a guest of
Jordan’s instead of Sandra’s.

The moment she entered the house, Nancy’s face lit up.

“Well, hello,” she said, taking Vicki by the hands. “You
look fabulous, honey. I meant to tell you at Sandra’s wedding
just how much I love the new haircut. It accentuates those
cheekbones that I’ve always been so jealous of.”

“Thank you,” Vicki said. She’d always adored Nancy.

Jordan’s mother’s brows arched as she looked from Vicki
to Jordan. “So,” she said, leaving the word hanging.

“Very subtle,” Jordan said.

“I was trying to be,” Nancy said. “Did I succeed?”

“No.” He kissed her on the cheek. “How did Mason enjoy
the ice-skating show?”

“He loved it.” She pointed a finger between Jordan and
Vicki. “Someone needs to tell me right now how long this has
been going on. And, if I may be so bold, tell me exactly what
is going on.”

Jordan barked out a laugh. “Aren’t you just dying to
know?”

“Jordan!”

“Thanks for taking Mason on his outing today,” he said.
“We’ll see you later.”

Nancy followed them to the door. “Vicki, you’re
reasonable. I just want to know how serious things are
between you two.”

“We’re leaving, Mom,” Jordan called as he carried Mason
outside.

Vicki turned to her. “I’ll explain everything when we meet
to discuss the final plans for the Kwanzaa celebration,” Vicki
said.

Nancy grabbed both of her hands and squeezed them,
letting out an excited squeal. “I don’t know who finally



knocked some sense into his head, but it’s about time it
happened. I’m so happy for the two of you.”

Vicki stood there with her mouth agape. For years she’d
thought she’d done a good job of hiding her feelings, only to
find out that both her mother and Nancy had seen it all along.

It was starting to look like the only person who had been
clueless all this time was Jordan.

*

“Vicki? Vicki!”

Vicki’s head shot up. She looked across the table to find
her brother Terrance staring at her, his expression a mixture of
annoyance and concern. Of her three brothers, she had been
closest to Terrance, but probably because he was the closest to
her in age. Vicki never quite knew if it was by design or not,
but their parents managed to space their four children out
equally, having them all two years apart.

Spence, the eldest at thirty-four, was two years older than
Jacob, who was two years older than Terrance. Being the only
girl and the baby had not been easy for Vicki. She was
convinced her intimidating older brothers were the reason she
hadn’t been asked out on more dates in high school.

“What is it, Terrance?” she asked, breaking off a small
piece of the grilled salmon her mother had served for Sunday
dinner. Even though all four of the Ahlfors children were no
longer living in the family home, they all came together for
dinner at least twice a month.

As usual, talk about Ahlfors Financial Management had
dominated much of the conversation. Her father’s company
had recently scored a big client; it was as if Christmas had
come early for the men at the table. Vicki had allowed her
mind to drift as her father and brothers strategized how best to
capitalize on this boon to the business. Apparently she’d tuned
them out to the point that she hadn’t heard Terrance calling her
name.

“I asked how things were coming along with the toy
drive?” her brother said. “We’ll have to start distributing the



toys soon, won’t we?”

Her spine went rigid. “Terrance, I told you weeks ago that
I wouldn’t be able to work on the toy drive this year.”

His eyes widened with shock. “You haven’t done
anything?”

“I told you I couldn’t,” Vicki stressed. “I’ve taken on
several new clients at Petals and they all had big projects for
the holidays.”

“Oh, come on, Vicki. You’ve got to be kidding me. All this
time I thought you were handling things.”

“So there’s no toy drive this year?” her father asked. “Isn’t
the local paper coming to do a story on it?”

Everyone around the table looked to her. Vicki put her
hands up. “Don’t blame me,” she said. “I specifically told you
all that I wouldn’t be able to take on as many projects this
year.”

“But the toy drive is your thing,” Terrance said.

“No, it’s not. It’s your thing,” Vicki countered.

Her brother had first come up with the idea for AFM to
sponsor an annual toy drive, but that was where his input
ended. For years Vicki had planned and organized the drive,
collecting the toys and coordinating with local charities and
children’s hospitals to see that they were distributed. The only
time Terrance made an appearance was when it came time for
the local media to do a human-interest story.

And was her name ever mentioned? Of course it wasn’t!

It had never been about praise and acclaim for her. The
driving force behind why she’d happily coordinated the event
in the past was because she loved seeing the kids’ faces when
the wrapped gifts were placed in their hands. It broke her heart
knowing that, for some, it was probably the only gift they
would receive for the holidays.

And now some of those kids wouldn’t even get that gift.



“I can’t believe you dropped the ball like this, Vicki,”
Terrance said.

“I dropped the ball?”

“Yes! How will it look when the paper comes and we have
to tell them there’s no toy drive? You should have—”

“Everybody calm down,” Spence interrupted in his calm
voice. “This is easily solvable.” He pulled his wallet from his
pocket and tossed a credit card on her placemat. “Go to the toy
store tomorrow and just buy a bunch of toys. See, problem
solved.”

“It isn’t that simple,” Vicki said, tossing the credit card
back at him. “I don’t have time to go toy shopping.”

“What else do you have to do with your time?” Jacob said
with a snort.

Vicki slammed her fork down. “Kiss my ass, Jacob.”

“Vicki!” her mother yelped.

“I’m tired of the way everyone in this family thinks that
they have the right to decide how I’m going to spend my
time.”

“I understand that you’re upset,” her mother said, “but can
you please watch your language at the dinner table?”

Vicki huffed out a humorless laugh. “Seriously? With all
that’s been said in the past ten minutes, my saying ass is what
bothers you?”

“There’s no need for the sarcasm,” her father said.

“I agree with Vicki,” Terrance said. “If Mom’s going to
point out something, she should point out her daughter’s
selfishness.”

“Selfishness!” Vicki saw red. She stared her brother down.
“For the past five years you’ve strutted around this town
accepting praise for that toy drive when you know damn well
you don’t lift a finger to put it on. If this toy drive really
mattered to you, you would have started looking for an
alternative from the moment I told you I couldn’t do it.”



“I’m busy.”

“And I’m not?”

Terrance rolled his eyes. “Here we go again with the
hardworking florist. Remind me again how much time it takes
to shave thorns off rose stems.”

Vicki put her hands up. “I’m done. I don’t need this.” She
pushed away from the table and tossed her cloth napkin over
her barely touched food.

“Vicki, please sit down,” her mother begged.

“So I can be subjected to this? I don’t think so. Besides, I
have work to do,” she said. “Unlike some people, as a small-
business owner I don’t have the luxury of taking the weekends
off.”

The last thing Vicki observed as she stormed out of the
dining room was how much all the men in her family
resembled each other when all their mouths were left hanging
wide-open.

Without much thought to where she was going, she got
behind the wheel of her car and headed below the bay, driving
straight to Jordan’s. She didn’t even think to call to see if he
was at home. It didn’t matter at this point. If he was not there,
she would wait in his driveway until he arrived. She needed to
see him. She craved his steadiness right now. She needed
someone who was willing to take care of her for a change.

Jordan was in his front yard when she pulled up to the
house. A trio of wired lit reindeers now decorated the lawn.

A huge smile broke out over his face the moment he saw
her, and just like that, everything in Vicki’s world seemed right
again. She got out of the car and ran right into his arms,
leaning her head against his chest and wrapping her arms
around him.

“Hey,” he said, smoothing a hand down her back. “What’s
going on?”

“I just need you to hold me.” She wiped her eyes on his
soft lamb’s-wool jacket. They stood there for several moments,



quietly holding on to each other.

“You have new holiday decorations,” Vicki remarked.

“I wanted to surprise Mason. He enjoyed the ones at Bright
Lights at Forest Park so much.”

Vicki looked up at him. “You’re such a wonderful father.”

He grinned. “I’m trying.”

“Where is he?”

“Sandra agreed to watch him. I wanted to get some work
done.”

“I’m sorry,” Vicki said. “I knew I should have called
before just coming over.”

He reached down and took her chin in his fingers. “Never
feel sorry for coming here. You’re always more than welcome
to stop by whenever your pretty little heart desires.”

He sure knew exactly what to say to make her pretty little
heart beat faster.

“Work can wait,” Jordan continued. “What do you say we
go inside and pop open a bottle of wine, and you can tell me
what prompted this particular visit. I can tell that whatever it
is, it has you upset.”

She nodded and followed him into the house. Ten minutes
later, ensconced in the steadiness of his arms as she sat with
her back against his chest on the sofa in the great room, Vicki
told him about the argument she and her brothers had had over
Sunday dinner.

“I’m just fed up with them never taking me seriously, and
always taking me for granted. It’s at the point where they
barely ask anymore. It’s just automatically assumed that Vicki
will take care of everything.”

“You probably don’t want to hear this, but it’s not entirely
their fault,” Jordan said. “You share some of the blame here.”

She looked up at him over her shoulder. “Excuse me?”



“Besides now, of all those times they demanded you take
care of something, how many of those times did you tell them
no?” he asked. “Especially when you knew you didn’t have
the time?”

“That’s not fair. I’ve always gone out of my way to make
the time.”

“That’s my point,” Jordan said. “Face it, Vicki. You’ve
made it too easy for your family. The reason they
automatically assume you’re going to handle everything is
because you always do. They don’t have to worry that
something won’t get done because you go out of your way to
make sure that everyone else is taken care of.”

“You say that as if there’s something wrong with being
helpful.”

“That’s not what I’m saying at all.” He turned her around
and wrapped his arms around her, settling his hands at the
small of her back. “What I’m saying is that you need to stop
being everything for everybody. I’ve had to learn that the hard
way,” he said.

“So you’re a pushover, too?” she asked.

He chuckled. “Not exactly.”

He motioned for her to scoot to the other side of the sofa.
Vicki knew what was coming next. She moved to the other end
and placed her feet in his lap. Jordan took her right foot
between his hands and began massaging her sole with the pad
of his thumbs. She damn near melted all over his sofa.

Vicki was still amazed whenever she took the time to
consider how easily they had fallen into this comfortable
place. In her previous relationships—not that there had been
many—it had taken months to find the same level of
familiarity and contentment that had taken her and Jordan only
weeks to discover.

“What did you mean when you said you’ve had to learn
your lesson the hard way?” Vicki asked, retrieving the glass of
wine from the coffee table.



“My problem is that I have a hard time delegating
responsibility,” Jordan said. “You know the saying ‘if you
want something done right, do it yourself’? Well, that’s been
my motto for way too long. Take the election, for example. I
started out as a volunteer on Oliver’s team, and then when his
campaign manager had to resign, I stepped into that role. I
didn’t like his pollster’s methods, so pretty soon I was doing
that job, too.”

“The man who wears many hats,” she remarked.

“Too many hats,” he said. “If it’s something I really
believe in, I tend to take ownership over it. And when things
don’t work out to my expectations, I’m extrahard on myself.”

She tilted her head to the side and studied him. “That’s
why you won’t let this election go, isn’t it?”

“Probably.” He shook his head. “I still don’t understand
how Oliver could let it go so quickly, though.”

“What I don’t understand is what it is about Oliver
Windom that attracted you to his campaign. Don’t get me
wrong, he seems like a good guy—at least what I know about
him from his campaign appearances during the election—but
what made him a better candidate than Darren Howerton in
your eyes?”

Jordan’s fingers stilled for just a moment before he
continued massaging her foot. Thank goodness he hadn’t
stopped. Vicki would be just fine having him pay such
attention to her aching soles for the next hour.

“Oliver seemed different,” Jordan began. “He’s not the
same old politician. He has fresh ideas. He would bring
something new to the legislature.”

“And you don’t think Darren is capable of doing the
same?”

“I have nothing against Darren. Our families have known
each other for ages. Hell, Darren Jr. and I went through
Wintersage Academy together. But Darren Sr. is of the same
ilk as the previous state representative.”

“So you decided to back Oliver because he was different.”



“Actually, one of the driving forces behind why I chose to
back Oliver is because he agreed to support Mass Mentors.”

“Well, I can’t argue with that reasoning. It’s such a special
program,” Vicki said. “It’s been a blessing not only to the kids
who are a part of it, but to the businesses that support the
program, as well.”

“I didn’t even know about Mass Mentors until last year
when an old college friend asked me to do a job-shadowing
thing for a day. He’s one of the cofounders.”

“Really?” she asked, her brows arching in surprise.

Jordan nodded. “Instead of continuing on to law school, he
started Mass Mentors to expose underprivileged youth to
opportunities beyond what they would find in their
neighborhoods. How could I not get behind something like
that?” He put a hand to his chest. “I know my family has been
blessed. It was never a question of whether or not I would go
to college, or how it would be paid for when I got there. Some
of these kids have the brightest minds I’ve ever seen, Vicki.
They just have never had anyone to show them their full
potential.”

“You don’t have to convince me of the merits of Mass
Mentors. I’ve seen how it has changed lives. And, unlike
yours, my family wasn’t always in this position, Jordan.
Remember, I didn’t move to Wintersage Academy until my
sophomore year, after AFM finally took off. If my father had
not busted his butt to build that company, I could have been
one of those kids in the Mass Mentors program.”

“You do understand,” he said, sliding his hand up her pants
leg and caressing her calf.

“Yes. It’s an important part of the community. Just think of
how great it would be if it were in more places in
Massachusetts.”

“That’s just it. One of the items on Oliver’s agenda once he
got to the state legislature was to work for funding for the
program so that it could be launched statewide. That’s the
reason I worked so hard to get him elected.”



Vicki reached over and stilled his hand. She waited until
Jordan looked up at her. “What makes you think Darren
wouldn’t work just as hard to get the program funded?”

His forehead creased in a frown, as if the thought had
never occurred to him.

“God, I’m stupid,” Jordan said. He exhaled an anguished
sigh. “I became so hung up on finding the discrepancy to
prove that my polling was right that I forgot what was really
important. The goal should be to make sure Mass Mentors gets
funded, no matter who is in the state representative seat.”

“That can still be your goal,” Vicki said.

“Except that I’ve pissed everybody off because I let my
own damn ego get in the way.”

“Go to the Howertons, Jordan. Talk to Darren about Mass
Mentors. Explain what the program is about, and how it
played into your decision to support Oliver’s candidacy.
Darren is a reasonable man.”

“Reasonable enough to back a program I support, even
though I still have investigators looking into whether or not he
stole this election? And what if he did steal it, Vicki? That
question hasn’t been answered yet.”

“Do you really believe that?” she asked softly.

“My gut tells me that I’ve got those investigators on a
fool’s errand,” he said. “But I still believe in my polling data.”

“Then you have to go with what you believe,” she said, “or
you’ll question it forever.”

Vicki set her wineglass down and scooted over to him,
resting her head on his chest. She could hear his steady
heartbeat beneath her ear. As the seconds flowed into minutes,
the heartbeats began to thump at a faster pace. His fingers
trailed lightly along her cheek, the faint caress seductive in its
gentle promise.

“When is Sandra bringing Mason home?” Vicki asked.

Jordan lifted his wrist to check his watch. “Not for another
hour.”



“Hmm,” she murmured. “I know you mentioned that you
had work to do, but can you think of anything else you’d like
to do with that hour?”

The soft rumble of his laugh reverberated along her skin.
He lowered his head and whispered in her ear.

A cluster of wickedly erotic sensations traveled up her
spine.

“I think that’s the best idea I’ve heard in a long time,” she
said as she wrapped her arms around his neck and lost herself
in his kiss.

 



Chapter 10

Jordan picked up a package of baby spinach and tossed it
into the shopping cart. The “homemade” dinner he was
planning to prepare tonight for Vicki consisted of prepackaged
salad, canned vegetables and a frozen lasagna. He gave
himself a fifty/fifty shot at not messing it up.

He never claimed to be a cook. The closest he usually
came to cooking was warming up whatever leftover takeout
was in his fridge. If his housekeeper, Laurie, were to see him
in an actual grocery store, she would probably fall away in a
dead faint. But he wanted to do something special for Vicki,
even if his brand of “special” came already prepared. He
decided to stop in at the bakery section to pick up an extrarich
chocolate cake to make up for the lackluster meal.

“It’s a good thing Vicki likes us for more than Daddy’s
cooking, huh, buddy?” he said to Mason, who was devouring
the animal crackers Jordan had yet to pay for.

After adding a tomato, red onion and cucumber to his
basket, he left the produce section in search of salad dressing.
He had no idea if there was any at the house. The takeout
restaurants always included more than enough with his order.

As he rounded the endcap stacked high with the canned
artichoke hearts that had won the privilege of being this
week’s special hot-item buy, Jordan nearly ran his cart right
into Darren Howerton, Jr.

The tension that stretched between them as they stared at
each other in the middle of the grocery store was palpable.

“Jordan,” Darren Jr. said, his voice stoic.

“How’s it going, Darren?” Jordan replied, trying to infuse
a bit of lightness into his reply. It wasn’t all that long ago that
he and the man standing before him had been friends. Jordan
didn’t want to lose that friendship over this election.

“How do you think it’s going, Jordan?”



“I know things are a little awkward—”

“A little awkward?” Darren Jr. asked. “You accused my
dad of cheating. I’d say things are more than just a little
awkward.”

“I never explicitly said it was Darren Sr. who cheated,”
Jordan said in his defense. “I said it was the campaign.”

“Ah, yes. The campaign. My father’s campaign. You can
play whatever semantics game you want to, Jordan, but actions
speak louder than words, and the minute you started up that
petition you made your thoughts about my father’s integrity
loud and clear.”

“Explain how he managed to win,” Jordan challenged.
“Oliver was leading in the polls up until election day. Explain
to me how your father pulled off that defeat.”

“I don’t have to explain anything,” Darren Jr. said, his
mouth twisting with derision. “The election results speak for
themselves.”

Jordan released a weary breath. He was suddenly very
tired.

“Look, Darren, despite what you may think, I didn’t start
that petition without giving it some serious thought. But
something was not right with those election results. I would
never have petitioned the outcome if I didn’t think there was
some credibility to my theory.”

“You want to know what I think, Jordan? I think you’re
full of crap.”

With that Darren Jr. turned and walked away, leaving his
cart of groceries in the middle of the aisle.

Jordan’s head fell forward. It suddenly felt as if the weight
of the entire world had climbed onto his shoulders and sat
there, weighing him down.

He was no longer convinced that this fight was worth it.

Hell, Oliver refused to take it up, and it was his seat in the
state legislature that was on the line. If it wasn’t worth it to
Oliver to fight, why in the hell was he alienating lifelong



friends over this? What did he expect to gain? Was it worth it
just to prove that his polling data wasn’t faulty? Did any of
that even matter anymore?

It was as if Jordan was running on autopilot as he went
through the checkout line and drove home. He put the lasagna
to bake and the wine to chill, but his mind was occupied with
thoughts of his run-in with Darren Jr.

The only bright spot in his gloomy afternoon was Mason’s
bath time. His son enjoyed himself so much in the tub that
Jordan couldn’t help but delight in it. But when Vicki arrived
not long after he’d dressed Mason in his pajamas, Jordan still
hadn’t shaken off his moroseness.

“Hey there,” Vicki greeted as she entered the house. She
lifted Mason from his arms and planted a kiss on his cheek.
“How are you two handsome guys doing?” She turned her
attention to Jordan and frowned. “Okay, really, how are you
doing? You look like someone rolled over your dog, or, in
your case, your favorite attaché case.”

“Good one,” he answered with a wry smile. She always
managed to get a laugh out of him.

Motioning her to follow him into the kitchen, he shared his
earlier encounter with Darren Jr. in the condiments aisle at the
grocery store. While Vicki strapped Mason into his high chair,
Jordan retrieved the lasagna from the oven and served them
both healthy portions, all with salad and sweet corn. He waited
for Vicki to take her seat before pouring them both a glass of
wine.

As he mashed up a bit of lasagna noodles on Mason’s
Thomas the Tank Engine plate, Jordan brought his story to a
close with Darren Jr.’s dramatic grocery store exit.

Vicki paused with the fork halfway to her mouth. “He left
the shopping cart in the middle of the aisle?”

“Yeah. I was nice enough to return the ice cream to the
freezer.”

“Wow.” She put the fork down and picked up the wine
instead. She took a sip, then brought her elbows onto the table



and rested her chin on her folded hands. “Now that I think
about it, I’m not all that surprised by his reaction, Jordan. You
knew you would alienate people when you started that
petition.”

“Maybe I should just call the whole thing off.”

“And you think that will help?”

“I can’t piss anybody off any more than I already have.”

“Really? So you think calling a stop to it now, before
bringing the investigation to a conclusion, is going to endear
you to anyone?”

“No,” he said with a frown.

Vicki reached over and covered his hand with her own.
“You demanded a recount because you believed there was an
issue with the election. Do you still feel that way?”

“I do,” he said. “But the longer this drags on, the worse it’s
going to get, Vicki.”

“The damage is already done, Jordan. Calling a halt to the
investigation will only leave you with a bunch of unanswered
questions. Whether or not the answer is the one you’re
expecting, you won’t be satisfied until you see this through to
the end.” She squeezed his hand. “See it to the end.”

Jordan tugged her hand to his mouth and placed a gentle
kiss in the center of her palm. “You are the personification of
the voice of reason, Vicki Ahlfors.”

“In the past that trait has led to some unflattering
comments, usually by your sister when I’ve talked her out of
doing something outrageous. Today, I take it that my voice of
reason is a good thing.”

“It’s a very good thing,” he said.

As he smiled into her eyes, Jordan couldn’t help feeling
that this was exactly what he wanted his life to be like for the
next fifty years. Sitting at the dinner table with Mason and
Vicki every night, sharing their day, planning out their future;
at the moment, he couldn’t think of a single thing he wanted



more. Never had a woman fit more perfectly in his world. He
wanted her to stay here. Permanently.

He’d always been a man of action. He needed to figure out
just what he had to do to make that happen.

*

“Oooooh. I recognize that glow,” Sandra said in a
singsongy voice as she leaned against the counter where Vicki
was working on the centerpieces for the Woolcotts’ Kwanzaa
celebration. Sandra rested her chin on her fist, and said, “It’s
the ‘I just got laid’ glow.”

“Really, Sandra? Must you be so crass?”

“How is that crass? You’re the one who’s wearing the
glow.” She picked up a red-and-black Peruvian lily and
pointed it at Vicki. “Let the record show that I said weeks ago
that this was a good thing. Lord knows Jordan needed it.”

Vicki was pretty sure her face was the color of a fire
hydrant. If anyone knew how to embarrass her, it was her
friend here.

Sandra’s cell phone rang, halting her commentary on the
positive effects a healthy sex life would bring to both Vicki’s
and Jordan’s lives. When her face immediately beamed, Vicki
automatically knew who was on the other end of the line.

Her own cell phone dinged with the arrival of a text
message. She snatched the phone from the counter, hoping to
see Jordan’s name. Instead, it was a message from Angela
Darrow, a fellow florist who had a thriving design studio and
nursery in North Andover, a town just west of Wintersage. She
and Angela were far away enough that they didn’t compete for
business, but close enough that, if necessary, they could help
each other out.

Angela had a huge project—a decorating job for a wedding
with a winter-wonderland theme—and had asked to borrow
Vicki’s snow machine. In exchange for the machine Vicki had
purchased last year when she’d decorated for the homecoming
dance at Wintersage Academy, Angela was going to loan her
the five-foot-high cornucopia she had in storage. She had no



idea why her friend had a cornucopia that was almost as tall as
she was, but it would be the perfect focal point for the
Woolcotts’ Kwanzaa celebration.

As she headed west to North Andover, Vicki decided to
stop in at Jordan’s to check in on Mason, who had developed a
cold over the past couple of days. When she’d left Jordan’s last
night, the baby had been so congested she could hear the rattle
in his chest with every breath he took.

As she turned into the cul-de-sac where Jordan lived, Vicki
spotted an unfamiliar black BMW in the driveway. She slowed
her car, but continued toward the house. Vicki’s stomach
dropped at the sight of the woman standing on the porch with
Jordan.

Allison Woolcott.

She slammed on her brakes, not even thinking to look to
see if there was a car behind her. Vicki just sat there for several
long moments, paralyzed by the scene in front of her. Allison
stood mere inches from Jordan, one hand resting on his
shoulder. She wore stylish dark blue jeans tucked into calf-
length boots, and a shapely white coat that showed off her
drop-dead-gorgeous figure.

Every inadequacy Vicki had ever harbored came roaring
back. There wasn’t a haircut or eye shadow palette in the
world that could ever make her measure up to the woman
standing on the porch with her hand on Jordan. Some women
were born with that amazing beauty and the personality to
match. Allison was one of them; Vicki was not.

Janelle’s earlier warning came back to haunt her.

What if Allison decides to come back?
Jordan’s ex had not been around in months. Vicki was

certain that she was out of Jordan’s and Mason’s lives forever.
Yet, here she was, looking as if she fit perfectly with Jordan.

Just as she was putting her car into Reverse, Jordan looked
her way. Their eyes caught and held through the windshield,
but Vicki didn’t dare to stay another minute. She didn’t want



to see guilt or pity or sorrow in his eyes. She didn’t want to
witness Allison gloating.

Vicki backed into his neighbor’s driveway and drove away.
She didn’t even consider confronting them like some jealous
girlfriend, and she damn sure wasn’t going to shed a tear over
this.

She and Jordan had made no promises to each other. What
they had was too new; she wasn’t even sure if it could even be
classified as a real relationship.

“It sure felt like one,” Vicki whispered.

Still, it paled in comparison to what Jordan had with
Allison. The two of them had a history—a rocky one, but
nevertheless significant. They had been married; they had a
child together, for goodness’ sake.

How could she ever compete with that?

It was simple: she couldn’t. She wouldn’t even try.

Holding her head up, Vicki didn’t bother to so much as
glance in her rearview mirror. She continued driving, proud at
how she was able to hold her emotions in check.

She stayed in North Andover longer than necessary,
helping Angela decorate the reception hall and then treating
herself to a nice dinner at a local steak house. That was right,
she could dine alone and be just fine with it.

It was after nine o’clock by the time she drove through the
gates of her subdivision. When Vicki pulled up to her house,
she spotted Jordan’s car in the driveway. Maybe she should
drive right past it.

What in the heck was she thinking? This was her house.

She pulled up next to his car and took her sweet time
gathering her things before opening the door and sliding from
behind the steering wheel.

“Let me explain about Allison,” Jordan said the moment
she got out of the car.

“You don’t owe me an explanation, Jordan.”



“Apparently, I do, especially since you wouldn’t answer
my calls or text messages.”

Vicki hoisted her purse higher on her shoulder, folded her
arms across her chest and leaned back on the driver’s-side
door.

“Okay,” she said. “If you feel you have something to
explain, go right ahead.”

“I called Allison,” he started.

His words slammed into her like a fist to the gut. He’d
called his ex-wife?

“And she came running back? Just like that?” Vicki asked,
proud that she could maintain the air of nonchalance she
certainly wasn’t feeling at the moment.

“No, she took two weeks before she even responded. I
called her because I wanted to talk to her about her family’s
medical history.”

Her spine stiffened. She had not expected to hear that.
“Medical history?”

“Yes,” Jordan said. “I called her the day after we brought
Mason to urgent care. I had to fill out that patient information
form and it had all these questions about both our medical
histories. I realized then that I didn’t know anything about her
family’s medical history.”

He held his hands out, pleading with her to understand.

“Allison and I were together for such a short period of
time. We never discussed whether diabetes runs in her family,
or if there’s a history of high blood pressure, or any of that. I
need to know those things for Mason’s sake.”

“Of course you do,” Vicki said. She suddenly felt like the
biggest idiot in the world.

“I can only imagine what you thought when you came over
and saw us together this afternoon,” he continued. “I tried to
call and explain, but you wouldn’t answer your phone.”

“I was an idiot. I’m sorry.”



“I think the idiot title belongs to me. I should have told you
that I’d called her.”

“You don’t owe me anything, Jordan. We haven’t made
any kind of declaration to each other. I’m sorry I made you
feel as if you had to give me an explanation. Whether or not
you see Allison shouldn’t matter one way or the other.”

He stared at her for some time before he shook his head
and reached over to take her hands in his. “You don’t get it, do
you?” he asked, rubbing his thumb along the backs of her
fingers. “I want it to matter, Vicki. I’m making my declaration
right now. I want this to mean more.”

He took a step forward and brought one hand up, cradling
her jaw.

“I’m falling for you so much faster and harder than I’ve
ever fallen for anyone before. You need to know how much
you’ve come to mean to me.”

She tried to speak, but her heart was lodged in her throat.

“I’m in this, Vicki. You’ve told me what you want, and I’m
telling you that I’m in this. Are you with me?”

Her head bobbed with her vigorous nod. “Yes,” she
managed to choke out. “I’m in this with you.”

His eyes slid closed as he lowered his forehead to hers.
“Thank you,” he whispered. “These past few hours of not
knowing whether or not I’d completely messed things up with
you have been some of the most tortuous of my life.” He
opened his eyes and peered into hers. “I meant what I said,
Vicki. You never have to worry about another woman,
especially Allison. I’m with you. You’re all I need.”

His words washed over her like a soothing balm, restoring
her confidence after the beating it had taken earlier today.

“I’m sorry I doubted you,” she said. “If you follow me
inside, I’d like to make it up to you.”

His mouth tipped up in a smile. “With pleasure.”

 



Chapter 11

Vicki could feel the excitement building in her veins as
she opened the final box of carnations. The mixture of
exhilaration and accomplishment swirling in her belly grew
more wonderfully turbulent with each stem she stuck into
place. She was so overwhelmed by the time she pinned the
final flower to the float that she had to stop herself from
bursting into tears.

She’d done it. She’d actually done it.

Petals wasn’t a huge floral shop with corporate sponsors
and a dozen employees working around the clock, just a one-
woman shop with a handful of dedicated teens who believed in
the work they were all doing.

At this point she didn’t even care if Petals placed in the
competition. Just the fact that her float would travel the streets
of Wintersage on Saturday was enough for her.

“You lie through your teeth,” she whispered to herself, a
grin curling up the corners of her mouth.

She wanted to win. She’d come this far. Now she wanted it
all.

A high-pitched whistle had her spinning around. A huge
smile broke across her face when she spotted Jordan standing
in the doorway. He started toward her.

“If this float doesn’t come in first place this weekend I
may just have to launch another investigation into voter
fraud.”

“I think one investigation is enough,” she said, wrapping
her arms around his neck and pulling him in close. She gave
him a loud smack on the lips, then went in for a deeper kiss.
God, she loved kissing him.

“This looks amazing,” Jordan said. “You are going to
shock your brothers speechless on Saturday.”



“If they even bother coming,” she said. “I haven’t spoken
to them since the Sunday dinner when I told them off.”

“They’ll be there,” Jordan said.

“I hope they are,” she said. “I can’t wait to see their faces
when they see my float. And if I win? My gloating will be so
obnoxious they won’t want to be around me.”

His head flew back with his laugh. “There is not an
obnoxious bone in your body.”

“Just let this float take first place on Saturday. You’ll see.”

He shook his head, his mouth still twitching with mirth.
“So now that the float is finished, is the Woolcotts’ Kwanzaa
celebration the only thing left on your plate?”

“Yep. I’ve completed all of the centerpieces. I don’t have
anything else to do for your parents’ party until the morning
when we set up.”

“So you’re free?”

“Until the parade on Saturday,” she said, suddenly
suspicious of the wicked gleam in his eyes. “Why?”

“Because I just filled your calendar for the next thirty-six
hours. We’re going to Vermont.”

“Vermont? Jordan, I can’t go to Vermont.”

“You just said you were free until Saturday.”

She opened her mouth to speak, but then closed it. He had
her there.

“You can’t go to Vermont,” she countered. “You have
Mason.”

“He’s already being spoiled to pieces by Grandma Nancy
and Grandpa Stu.”

A slow smile spread across Vicki’s face. “We’re really
going to Vermont.”

He nodded. “There is a suite at the Equinox Resort in
Manchester with our name on it. We leave right now and
return to Wintersage tomorrow evening. You’ll be back in



plenty of time to get a good night’s sleep before the parade on
Saturday.” He leaned in and nipped at the skin just beneath her
ear. “And you’re going to need it, because you won’t be
getting any sleep while we’re in Vermont.”

The spot between her thighs instantly grew damp.

“You are so bad.” She cupped his jaw and placed a tender
kiss on his lips. “But you’re also incredibly sweet.”

“I haven’t always been this sweet. You’re a good
influence.” He kissed her neck. “Now let’s go and get you
packed up so we can hit the road.”

They quickly made it to her house and in less than an hour
were heading northwest on 495. Light snow flurries peppered
the windshield as they climbed into the higher elevations of
southern Vermont’s Green Mountains.

When they pulled up to the luxury resort’s grand entrance,
Vicki couldn’t hold in her gasp. The towering white columns
stretching to the stately structure’s second floor added such
elegance, while the rocking chairs on the promenade that
wrapped around the massive exterior created a cozy feel.

A bellman retrieved their bags from the car, and Jordan
checked them in while she toured the spacious lobby with its
simple yet refined furnishings. Moments later, Jordan claimed
her by the hand and guided her to the Green Mountain Suite
on the resort’s top floor.

He held up his index finger. “One minute,” he said, before
inserting the key and opening the door just wide enough to
peek inside. When he turned to face her, a secretive grin had
made its way to his lips.

“After you,” he said.

Eyeing him suspiciously, Vicki entered the suite and, once
again, was so blown away that she let out a sharp gasp.

Never mind the sheer luxuriousness of the massive space.
What truly stole her breath were the dozens of roses and
multitude of candles decorating the downstairs room.



“I hope you don’t mind that I had to use another florist,”
Jordan said. “It would have ruined the surprise if I’d ordered
the flowers from you.”

“I don’t mind,” she said with a laugh. She turned to him
and wrapped her arms around him. “I don’t know what to say,
Jordan. This is just… It’s amazing.”

“You’re amazing,” he said before leaning forward and
gracing her lips with the sweetest, most decadent kiss. “I want
you to forget about everything tonight. The float competition,
your family, the business. All of it. I want you to just
concentrate on what we have here.

“You’ve come to mean so much to me, Vicki. I don’t know
why I’ve been so blind, but I thank God every day that my
eyes have been opened.”

Her heart swelled to the point that Vicki thought it would
burst clear out of her chest. Wrapping her arms around his
neck, she tugged his head toward her and kissed him with all
the love filling her soul.

They stumbled into the great room, leaving a trail of
clothes in their wake. Within minutes they were both naked
and sprawled out on the rug in front of the fireplace.

The blaze turned Jordan’s chest a brilliant shade of bronze.
As he hovered over her, Vicki relished in the beauty of his fit
body. He worked a white-collar job; how he maintained such a
fabulous physique was beyond her.

He pulled a condom from the wallet he’d tossed on the
sofa. His intense gaze burning with passion, he rolled the latex
over his erection, then hooked his arms beneath her knees and
pulled her to him. Vicki reached down between them and
fisted his erection, rubbing her palm up and down the solid
length before guiding him into her body.

Her eyes fell shut and her back bowed off the floor as he
filled her. She would never, ever get enough of this feeling, the
moment when his welcoming thickness first entered her.
Nothing she’d ever experienced in life could match the



pleasure she felt when his erection stretched her body to its
limits.

As he pumped his hips, Vicki surged with him, the ebb and
flow of their bodies creating a beautiful, sensual dance. She
settled her palms against his chest, caressing them up and
down his glorious skin. The cadence of his heartbeat matched
her own, nearly bringing tears to her eyes as she realized the
depth of their connection. They were linked together on so
many levels, body and soul.

Jordan dipped his head to her neck and glided his tongue
down the gentle slope, trailing it along her skin to the shallow
valley between her breasts. He traced the underside of each
breast before pressing delicate kisses to the tips.

The light teasing was too much for Vicki to withstand.
Thrusting her chest out, she cradled his head in her hands and
held him to her, pleading with him to relieve the ache his
wicked tongue had created.

“Suck them,” she breathed. “Please, Jordan.”

His deep chuckle reverberated against her skin, but
seconds later he put her out of her misery, closing his lips over
her left breast. He massaged her right nipple, pinching and
plucking it before bringing his mouth over and laving the tip
with several long, wet licks. Then he sucked. Hard.

At the same time his hips thrust. Harder.

The sensations collided in her brain, shooting sparks from
all of her pleasure centers and turning her entire body into a
numbing mass of ecstasy.

Jordan continued his outrageously satisfying assault on her
senses. His hips and mouth worked in tandem. The harder he
sucked, the deeper his rigid hardness plunged inside her. Vicki
didn’t know which to focus on, the magic his mouth was
creating or the erotic pleasure that hummed throughout her
body with every delicious slide of his solid erection.

Just as she felt the climax building in her belly, Jordan
quickened his pace, plunging in and out, driving his hips



against hers in rapid succession until her entire being seemed
to explode into a million pieces.

And still Jordan continued to thrust, his hardness driving
deeper and faster until his body stiffened above her and a
groan tore from his throat.

He collapsed on top of her, the feel of his delicious weight
something to be cherished. Vicki wanted nothing more than to
remain in this very spot for the next twenty-four hours.

“Damn, you’re good at that,” Jordan said between shallow
breaths.

“You’re not too shabby yourself,” she said with a laugh.

He braced his hands on either side of her head and started
to push himself up, but Vicki stopped him, clamping her hands
on his shoulders and her legs around his waist, holding him to
her.

“Where are you going?” she asked.

“I want to salvage the plans I had in place. Believe it or
not, my intent was to wine and dine you before we got to this
part of the evening.”

“I’ll bet you’re happy I’m easy.”

His grin matched hers. “That means that I can expect more
of this after I properly wine and dine you, right?”

“You can count on that.”

It soon became apparent just how much trouble Jordan had
gone to in order to wine and dine her. Dressed in plush
bathrobes provided by the resort, they settled in for a candlelit
dinner at a table overlooking the impeccable gardens and, just
beyond them, the majestic mountain range.

After feasting on a superb meal of Maine lobster and
mouthwatering filet mignon, they shared a decadent chocolate
lava cake from one of her favorite bakeries in Boston. The fact
that he’d both remembered her mentioning the cake from a
silly conversation they’d had during one of their earlier dates,
and gone to the trouble of having it brought from Boston,
touched something deep inside of Vicki.



Following dinner, Jordan insisted she sit by the fire and
enjoy her second glass of wine while he took care of
“something special” upstairs. Several minutes later, he guided
her up to the suite’s impressive bathroom, with windows
overlooking the mountain landscape.

Vicki was wholly overwhelmed by the fantasy he’d
created. Dozens of thick pillar candles blazed brilliantly
around the bathroom. There were even more roses scattered
around, including dozens of petals floating on the surface of
the steaming water in the huge sunken tub. Another bottle of
wine stood chilling in a wine bucket.

Her hand to her throat, she turned to him and said in a soft
voice, “I can’t believe this, Jordan. No one has ever done
something this remarkable just for me.”

He trailed a single finger along her cheek. “I wanted you to
feel as special as you really are,” he said. “It is nothing less
than you deserve.”

Vicki’s chest tightened with the sweetest ache, and
emotion clogged her throat.

God, she loved this man.

It had happened much quicker than she ever thought
possible, but in that moment it was impossible to deny it.

She loved him. And she wanted him to know it.

Cradling his jaw in one hand, she rested her forehead
against his and stared into his eyes.

“I’m in love with you, Jordan Woolcott. I don’t know if
that was in your plans. I don’t even care if you don’t feel the
same way yet. But I need you to know that I am in love with
you.”

“Vicki, how could you ever think that I don’t feel the same
way?” he asked. “What do you think this is all about? Just
saying the words wasn’t enough for me. I wanted to show you
how much I love you.”

Everything inside of her melted at his achingly sweet
words. He drew his lips over hers in a kiss that left her



breathless, then stripped her out of her robe and helped her
into the perfumed bathwater. Discarding his robe, he climbed
in and settled against the rim of the tub. Vicki molded her back
to his chest, savoring how good it felt to feel his smooth skin
against hers.

Jordan traced dewy circles along her arm, listening as she
went through the schedule of events for Saturday.

“Are you nervous about the parade?” he asked.

“A part of me is more than ready for it, but there’s still a
part that is so afraid that I’m going to make a fool of myself.”

“Don’t,” Jordan said, pressing a kiss to her damp shoulder.
“No matter where you place in the competition, you need to
remember that you’ve done something that very few people
have the courage to do, Vicki. You put yourself out there.”

“You’re right,” she said. “Just a few months ago, I never
would have contemplated doing something like this. I guess
it’s all a part of the process.”

“For growing your business?”

She shook her head. “For finding myself.”

She turned and looked up at him. “I’ve been hiding the real
me for so long, Jordan. I’ve always been so cautious, afraid of
what people would say if I stepped out of those tight
boundaries that I’ve always been pressured to remain in. I was
too afraid of how my parents and brothers would view me, of
what Sandra and Janelle and everyone else who’s become
accustomed to sweet, sensible Vicki would think if I ventured
too far away from this role I’ve been confined to my entire
life.”

“So what do you think about the person you’ve found?”

A small smile tipped up the corner of her lips. “I like her.”

“I like her, too,” he said. “She’s so much stronger than she
realizes.”

“I’m starting to realize it,” she said. “It took me a while,
but I now see that winning this float competition was never my
real goal. The most important thing in all of this is finally



proving to myself that I’m strong enough and capable enough
to do whatever I set out to do.”

“You amaze me,” Jordan said, the reverence in his voice
making her skin tingle. “You have nothing to prove, Vicki.
You’re amazing. That’s all there is to it.”

She lifted herself slightly so that she could reach his lips,
then she settled back against his chest and asked, “What about
you?”

“What about me?”

“Are you done proving whatever you set out to prove
when you started that petition? Are you ready to accept the
results of the election, even if it comes out that you were
wrong?”

Jordan exhaled a deep breath. “I don’t have much choice,
do I?”

“Yes, you do,” she said. “You can continue on the way you
have for the past month. You can allow it to fester and drive
yourself crazy.” She looked at him over her shoulder. “Or you
can accept it and move on.”

Bracing her hands on the edge of the tub, Vicki lifted
herself up and turned to face him, straddling his thighs. She
cupped his jaw in both hands.

“You said that the most important thing about Oliver
Windom’s campaign is that he agreed to help Mass Mentors. If
you explain to Darren exactly why you supported Oliver and
why you are so passionate about the program, he will listen to
you.”

“You don’t think I’ve burned that bridge?”

“Not only is Darren a sensible man, but he’s a good man,
Jordan. I know you believe that Oliver is a breath of fresh air
because he’s younger and cut from a different cloth than the
older generation, but don’t sell Darren short.”

“I probably won’t do anything until I hear from the
investigators that I hired, but you’ve given me something to
think about.”



“Good,” Vicki said. She settled onto his lap and dipped her
head, running her tongue along his moistened neck. “Now let
me give you something else to think about.”

*

Vicki hugged her arms across her chest as she tried her
hardest to appear cool and collected on the outside. On the
inside, she was a ball of chaotic nerves.

When she’d driven up to the staging ground for the parade,
stunned was the only way she could describe how she felt as
she stared at the elaborate floats. Stunned and overwhelmed.
The participants had stepped their games up to a new level this
year.

There was a float dedicated to significant milestones in
New England’s revolutionary history, including the Boston Tea
Party and a musket made out of black lilies to signify the
famous “shot heard around the world.” Another float
showcased the eight U.S. presidents born in the New England
area. There were several seaside-themed floats, staples in the
parade every year.

One of the most elaborate was dedicated to the region’s
professional football team. For a minute, Vicki feared the
team’s star quarterback was on the float. Thank goodness that
wasn’t the case. It would have been the automatic winner by
sheer popularity.

Her Christmas from Around the World float wasn’t as
large as some of the others, and it didn’t have the animatronics
and other mechanical marvels, but for a one-woman shop,
Vicki couldn’t help but be proud. As she looked at the excited
faces of the kids from Mass Mentors who had put such hard
work into the float and who would be riding on it during the
parade, she knew that no matter the outcome, every sacrifice
she’d made for this competition had been worth it.

“I think you’ve got this,” came a voice from behind her.

She turned to find Jordan and Mason a few feet away.

“Hey there, you two,” she said.



The toddler looked as adorable as ever, dressed in black
corduroy pants, a white button-down shirt, a red sweater vest
and a Santa hat on his head. His father looked downright
edible, showing off his casual side in fashionable dark blue
jeans, a black cashmere sweater and a black leather jacket.

“You think I have a shot, huh?” Vicki asked, leaning over
for a kiss as she took Mason from his arms. “Maybe if this
little one here was the grand marshal.”

“I can’t deny that he would help, but I think you’ve got
this even without this charmer riding shotgun.” Jordan trailed
a finger along her cheek before capturing her chin in his hand
and tipping her head up. “I’m so proud of you. You did an
incredible job.”

“I had a lot of help from my team.”

“But it was your vision, and it is spectacular.”

Her heart swelled with gratitude. “Thank you,” she said.

The parade coordinator blew a whistle and directed the
tractor drivers to line up the floats according to the numbers
that had been assigned to them. The parade would start at 2:00
p.m., which meant they had just under an hour to enjoy some
of the other festivities of the annual extravaganza.

Vicki and Jordan brought Mason to Santa’s Workshop,
which was held in the lobby of Town Hall in the middle of the
square. Because Mason had already taken pictures with Santa
during the Bright Lights at Forest Park tour, they were able to
bypass the line of kids waiting to snatch a portrait with St.
Nick.

While Vicki helped Mason play some of the games that
had been set up for the kids, Jordan ventured out to several of
the food vendors, returning with miniature lobster sliders and
three gingerbread men for dessert. Vicki took one bite of the
sandwich and pushed the rest toward him. She was too
nervous to eat.

The minutes ticked by at lightning speed, and sooner than
she’d anticipated, she, Mason and Jordan were heading out of



Town Hall to stake out their spot on Main Street for the
parade.

Despite her anxiety, Vicki still managed to soak in the pure
joy of the day. It was cold, but the sky was clear, and the
exuberance radiating from the crowds was palpable. She
waved at a little girl who was sitting on her father’s shoulders,
waiting for the parade to start. She remembered doing the
same when she was that age. The thought brought a smile to
her face.

As they walked in the direction of the Silk Sisters’ yellow
Victorian, near where they planned to watch the parade as it
rolled down Wintersage’s main thoroughfare, Jordan’s
footsteps slowed. Vicki looked over at him and followed the
direction of his eyes.

The Howerton clan stood a few yards away—Darren Jr.
and Sr., Janelle and her husband, Ballard.

“Great,” Jordan muttered.

Seeing them there only added to Vicki’s pending anxiety
attack. The float competition was enough to rattle her nerves
for the day; she didn’t need tension over the election adding to
it.

“This doesn’t have to be a big deal,” she said to Jordan,
urging him forward.

As they neared the Howertons, Darren Sr. walked right up
to Jordan and put out his hand.

“I want you to know that I don’t harbor any hard feelings
toward you, son,” he said.

Darren Jr. snorted and shook his head. Apparently, he
didn’t share his father’s graciousness.

Jordan accepted Darren Sr.’s outstretched palm. “You
know that none of this has been personal, right?”

The older man shrugged. “It’s hard not to take it
personally, but you did what you thought you had to do. I
know for a fact that you haven’t found anything untoward with
my campaign yet, and I can assure you that you’re not going to



find anything.” A smile came upon his lips. “I don’t gloat
often, Jordan, but I am looking forward to telling you ‘I told
you so.’”

With that, Darren Sr. turned and greeted several people
who had come to speak to him.

Darren Jr. took his place, stepping up to Jordan and saying,
“I won’t be satisfied with ‘I told you so,’” he said. “When you
realize that you were wrong, I expect you to apologize not just
to my father, but to his entire campaign, Jordan.”

The tension returned with a vengeance as the amity they’d
experienced moments ago with Darren Sr.’s diplomatic
greeting evaporated. Vicki noticed the muscle in Jordan’s
cheek jump as he held his face rigid.

“I guess we’ll have to wait and see what my investigators
find,” he said.

“They won’t find anything,” Darren Jr. bit out through
clenched teeth, and then he turned to join Janelle and Ballard,
who were standing a few feet away.

Vicki hadn’t even realized that the parade had already
started. She turned to find the Boston Tea Party float moving
its way up Main Street. Her Christmas from Around the World
was fifteenth in the line of twenty floats, so between the
slowly moving tractors and marching bands, she still had a bit
of time before the Petals float would pass.

Vicki stood on her tiptoes, trying to see which float was
coming up next. That was when she spotted Terrance and
Spence walking toward her. Her parents followed them.

Great. Just what she needed to send her spiraling into a
full-blown panic attack.

But then she noticed the smiles on their faces.

“We haven’t missed your float, have we?” Her mother
greeted her with a hug.

“No,” Vicki said. “There are four more floats ahead of it.”

“Good,” her father said before placing a kiss on her cheek.



She stared at her brothers. “Wait, you two came out here to
see my float?” she asked. “You haven’t been to the
extravaganza in years.”

“We came out here to support you,” Terrance said.

“Yeah, and that call from Jordan had nothing to do with it,”
Spence said, cutting his eyes at Jordan. “The threats were
totally uncalled-for, dude.”

Vicki turned to Jordan, her mouth agape. “You threatened
my brothers for me? That’s the sweetest thing I’ve ever
heard.”

Terrance snorted and hooked a thumb toward them. “These
two were made for each other.”

Vicki kissed her brother’s cheek and said, “Thanks for
coming and for making the toy drive a success. I heard it went
off without a hitch.” Then she wrapped her arms around
Jordan and Mason. “Thank you,” he said.

“This means a lot to you, and so does your family. They
needed to be here to show you some support.”

She really could not love him any more than she did at this
very moment. Jordan gestured toward the street with his chin.
“You may want to turn around.”

She turned, and there, gliding along the streets of
Wintersage for everyone to see, was her labor of love. Her kids
from Mass Mentors, who had all chosen to wear costumes
mimicking Sinterklaas, the Dutch version of Old St. Nick,
started to whoop and holler when they spotted her.

Vicki laughed along with them, wiping tears of mirth and
joy from her eyes. Her mother came up to her and wrapped her
arms around Vicki’s shoulders.

“The float is absolutely gorgeous,” Christine Ahlfors said.
“I’m sorry I ever doubted you.”

“It’s okay, Mom,” she said, returning the hug.

“I think it’s time AFM joins the holiday extravaganza,” her
father said. “Maybe Petals will work on our float next year.”



“I don’t think you can afford me,” Vicki said teasingly.

Twenty minutes later, they all joined her at the stage where
the extravaganza’s committee was preparing to announce the
winner of the competition. When Petals won third place, a
huge roar lifted from her cheering section. Vicki was pretty
sure it would take no less than a month before she was able to
wipe the smile off her face.

She accepted her white third-place ribbon and walked off
the stage. Janelle was waiting for her just to the right of the
stairs. She held her arms out.

“Congratulations, honey,” she said, squeezing her in a long
hug. “I’m so proud of you.”

Vicki’s throat tightened with emotion. “Thank you.”

“Someone else wants to congratulate you, too.” Janelle
held up her phone and a slightly pixelated image of Sandra
appeared. She and Isaiah had been forced to miss the
extravaganza due to a meeting with a major furniture retailer
in New York who was interested in carrying Swoon Couture
Home in their stores.

Sandra squealed with delight and blew kisses, promising to
give her a proper congrats when they met at the Quarterdeck
Monday night.

The crowds dispersed now that the winners of the float
competition had been announced. Vicki and Jordan decided
not to return to the spot where they’d watched the parade near
the Victorian. She was still stoked after placing in the
competition, and she didn’t want to spoil it with the strained
atmosphere of being around the Howertons.

Instead, they took Mason to see the live reindeer that had
been brought in special for the extravaganza, then Jordan took
him on the Polar Express train ride that meandered around the
town’s main square.

By early evening, Mason was worn-out. He’d fallen asleep
with the adorable Santa hat still on his head. Vicki gently
pushed his stroller back and forth as she sat on a bench with
Jordan, her head resting on his shoulder.



“It turned out to be a pretty good day,” Jordan murmured
against her temple.

“I can’t complain,” she said, smiling. Her smile dimmed a
smidgeon as she stared out at the children running around the
square, playing a game of tag. “I could have done without
seeing that confrontation between you and Darren Jr.,” she
said.

“We all could have done without that,” he said. “At this
point, I just want this entire thing with the election to come to
an end.”

“The sooner, the better,” Vicki said.

Jordan’s phone rang. Vicki moved from where she’d been
resting against him so that he could retrieve it from his pocket.

He blew out a breath. “It’s my investigator.”

Vicki’s heart started to pound against the walls of her
chest.

Jordan swept his thumb across the touch screen. “What do
you have for me, Mike?”

He sat there in silence, just listening for several minutes.

“Are you sure?” he asked in a voice drenched in disbelief.

Vicki’s heart started to beat faster. It pounded more
erratically as a look of dread claimed Jordan’s face.

Finally, in a hoarse voice, Jordan said, “Thanks for your
hard work.”

“What is it?” she asked the second he ended the call. “Did
the investigators find proof of ballot tampering?” Her stomach
was a ball of nerves as she waited for his answer.

His throat worked as he swallowed, and then he nodded.
“Yes,” he said, his voice still raspy. “There’s proof of
tampering.”

Vicki’s heart sank. Her eyes fell shut. This was going to
kill Janelle.



“But it wasn’t Darren’s campaign,” Jordan continued.
Vicki’s eyes flew open. “It was Oliver’s.”
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Chapter 12

Jordan brought the mug of eggnog to his lips but set it
back down without taking a sip.

“You don’t like it?” Vicki asked.

Jordan looked over to where she sat on the floor, her legs
tucked underneath her. She was surrounded by Christmas
wrapping paper, ribbon and empty cardboard boxes. She’d
spent the hour since they had arrived home from spending
Christmas Day at both his and her parents’ wrapping the
empty boxes so that Mason could unwrap them. It was his
son’s new favorite pastime.

“There’s nothing wrong with the eggnog,” Jordan said.
“I’m just not in the mood for it.”

She frowned. “Jordan, I hate seeing you like this.”

“Don’t worry about me, Vicki. I’m okay,” he told her, even
though they both knew it was a lie.

He felt like such a callous ass. Vicki had spent the entire
day trying to lift him out of his funky mood, but if the
Christmas spirit hadn’t gripped him yet, Jordan doubted it
would happen at all.

Vicki gracefully rose from the floor and carried the freshly
wrapped boxes over to Mason, who was encircled by the
crumpled paper and bows from the half dozen boxes he’d just
finished unwrapping.

“Prezzie,” his son called, excitedly clapping his hands.

Vicki set the boxes before him, then started toward Jordan.
She looked divine in her cream-colored silk shirt and matching
wool pants. How she’d managed to keep the outfit spotless,
even through feeding Mason his Christmas dinner, was beyond
comprehension. She was amazing.

She wasn’t just amazing, she was more than he deserved,
especially with all his brooding. Yet here she was. And not for



the first time today it made him feel like the luckiest man in
the world.

Jordan held his arm out, inviting her to snuggle up
alongside him on the sofa. She joined him, folding her legs
underneath her and resting her head on his chest.

“I’m sorry I’m ruining your Christmas,” he said, pressing a
kiss to the crown of her head.

“Who says you’re ruining my Christmas?” She twisted
around until she lay across his thighs, and rested her head on
the sofa’s arm. “You haven’t ruined anyone’s Christmas,
Jordan. I know it’s been rough since you discovered the truth
about the ballot tampering. It was a shock to your system, one
that will definitely take longer than just a couple of days to get
over.”

She reached up and cupped his jaw. “I don’t want all of
that election mess to overshadow the things you should be
focusing on today. Family. Love. All of us being together.”
She pointed at Mason. “Just look at your son over there. He is
having the time of his life.”

Jordan couldn’t help but laugh as he observed Mason once
again tearing into the wrapped boxes, his two-teeth smile wide
as he ripped through the colorful paper. A silver bow clung
haphazardly to the side of his head, and another had found a
place to rest on his knee.

“That boy is a character, isn’t he?” he asked.

“I don’t know if I’ve ever seen someone so happy to
receive an empty box on Christmas.”

A smile tipped up the corner of his mouth, yet Jordan still
couldn’t shake the melancholy that continued to grip him. If
only he could coax his mind into thinking of something other
than the treachery his investigator had uncovered. But betrayal
was a hard pill to swallow, and Oliver Windom’s perfidy was
even harder to take, because Jordan had believed in him so
damn much.

At least he now understood why Oliver had been so quick
to concede the election, and why he’d been so against Jordan’s



demands to contest the results. The moment Mike, his
investigator, had revealed what he’d found, the pieces had
begun to fall into place.

Winning had never been Oliver’s endgame. The entire
campaign had been a scheme cooked up by Oliver and Morris
London, one of the political strategists who had been a part of
the campaign before Jordan had climbed aboard. Oliver’s
entire reason for joining the race for state representative had
been to skim money off the top of the campaign finance fund.

They had known that Darren Howerton was a strong
candidate who would be tough to beat. Their plan had been to
run a race that would gain enough support to attract a
significant amount of campaign dollars, but to remain just
inadequate enough not to win.

Jordan had put a kink in the chains when he’d joined and
quickly taken over as campaign manager. He’d turned a
satisfactory campaign into a well-oiled political machine,
applying complex polling strategies and raising Oliver’s
profile among voters. He had no idea he’d been thwarting
Oliver’s plans to get rich quick by stealing campaign dollars.

After interviewing county election commissioners in
several of the districts where Oliver had polled the strongest
yet ended up losing on election night, Jordan’s investigator
had begun to notice a pattern. As he had dug deeper, he’d
discovered that in all of those districts a disproportionate
number of absentee ballots had mysteriously gone missing.

It turned out that Oliver had paid employees in the county
clerk’s offices in the districts where he’d had the best polling
numbers to destroy absentee ballots in hopes of tipping the
odds in Darren Howerton’s favor.

Oliver hadn’t wanted to serve the people of Massachusetts.
He’d only wanted to serve himself. And Jordan had fallen for
it hook, line and sinker. For the second time in his life, he’d
put his full trust in someone who’d turned out to be the total
opposite of the person he’d thought them to be.

Was he fundamentally flawed when it came to judging
people?



“Stop thinking so hard,” Vicki said.

Jordan stared down at the woman sprawled so invitingly
across his lap. She was the one person whose character he
would never have to question. She had been a steady rock over
these turbulent couple of days, as he’d looked into his
investigator’s findings to confirm that they were true.

His Christmas had not turned out quite the way he’d
planned, but if there were a Christmas miracle to be had, it
would be that Vicki’s steadiness would be there to see him
through for many more days to come.

“I love you,” he said.

With a smile tilting up the corners of her lips, she cupped
his jaw and smoothed her thumb back and forth across his
cheek. “I will never get tired of hearing you say that.”

“Good, because I plan to say it a lot.” He stroked her lips
with his fingertips. “You mean so much to me, Vicki. You’re
like a piece of me that I didn’t know was missing.”

“Thank you for opening your heart enough to let me
inside,” she whispered.

Jordan dipped his head and captured her lips in a kiss.

“Prezzie!” Mason screamed, thumping an unwrapped
cardboard box on the floor.

“Uh-oh.” Vicki laughed as she pushed up from Jordan’s
lap. “Time to feed the beast. You may have to go to the store to
get more wrapping paper. We’re going to run out soon.”

“Check under the tree, toward the back,” Jordan said. “I
think there may be a gift still there.”

“Are you sure?” Vicki said, walking over to the tree and
gently moving a couple of ornament-laden branches around.

Jordan’s breath began to escalate as he nervously waited
for her to find the box.

“You’re right,” she said, pulling out the flat rectangular
box. She brought it over to Mason and stooped down in front



of him. “Looks as if we forgot one of your presents from
Santa.”

Mason grabbed the box from her hand and quickly started
to tear the paper. Jordan’s pulse pounded harder with every rip.

“Let me help you with that,” Vicki said once all the paper
was gone. She lifted the top off the box and pulled out the
toddler-size T-shirt. “There you go,” she said, handing the shirt
to Mason.

“Why don’t you read it for him?” Jordan said.

She looked at him with a curious gleam in her eye, then
took the shirt and held it out in front of her.

She gasped.

“Jordan,” she said. “Is this for real?”

She turned the shirt to him. It read, Will You Marry Us?

Jordan rose from the sofa and walked over to them. He
dropped on the floor next to them and took the shirt from her,
pulling it over Mason’s white undershirt. He turned the baby to
face her.

“I figured you wouldn’t be able to say no to this face,”
Jordan said.

Vicki covered her mouth with both hands. Tears began to
stream from her eyes. She reached over and wrapped her arms
around his neck.

“There is nothing I want more than to marry you.” She
looked down at Mason. “The both of you. Becoming a part of
this family, making you two my family, is the greatest gift I
could ever hope for.”

*

Exuberant chatter floated around the ballroom where the
Woolcotts’ Kwanzaa gathering was being held, as guests
celebrated the start of the weeklong observance set aside to
honor the values of African culture. In keeping with the
traditions of the holiday, they feasted on the mazao, or crops,



of fresh fruit, nuts and an array of harvest vegetables, along
with a bounty of fragrant African dishes.

The entire room was awash in red, green and black, with
the giant cornucopia Vicki had brought in serving as the focal
point. Guests presented gifts to the cornucopia, which would
be given out on Imani, the seventh and last day of the
celebration.

Vicki felt Jordan’s eyes on her as she listened to John
Bancroft, a longtime associate of Ahlfors Financial
Management, talk about the recent trip he and his wife had
taken to Jamaica.

“It sounds heavenly,” Vicki said, smiling at the man, who
felt it necessary to describe every single detail about the all-
inclusive resort where he and his wife had vacationed.

Out of the corner of her eye she noticed Jordan standing
several yards away, his intense gaze searing and seductive.

“I would love to hear more about the fake volcano at the
hotel’s pool, but I see one of the centerpieces has a flower out
of place. As the decorator, I just can’t have that.”

“Of course, of course,” the man said.

Vicki quickly made her exit and headed straight to Jordan.

“Having fun?” he asked as he wrapped one arm around her
waist and pulled her against him.

Vicki lifted her face to receive his kiss. Keeping her voice
low, she whispered, “If you want to go to Jamaica for our
honeymoon, I know where you can slide down a fake volcano
and into a pool made to look like lava.”

“The only thing I plan to slide down on our honeymoon is
you,” he said against her lips.

The shivers that cascaded along her body had no business
being there in the midst of a ballroom filled with all their
family and friends.

“You’re trying to get me in trouble, aren’t you?” she asked.



“Me? Of course not,” he said, the wicked gleam in his eyes
belying his words. His expression sobered, and Vicki didn’t
have to think too long to figure out why.

“Let me guess,” she said. “Darren Howerton just walked
in.”

Upon learning of Oliver Windom’s cheating on the
evening of the holiday extravaganza, Vicki and Jordan had
gone over to the Howertons to break the news to Darren Sr.,
only to learn that the man had gone down to Boston to spend
the holidays. Tonight was the first time they’d seen him since
discovering the truth about the election results.

Jordan let out a deep breath. “I don’t want to wait another
minute to apologize,” he said.

Vicki took his hand and squeezed it.

“It takes a man with integrity to admit when he’s wrong,”
she said. “And you have as much integrity as anyone I know.”

Jordan’s eyes filled with gratitude. He crushed his lips to
hers in a swift, sweet kiss. “I love you so much.”

“I love you, too,” she said against his lips.

Hand in hand, they started for Darren Sr., who was
speaking to Jordan’s father, Stuart Woolcott. Vicki saw the
moment when Darren Jr. spotted them heading for his father.
He started walking toward them, as well. They all arrived to
the two older gentlemen at the same time.

Jordan cleared his throat to get their attention. Darren Sr.
and Stuart both turned.

“I hope you don’t mind my interrupting, but I owe this
man an apology,” Jordan said. He looked directly into Darren
Sr.’s eyes. “By now, I know you’ve heard the results of the
investigation I started. I didn’t want to apologize over the
phone, because it’s something you deserve to hear face-to-
face. I am truly sorry for the accusations I made against you
and your campaign, Darren. I put my trust and support in the
wrong candidate. All I can do is ask that you forgive me.”



The older gentlemen stood there for a moment without
speaking. Finally, he said, “I want to know why, Jordan. Why
did you back Oliver’s campaign?”

“I was intrigued by several of his ideas,” he began. “But
mostly, I agreed with Oliver’s support for Mass Mentors, a
mentorship program that was started by a former classmate of
mine.”

As Jordan explained the program to Darren Sr., Vicki
stepped in to mention that it was kids from Mass Mentors
who’d helped to create her float.

“This sounds like something that should be statewide,”
Darren Sr. said.

“I think so, too,” Jordan agreed. “Oliver pledged to fight
for funding for the program. It’s desperately needed.”

“Supporting our state’s underserved youth has always been
a priority for me,” Darren Sr. said. “You should have come to
me with this idea, Jordan. I would have supported it.”

“I’m sorry I didn’t,” he said. “But I’m here to help now. If
you’ll allow it, I want to work with you on this.”

“I would love to have your input,” Darren said, clamping
Jordan on the shoulder with one hand and offering the other to
shake. As the two shook hands, the tension of the past month
seemed to melt away.

“I’m proud of you, son,” Stuart said, shaking Jordan’s
hand, as well.

Stuart and Darren Sr. both left to join the others at the head
table, leaving Jordan, Vicki and Darren Jr. together. Jordan
turned to his former schoolmate and Darren Jr., too, held out
his hand.

“I appreciate you doing that,” Darren Jr. said.

“When I’m wrong, I say I’m wrong,” Jordan replied. “And
I was wrong to accuse your father of cheating. I regret that I
put my trust in someone as untrustworthy as Oliver Windom.
If I’d known the kind of person he was, I would have left his
campaign and come to work on Darren’s.”



“We would have welcomed you,” Darren Jr. said with a
grin. “It was miraculous to see how quickly you turned
Windom’s campaign around. It was because of you that he
nearly pulled off a win.” He shook his head. “I don’t know if
you would ever consider leaving law, but if you ask me,
you’ve got a career as a political strategist waiting for you.”

Jordan chuckled and stuck his hand out again. “I appreciate
you saying so.”

After a vow to get together over dinner soon to talk about
the Mass Mentors program, Vicki and Jordan headed for their
table toward the front of the ballroom.

Stuart Woolcott was at the microphone, welcoming
everyone to the Woolcotts’ annual Kwanzaa gathering. He
took a few moments to explain the cultural holiday and the
meaning behind the seven principles of Kwanzaa.

“It is befitting that we are all here today with family and
friends as we celebrate Umoja, this first day of Kwanzaa.
Umoja means unity. May we all continue to be united
throughout the years to come.” He held up his glass and
toasted everyone in the room.

Jordan clinked his glass against hers, a secretive smile on
his face. Then, tugging her by the hand, he started toward his
father.

“Jordan,” Vicki said in a loud whisper, but he continued
walking.

He stepped up to the microphone his father had just
vacated.

“Can I have everyone’s attention please?” Jordan spoke
into the microphone. “Seeing as we are here celebrating unity
tonight, this is probably the most appropriate place for me to
do this.”

Setting his champagne glass on the table next to them,
Jordan got down on one knee.

A collective gasp rent the air.



He pulled a ring box out of the pocket of his tailored tux
and looked up at her.

“I asked you last night, but here I am, formally asking in
front of all our family and friends. I want to unite my life with
yours. I want you to become my wife. Will you marry me,
Vicki?”

She nodded, tears streaming down her face. “Yes,” Vicki
answered. “Yes, I will marry you.”

An excited roar sounded around the room.

“I knew it!” Sandra shouted. She ran over to them and
gathered Vicki in her arms. “I knew this was going to happen
the minute I saw the way Jordan looked at you at my
wedding.” She kissed both Vicki and Jordan on the cheek. “I
am so happy for the both of you, and for Mason, too. He is
getting the perfect stepmother.”

Vicki’s heart swelled. “Thank you,” she said.

She turned and accepted hugs from Janelle and then from
her parents. Her brothers all teased Jordan good-naturedly
before showering Vicki with congratulatory kisses.

When she turned back to Sandra and Janelle, they both
wore conspiratorial smiles.

“What?” Vicki asked, unable to squelch her suspicions.

“Give us one minute,” Sandra said. “We have a surprise for
you.”

A few minutes later, she and Janelle returned to the
ballroom carrying a flat garment box. They set it on the table
before her.

Eyeing them cautiously, Vicki opened the box and gasped.

“What? How?”

It was her mother’s wedding gown.

“You mentioned at the Quarterdeck a few months ago that
you would love to get married in your mother’s gown,” Sandra
said. “Last week, when I saw the way your eyes lit up just at
the mention of Jordan’s name, and the way his did the same



whenever someone said your name, I knew a proposal couldn’t
be far off.”

She took Vicki by the shoulders and brought her in for a
hug. Janelle joined them.

“And to think I used to complain about not having sisters,”
Vicki said.

“So did I.” Sandra laughed.

“Me, too,” Janelle added.

“I think God knew what He was doing when He brought us
all together,” Vicki said. “You two will forever be my sisters.”

 



Epilogue

“By the power vested in me by the State of
Massachusetts, I now pronounce you Mr. and Mrs. Jordan
Woolcott. Sir, you may kiss your lovely bride.”

Vicki turned to Jordan and couldn’t hold back her wide
smile as he leaned in and kissed her. And kissed her. And
kissed her.

He kissed her for so long that her father loudly cleared his
throat, causing the wedding guests to erupt in laughter.

“Congratulations, Mrs. Woolcott,” Jordan said, his grin as
wide as hers.

“Congratulations to you, too,” she returned.

She kissed him again before they started down the small
aisle in the tastefully decorated chapel. They led everyone to
the chapel’s small gathering hall next door. On the outside it
looked like a rustic seaside cottage, but the inside had been
made to look like a winter wonderland, with white gossamer
draping from the ceilings and sparkling white lights casting an
ethereal glow on every surface.

The gathering was small, with only the members of the
Woolcott, Ahlfors and Howerton families, along with a few
close friends, in attendance. It was exactly what Vicki had
envisioned her wedding day to be like, and exactly the man
she’d always dreamed she’d marry.

“I have never been happier in my entire life,” she said.

“I take that as a challenge,” Jordan said, pressing a kiss to
her lips. “I plan to spend the rest of my life making you
happier than you were the past day.”

“I look forward to it,” she said.

Sandra and Janelle, who had both stood as attendants,
came over to them. Sandra carried Mason, who was dressed in
an adorable baby tuxedo.



“Isn’t he the most cutest baby in the world?” Vicki asked.

“He is,” Janelle said. “But I think mine will give him a run
for his money.”

Sandra and Vicki both looked at her and started screaming,
grabbing the attention of everyone in the room. Sandra handed
Mason off to Jordan so that she, Vicki and Janelle could join in
a group hug.

Jordan laughed at their shenanigans. “I think the Silk
Sisters will have to add a baby portion to the business.”

“I think that’s the perfect idea,” Vicki said.

At Janelle’s announcement, the mood became even more
festive. As the food and drinks flowed, Vicki soaked it all in.
At this moment, her life felt complete.

Yet it was just getting started.

“It’s time to throw the bouquet,” Nancy Woolcott called,
handing Vicki the small bouquet of white calla lilies that had
been made specifically for tossing.

Vicki turned her back to the crowd, but not before taking a
mental note of where her three brothers stood. Angling her
aim, she tossed the bouquet over her shoulder, right at
Terrance, Spence and Jacob, making sure there would be more
weddings to come in Wintersage.

*
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